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ABSTRACT

DIFFUSE PHOTON PROBES OF STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICAL

PROPERTIES OF TURBID MEDIA�

THEORY AND BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS

David A� Boas

Arjun G� Yodh

Di�using photons can be used to detect� localize� and characterize optical and

dynamical spatial inhomogeneities embedded in turbid media� Measurements of the

intensity of di�use photons reveal information about the optical properties of a system�

Speckle 	uctuations carry information about the dynamical and optical properties�

This dissertation shows that simple di�usion theories accurately model the intensity

and speckle correlation signals that di�use through turbid media with spatially varying

properties and discusses possible biomedical applications�

We �rst look at the intensity of di�use photons provided by a light source that is

intensity modulated� This generates di�use photon density waves 
DPDW�s� which

exhibit classical wave behavior� We demonstrate experimentally and theoretically the

refraction� di�raction� and scattering of DPDW�s� Using accurate signal and noise

models� we then present a detailed analysis which shows that DPDW�s can be used

to detect and locate objects larger than  mm and to characterize objects larger than

� cm which are embedded inside turbid media with biologically relevant parameters�

This di�use photon probe should may �nd applications in medicine as a bed�side

brain hematoma monitor� or for screening breast cancer� or other functional imaging

applications�

We then consider the coherence properties of the di�use photons as revealed by

speckle intensity 	uctuations and show that the temporal autocorrelation function of

these 	uctuations is accurately modeled by a correlation di�usion equation� Because

the correlation di�usion equation is analogous to the photon di�usion equation� all

concepts and ideas developed for DPDW�s can be directly applied to the di�usion of

correlation� We show experimentally and with Monte Carlo simulations that the dif�
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fusion of correlation can be viewed as a correlation wave that propagates spherically

outwards from the source and scatters from macroscopic spatial variations in dynam�

ical and�or optical properties� We also demonstrate the utility of inverse scattering

algorithms for reconstructing images of the spatially varying dynamical properties of

turbid media� The biomedical applicability of this di�use probe is illustrated with

examples of monitoring blood 	ow and probing the depth of burned tissue�
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Chapter �

Introduction

The potential to acquire information about tissue optical and dynamical properties

non�invasively o�ers exciting possibilities for medical imaging� For this reason� the

di�usion of near infrared photons �NIR� in turbid media has been the focus of substan�

tial recent research ��� 	� 
� ��� Applications range from pulse oximetry �� �� �� �� �� ���

to tissue characterization ���� �	� to imaging of breast and brain tumors ��
� ��� ��

and to probing blood �ow ���� ��� ��� ���� Presently� pulse�time ��� �	� 	��� amplitude

modulated �
� 	�� 		� 	
�� and continuous wave sources of light ��� 	�� 	� are used to

probe turbid media for optical anomalies such as tumors and hematomas�

These procedures are complicated by the fact that light does not travel ballistically

through turbid media� Rather� photons experience many scattering events prior to

their absorption or transmission through boundaries� For many biological tissues� the

absorption length for NIR light is much longer than the scattering length� Furthermore�

the scattering length is much smaller than the dimensions of the sample� In this

case the migration of photons is accurately described as a di�usional process� These

conditions are met in breast tissue for which the reduced scattering coe�cient� ��
s

�which is the reciprocal of the photon random walk step�� is approximately �� cm��

and the absorption coe�cent� �a �which is the reciprocal of the photon absorption

length�� is approximately ���
 cm�� �	�� 	���

An intensity modulated source of light produces a wave of light energy density

which propagates spherically outwards from the source through the turbid medium�

�
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This intensity wave is called a di�use photon density wave �DPDW� �
� 	�� 		� 	
��

Although microscopically the photons are di�using and have thus lost memory of

their initial direction� macroscopically the photons combine incoherently to produce a

scalar wave of light energy density with a well de�ned phase front� The wavelength of

the DPDW depends on the optical properties and source modulation frequency and is

around �� cm for typical biological samples and modulation frequencies �� 	�� MHz��

The optics of DPDW�s have been well de�ned in the recent literature �
� 	�� 		� 	��

	�� 
�� 
�� 
	� 

�� In particular� studies of the distortion of DPDW�s by optical

inhomogeneities demonstrate that heterogeneities may be found and characterized by

measuring distortions in the DPDW wavefront �	�� 	�� 
�� 
�� 
�� 
��

In a di�erent vein� when a photon scatters from a moving particle� its frequency

is Doppler�shifted by an amount that is proportional to the speed of the scattering

particle and dependent on the scattering angle relative to the velocity of the scatterer�

Under certain conditions it is possible to measure these small frequency shifts caused

by Doppler scattering events� Thus it is possible to non�invasively measure particle

motions and density �uctuations in a wide range of systems� Applications include

measuring the Brownian motion of suspended macromolecules �
�� 
�� 
�� 
��� veloci�

metry of �ow �elds ���� ��� �	� �
�� and in�vivo blood �ow monitoring ���� �� ����

Methods for using light to measure �ow and density �uctuations have appeared

with numerous names including Photon Correlation Spectroscopy ����� Dynamic Light

Scattering �
�� 
��� Quasi�Elastic Light Scattering� and Di�using Wave Spectroscopy

���� ��� �� ��� These methods basically fall into two categories� Doppler methods

and speckle methods� The Doppler methods measure the Doppler broadening of the

laser light linewidth directly using tunable optical �lters� Speckle methods monitor

the intensity �uctuations that arise from the beating of electric �elds with slightly

di�erent frequencies� This is analogous to the acoustic beat notes that a musician

uses to tune a musical instrument� The two di�erent methods essentially give access

to the same information� as is discussed by Briers �	��

Intensity and Doppler�speckle probes of random media are connected since they
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both rely on the behavior of the migrating photons� The two di�erent probes require

di�erent equipment since the �rst measures the average intensity and the other indir�

ectly measures the light coherence properties� but I show that the measured signals

can be accurately predicted and quanti�ed using analogous di�usion models�

Spectroscopic intensity probes have been used since the ��
��s to measure blood

oxygenation non�invasively and to detect hematomas and various breast cancers� Non�

invasive monitoring of average blood oxygenation is successful and widely accepted�

Detection of hematomas and cancers has also been successful but is not widely ac�

cepted because of the inability to accurately characterize the anomalies� To improve

anomaly characterization it is necessary to have models which accurately predict the

migration of photons through turbid media with spatially varying optical properties�

The photon di�usion model has been shown to work well ��� 	�� 	�� 
� as I will show

in this dissertation�

Photon correlation spectroscopy �speci�cally speckle probes but including Dop�

pler probes because of their similarity� is successfully used in industry and biology for

measuring and monitoring particle size� aggregation� gelation� and �ow in optically

dilute and concentrated samples� Medical applications include monitoring blood �ow

and diagnosing the viability of burned tissue� Quanti�cation of correlation signals

from turbid samples has been limited to systems with spatially uniform optical and

dynamical properties� The models I present here� which permit the quantitative ana�

lysis of signals from samples with spatially varying properties� increase the range of

applicability for photon correlation spectroscopy�

The work I present here is a uni�cation of intensity and speckle probes of turbid

media� By treating themwith similar theoretical models� ideas and concepts developed

for one probe to be easily applied to the other probe� Chapter 	 reviews the photon

di�usion model� discusses macroscopic scalar wave solutions that arise in this model

�otherwise known as di�use photon density waves� including the scattering of di�use

photon density waves from macroscopic heterogeneities� and experimentally demon�

strates the validity and accuracy of this model� Chapter 
 presents a signal�to�noise
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analysis which reveals the power and practical limits to the detection� localization�

and characterization of optical inhomogeneities using di�use photon density waves�

Chapter � presents a di�usion equation for correlation and experimentally demon�

strates its validity and accuracy for turbid media with spatially varying Brownian

motion� �ow� and optical properties� Chapter  discusses two biomedical applica�

tions for correlation di�usion� monitoring blood �ow� and probing tissue burn depths�

Chapter � describes the experimental methodology used throughout�



Chapter �

The Migration of Di�use Photon Density Waves through Highly

Scattering Media

When light enters a highly scattering �or turbid� medium such as a cloud� milk� or

tissue� the photons do not simply re�ect back from or transmit through the medium as

they would for a pane of glass� Instead� the individual photons scatter many times and

thus trace out random paths before escaping from or being absorbed by the medium�

In this chapter I consider the collective properties of these scattered photons� When

the intensity of a point source in a turbid medium with uniform optical properties is si�

nusoidally modulated� a macroscopic wave of photon density develops� and propagates

spherically outwards from the source� Although microscopically the individual photons

follow random walk�like trajectories� macroscopically a coherent photon density wave

is created�

After experimentally verifying the existence of these waves� I examine their re�

fraction at planar interfaces between media with di�erent optical properties and their

refraction and di�raction by objects with di�erent optical properties than the sur�

rounding media� I show that the perturbation of the di�use photon density wavefronts

is captured by standard refraction� di�raction� and scattering models�

The theoretical basis of this work derives from the photon di�usion equation� The

radiative transport equation is a more accurate model for the migration of photons

in general� but is typically di�cult to handle� I start this chapter by reviewing the
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assumptions that reduce the general transport equation to a di�usion equation� The

classical wave behavior of DPDW�s is then considered� At the end of the chapter�

the breakdown of the di�usion approximation is considered as well as higher order

approximations to the transport equation�

��� Di�usion Approximation to the Transport Equation

The linear transport equation for photons propagating in media that scatters and

absorbs photons is �	� 		� 	
�

�

v

�L�r� ��� t�

�t
�r�L�r� ��� t��� � �tL�r� ��� t� � �s

Z
L�r� ���� t�f���� ����d��� �S�r� ��� t� �

�����

L�r� ��� t� is the radiance at position r� traveling in direction ��� at time t� with units

of W m�� sr�� �sr � steradian � unit solid angle�� The normalized phase function

f���� ���� represents the probability of scattering into a direction ��� from direction ���

v is the speed of light in the medium and �t � �s � �a is the transport coe�cient

where �s is the scattering coe�cient and �a is the absorption coe�cient� S�r� ��� t�

is the spatial and angular distribution of the source with units of W m�� sr��� The

photon �uence is given by

��r� t� �
Z

d��L�r� ��� t� � �����

The photon �ux� or current density� is given by

J�r� t� �
Z

d��L�r� ��� t��� � �����

Both the �uence and the �ux have units of W m��� The linear transport equation

neglects coherence and polarization e�ects� Recently� however� Ackerson et al� have

successfully included coherence e�ects within a transport model �	�� 	��� Photon

polarization within the transport equation has also been considered by Fernandez and

Molinari �	���
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drr

Ω

Ω

Figure ���� A schematic of the conservation of photons in a small element in phase
space� The phase element is at position r� time t� and direction ��� Photons scattered
from all directions ��� into direction �� at position r must be considered� Also� the scat�
tering from direction �� and absorption within the phase element must be considered
as well as the �ux of photons through the phase element�

The transport equation can be thought of as a conservation equation for the ra�

diance� If we consider a small element in phase space� that is a small volume around

position r and a small solid angle around �� at time t �see �g� ����� the left�hand side

of eq� ����� accounts for photons leaving the small element� and the right�hand side

accounts for photons entering the small element� The �rst term on the left�hand side

is the time�derivative of the radiance which equals the number of photons entering the

element minus the number leaving� The second term accounts for the �ux of photons

along the direction ��� The third term accounts for the scattering and absorption of

photons within the phase element� Photons scattered from an element in phase space

are balanced by the scattering into another element in phase space� The balance is

handled by the integral on the right�hand side of eq� ����� which accounts for photons

at position r being scattered from all directions ��� into direction ��� The second term

on the right�hand side is the source of photons�

Analytic solutions of the transport equation are di�cult to obtain and numerical

calculations require large amounts of computational power� Solutions typically exist

only for simple geometries such as planar geometries with plane wave illumination
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�
��� some spherical geometries �
��� and a few other special cases �
���

These di�culties are reduced by considering approximate solutions to the trans�

port equation� A standard approximation method for the transport equation is known

as the PN approximation �	� 		� 	
�� The method of the PN approximation is simply

to expand the radiance� phase function� and source in spherical harmonics Yl�m� trun�

cating the series for the radiance at l � N � The radiance and source are expanded

as

L�r� ��� t� �
NX
l��

lX
m��l

�l�m�r� t�Yl�m���� � ����

and

S�r� ��� t� �
NX
l��

lX
m��l

ql�m�r� t�Yl�m���� � ���	�

By substituting eq� ���� into eq� ����� we see that ���� is proportional to the photon

�uence� By substituting eq� ���� into eq� ����� we see that ���m are the components

of the photon �ux� The ql�m�r� t� are the amplitudes of the di�erent angular moments

of the source at position r and time t�

For the phase function� we make the reasonable assumption that the scattering

amplitude is only dependent on the change in direction of the photon� and thus

f��� � ���� �
�X
l��

�l � �

�
glPl��� � ����

�
�X
l��

lX
m��l

glY
�

l�m�����Yl�m���� � ���
�

where Pl is a Legendre Polynomial of order l and the second line is obtained using the

standard angular addition rule �
��� The phase function is normalized so that g� � ��

Note that g� is the average cosine of the scattering angle�

The P� approximation is quite good when the albedo c � �s���s � �a� is close

to unity� the phase function is not too anisotropic �e�g� g� � ���� but this depends

on the optical properties�� and the source�detector separation is large compared to

����s�� � g���� Within the P� approximation the radiance can be written as

L�r� ��� t� �
�

�
��r� t� �

�

�
J�r� t� � �� � �����
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Similarly the photon source can be written as

S�r� ��� t� �
�

�
S��r� t� �

�

�
S��r� t� � �� � �����

where S��r� t� and S��r� t� are respectively the monopole �isotropic� and dipole mo�

ments of the source�

Inserting eq� ����� and eq� ����� into eq� ����� and integrating over �� yields

�

v

�

�t
��r� t� � �a��r� t� �r � J�r� t� � S��r� t� � �����

Inserting eq� ����� and eq� ����� into eq� ������ multiplying by ��� and integrating over

�� yields
�

v

�

�t
J�r� t� � ���s � �a�J�r� t� �

�

�
r��r� t� � S��r� t� � ������

where ��s � �s��� g�� is the reduced scattering coe�cient�

We obtain the P� equation by decoupling eq� ����� and eq� ������ for ��r� t��

�Dr���r� t� � v�a��r� t� �
���r� t�

�t
�

�D

v

�
�a
���r� t�

�t
�

�

v

����r� t�

�t�

�

� vS��r� t� �
�D

v

�S�

�t
� �Dr � S��r� t� � ������

D � v�����s� is the photon di�usion coe�cient� The absorption coe�cient is dropped

from the photon di�usion coe�cient to keep the set of approximations consistent� That

is� the P� approximation is valid when the albedo is close to unity and the scattering

is not highly anisotropic and thus �a � ��s� This has been discussed in greater detail

by Furutsu and Yamada �
�� The scattering coe�cient and scattering anisotropy do

not explicitly appear in the P� equation �and subsequently the di�usion equation� but

instead appear together as the reduced scattering coe�cient� This interplay between

the scattering coe�cient and anisotropy to produce an �e�ective� scattering coe�cient

is known as the similarity relation �
	� 

� 
���

The standard photon di�usion equation is obtained when the underlined terms

in eq� ������ are dropped� Dropping the dipole moment of the source is justi�ed

by assuming an isotropic source� This assumption is usually supported by treating
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collimated sources as isotropic sources displaced one transport mean free path into the

scattering medium from the collimated source� The assumption for dropping the other

terms is best seen in the frequency�domain where the time dependence of the source is

taken as exp��i	t�� When the intensity of the source is sinusoidally modulated then

the photon �uence becomes ��r� exp��i	t�� The time derivatives can then be replaced

by �i	 and the rest of the underlined terms can be ignored when �D	�v� � �� This

assumption is equivalent to v��s�	 � �� that is the scattering frequency must be much

larger than the modulation frequency�

Given these assumptions we arrive at the photon di�usion equation for ��r� t��

�Dr���r� t� � v�a��r� t� �
���r� t�

�t
� vS��r� t� � ������

Note that in the frequency�domain the photon di�usion equation can be rewritten as

the Helmholtz equation

�r� � k�AC��AC�r� �
�v
D

S��r� � ������

where the wavenumber is complex� i�e�

k�AC �
�v�a � i	

D
� �����

��� Di�use Photon Density Waves

When the source of photons in a turbid medium is intensity modulated� e�g� S�r� t� �

SDC�r� � SAC�r� exp��i	t�� then the photon �uence will oscillate at the same fre�

quency� This small but measurable traveling wave disturbance of the light energy

density is referred to as a di�use photon density wave ��� ��� ��� ��� 
���

Di�use photon density waves are scalar� damped� traveling waves� These traveling

waves arise formally in any di�usive system that is driven by an oscillating source

such as in heat conduction �
�� and chemical waves ����� Fishkin and Gratton for

example ����� have calculated the light energy density� U�r�t�� within an optically

dense homogenous media in the presence of a modulated point light source at the
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origin� They then used the result and the principle of superposition to derive the light

energy density in the presence of an absorbing semi�in�nite plane� The oscillatory

part of the solution for an in�nite� homogenous dense random media with an intensity

modulated point source is ���� 
��

�AC�r� t� �
vSAC
�Dr

exp�ikr� exp��i	t� � ����	�

SAC is the source modulation amplitude� D � v�����s� is the photon di�usion coef�

�cient in the turbid medium where v is the speed of light in the medium and ��s

is the reduced scattering coe�cient� 	 is the angular modulation frequency� and the

wavenumber k is given by

k �

s
�v�a � i	

D

� �������
�
v���a � 	�

D�

����

exp

�
� i

�
tan��

	

v�a

�

�

�
v���a � 	�

D�

���� �
i cos

�
�

�
tan��

	

v�a

�
� sin

�
�

�
tan��

	

v�a

��
� ����
�

This is not the only solution for k� however it is the solution which satis�es the

physical condition that the amplitude is exponentially attenuated rather than growing

�i�e� the imaginary part of k is greater than zero�� This particular solution is obtained

by extracting the �� from the rest of the equation on the second line� An analogous

equation for k can be found using the following approach �still requiring the imaginary

part of k to be greater than zero��

k � x� iy �

k� � �x� � y�� � i�xy �

x� � y� �
�v�a
D

�

�xy �
	

D
�

k �

r
v�a
�D

�
���
�
B	
vuut� �

�
	

v�a

��

� �



CA

���

� i

�
B	
vuut� �

�
	

v�a

��

� �



CA

���
�
�� �������
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Note that the solution for an intensity modulated point source� eq� ����	�� is a

spherical wave with a complex wavenumber� The complex wavenumber indicates that

the wave is exponentially attenuated and has a well de�ned wavelength� amplitude� and

phase at all points� Qualitatively this wavelength corresponds to the root�mean�square

displacement experienced by a typical photon during a single modulation period� It

can be altered by modifying D� �a� or 	� This wave does not� on average� transport

any energy� The net di�usive energy transport arises in the DC �i�e� non�oscillating�

part of the process�

To experimentally verify the existence of di�use photon density waves� we used

the experimental system described in section 
�� to generate and measure a modulated

photon �uence� The measurements were made in a tank containing a highly scattering

emulsion known as Intralipid ���� ��� ��� ��� Measurements of the phase and amp�

litude of the di�use photon density wave �DPDW� were measured with respect to the

source at each point on a ��	 cm square grid� The dimensions of the grid were small

compared with the dimensions of the tank so that the medium is a good approximation

of an in�nite medium�

The results for an Intralipid concentration of ��	� are exhibited in �g� ���� Con�

stant phase countours are shown at �� degree intervals about the source� Notice that

the contours are circular� and that their radii can be extrapolated back to the source�

The phase shift and the quantity lnjr�AC�r�j are plotted as a function of radial dis�

tance from the source in the inset of �g� ���� The relationships are linear as expected

and give us the real and imaginary parts of the di�use photon density wavenumber�

From these measurements we deduce the wavelength of the di�use photon density

wave ����� cm�� The equations for the real and imaginary parts of the wavenumber

can be solved for the reduced scattering coe�cient and absorption coe�cient of the

medium� i�e�

�a �
	

v

�
tan

�
� tan��

kr
ki

��
��

� ������
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��s �
k�r � k�i

�
�
��a � ��

v�

���� � ������

Here kr and ki are respectively the real and imaginary parts of the wavenumber�

Using eq� ������ and eq� ������ we �nd that ��s�	�� cm�� and �a������ cm�� for ��	�

Intralipid at ���C� The photon absorption can be attributed almost entirely to water

��	��

��� Interaction with Free�Space Boundaries

Di�use photon density waves propagating in in�nite homogeneous media are spherical

waves� If the turbid medium is not in�nite or homogeneous� then the wave fronts are

distorted� Here I consider homogeneous media that have a boundary between the

turbid media and media which do not scatter light� Microscopically� the perturbation

of the di�use photon density wave arises from photons escaping into the non�scattering

medium� When a photon crosses the boundary from the turbid medium into the non�

scattering medium� there is no mechanism for changing the direction of the photon to

return it to the turbid medium except for Fresnel re�ections at the boundary� This

photon escape reduces the number of photons in the wave front� thus reducing the

amplitude and altering the phase� Generally the long path length photons are more

likely to escape� reducing the mean path length and the DPDW wavelength� Thus the

phase tends to increase because of the presence of a free�space boundary�

Within the di�usion approximation� the exact boundary condition for an index

matched free�space boundary is that the component of the �ux normal to the inter�

face� pointing from the non�scattering medium into the turbid medium� must be zero�

Speci�cally� ��
� ���

Jin�r� �
�


��r� �

D

�v
�n � r��r� � � � ������

where �n is the normal to the boundary pointing away from the turbid medium and r is

on the boundary� This boundary condition is known as the zero partial �ux boundary
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Figure ���� Constant phase contours shown as a function of position for a homo�
geneous� ��	� solution of Intralipid� The contours are shown in �� degree intervals�
Inset� The measured phase shift �circles�� and lnjr�AC�r�j �squares� are plotted as a
function of radial distance from the source So�
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z=0z=-z b

Free-Space Turbid Medium

Φ(z)

Figure ���� Schematic of the extrapolated zero boundary condition�

condition� At the boundary� we measure the outward component of the �ux

Jout�r� �
�


��r�� D

�v
�n � r��r�

�
�

�
��r� � �D

v
�n � r��r� � ������

The second line is derived from the condition that Jin � � on the boundary and

shows that what we measure on the boundary is proportional to the �uence and the

component of the �ux normal to the boundary�

Generally it is di�cult to obtain analytic solutions of the di�usion equation using

the zero partial �ux boundary condition� Instead the approximate extrapolated zero

boundary condition is used� This requires the �uence to be zero at a distance of

������s� from the actual boundary� For example� for a semi�in�nite medium with the

boundary at z � � and the turbid medium at z 
 � the extrapolated zero boundary

condition requires ��zb� � �� where zb � �������s�� This extrapolation distance

comes from a linear extrapolation of the �uence at the boundary to the zero crossing

point �see �g� ����� It is argued that zb � ���������s gives better agreement with the

photon transport equation ���� ���� Here I use zb � �������s� to remain consistent

with the recent literature �e�g ��
���
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Figure ��� Schematic of source and image source positions for a semi�in�nite medium�

For a semi�in�nite medium� the solution of the di�usion equation �with the extra�

polated zero boundary condition� is easily obtained by using image sources� That is

an image of the real source is formed by re�ection of the real source about the plane of

the extrapolated zero boundary �see �g� ���� Note that collimated sources are usually

approximated as isotropic point sources which are displaced a distance ztr � l� � ����s

from the collimated source� Given the source and image source con�guration shown

in �g� ��� the solution of the di�usion equation for a semi�in�nite medium with a

collimated source on the real boundary is

���d� zd� �
vS exp

�
ik
q
��d � �zd � ztr��

�
�D

q
��d � �zd � ztr��

�
vS exp

�
ik
q
��d � �zd � ztr � �zb��

�
�D

q
��d � �zd � ztr � �zb��

�

������

The source is at � � � and z � � while the detector is at � � �d and z � zd� A useful

form of eq� ������ is when the detector is on the real boundary �zd � �� and �� ztr�

Under these conditions eq� ������ reduces to

���d� �� �
vS exp �ik��

�D��

h
�ik

�
z�b � zbztr

�i
� ������

If there is a mismatch in the indices of refraction between the turbid medium and

free�space then the exact boundary condition is not the zero partial �ux boundary

condition because photons are being re�ected at the interface back into the turbid
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medium� In this case the exact boundary condition is ��
� ���

Jin�r� �
�


��r� �

D

�v
�n � r��r� � R�

�


��r��Rj

D

�v
�n � r��r� � �����

where R� and Rj are respectively the re�ection coe�cient for the isotropic �uence and

the re�ection coe�cient for the anisotropic �ux� They are given by ��
�

R� �
Z ���

�
� sin � cos �RFresnel���d� � ����	�

Rj �
Z ���

�
� sin � cos� �RFresnel���d� � ����
�

where RFresnel��� is the Fresnel re�ection coe�cient for unpolarized light ��
�

RFresnel��� �
�

�

�
nin cos �� � nout cos �

nin cos �� � nout cos �

��

�
�

�

�
nin cos � � nout cos ��

nin cos � � nout cos ��

��

when � � � � �c �

� � when �c � � � ��� � ������

The angle of incidence� �� is given with respect to the boundary normal� the refracted

angle� ��� is given by nin sin � � nout sin ��� and nin and nout are respectively the index

of refraction inside and outside the turbid medium� This condition is called the partial

�ux boundary condition� The partial �ux boundary condition can be reduced to an

extrapolated zero boundary condition where

zb �
� � Reff

��Reff

�

�
l� � ������

where

Reff �
R� � Rj

��R� � Rj
� ������

This boundary condition is described in detail by Haskell et al� ��
� and Aronson �����

��� Refraction and Di�raction of Di�use Photon Density Waves

In this section I present experiments which illustrate the refraction and di�raction

of di�use photon density waves� I demonstrate that the refraction of these waves at
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planar interfaces is well described by Snell�s Law ����� In addition� I demonstrate that

simple di�ractive and refractive models can be used to understand the scattering of

these waves by absorptive and dispersive objects embedded in an otherwise uniform

system �����

����� Refraction at planar interfaces

Fig� ��	 demonstrates the refraction of these waves in three ways� A planar bound�

ary has been introduced� separating the lower medium� with Intralipid concentration

cl����� and light di�usion coe�cient Dl� from the upper medium� with Intralipid

concentration cu� ���	� and light di�usion coe�cient Du� In �g� ��	 contours of

constant phase are drawn every ��� for the propagation of the DPDW from the lower

medium to the upper medium� The contours below the boundary are the homogenous

media contours �without re�ection� they are obtained before the partition is intro�

duced into the sample� The contours above the boundary are derived from the di�use

photon density waves transmitted into the less concentrated medium� As a result of

the detector geometry� the closest approach to the partition is about � cm�

We expect a number of general results� First� the wavelength in the less dense

medium �u � ��� cm� should be greater than the wavelength of the di�use photon

density wave in the incident medium �l � ���� cm�� This was observed� The ratio

of the two wavelengths should equal the ratio of the di�usional indices of refraction

of the two media� Speci�cally we see� as expected� that u � l
q
Dl�Du � l

q
cl�cu

�this relation holds when absorption is negligible�� Furthermore� we would expect that

the apparent source position �Si�� as viewed from within the upper medium� should

be shifted from the real source position �So � �� � ��� cm� by a factor l�u �

��		 as predicted by Snell�s law for paraxial waves� This is what we �nd within the

accuracy of this measurement� Using the radii from the full contour plots we see that

the apparent source position is shifted from �� � ��� cm to ��� � ���	 cm from the

planar interface�

Finally� �g� ��	 explicitly demonstrates Snell�s law for di�use photon density
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Figure ��	� Constant phase contours �in �� degree intervals� as a function of position
showing the propagation of a di�use photon density wave across a planar boundary
that separates �� concentrated Intralipid from ���	� Intralipid� So� source position 
Si� apparent source position  A� point on boundary �i� angle of incident ray �t�
angle of refracted ray� The solid lines are obtained directly from data� The dot�
dashed lines are obtained by interpolation over large distances� and are drawn to
show the irregularities at large angles�
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waves� This can be seen by following the ray from So to the point A at the boundary�

and then into the upper medium� The ray in the lower medium makes an angle

�i � �� with respect to the surface normal� The upper ray is constructed in the

standard way between the apparent source position Si� through the point A on the

boundary� and into the medium above the boundary ����� It is perpendicular to the

circular wavefronts in the less dense medium and makes an angle �t � �
�
� with

respect to the boundary normal� Within the accuracy of the experiment� we see that

sin �i� sin �t � ��	 � l�u� so that Snell�s law accurately describes the propagation

of di�use photon density waves across the boundary� The wavefronts become quite

distorted when the source ray angle exceeds � �� degrees� These irregularities are a

consequence of total internal re�ection� di�raction� and spurious boundary e�ects�

����� Refraction and di�raction by spherical inhomogeneities

Here I present measurements of di�use photon density wavefront distortions that

arise when these waves are perturbed by purely absorptive or dispersive homogen�

eous spheres� In general one would expect both refractive and di�ractive processes

to a�ect the wavefronts� Unfortunately� our intuition from conventional optics is of

limited applicability� since we must work in the near �eld� Measurements of wavefront

distortions from purely absorbing spheres are reasonably well described by a simple

di�raction model whereby the di�use photon density wave is scattered by an absorbing

disk of the same diameter� The pure dispersive case is qualitatively di�erent� Here

a ray optic model works well for scatterers characterized by a larger light di�usion

coe�cient relative to that of the surrounding turbid medium� but a di�ractive model

is required under the opposite conditions�

The di�raction of DPDW�s by absorptive spheres is illustrated in �g� ��
� The

contours of constant phase and amplitude are plotted for a DPDW traveling in di�er�

ent concentrations of Intralipid and di�racting around a �� cm diameter absorptive

sphere� The sphere was saturated with ink so that the fraction of incident light trans�

mitted through the sphere was below the detection limit of ������ Nevertheless� the
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Figure ��
� The di�raction of a di�use photon density wave by a spherical absorber
with a diameter of �� cm� The light source is at the origin and generates a wave
with a wavelength of ���� cm in the plots on the left� and a wavelength of �	� cm in
the plots on the right� Our experimental �theoretical� results are the solid �dashed�
curves� The phase contours are plotted every �� degrees and the amplitude contours
are plotted in decreasing intervals of e���
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Figure ���� �a� In the di�raction model the sphere is replaced by an absorbing disk of
the same diameter �a��� cm� which lies in a plane through the center of the sphere�
R� is the distance from the source� S� to a point A in the di�raction plane �dashed line�
and R� is the distance from A to the image point� P � Here we take the z�axis to be
normal to the di�raction plane� and we let the di�raction plane coincide with the xy�
plane �i�e� z���� The wavefront at P is calculated by integrating the standard Kircho�
equation over the di�raction plane� �b� In the ray model the wavefront is calculated by
determining the phase and amplitude of rays which are refracted through a spherical
lens�

wavefronts on the other side of the sphere are detected� These wavefronts are formed

by the di�raction of the wave around the sphere�

Here� I have modeled this e�ect in a simple way� In the model� I replaced the

sphere by a totally absorbing disk of the same diameter� The disk was chosen to lie

in a plane containing the center of the sphere� with surface normal pointing in the z

direction� The di�raction from this disk can be calculated using the standard Kircho�

construction ����

��xp� yp � �� zp� �
kzp
��i

Z
S

dx dy ��R��
exp�ikR��

R�
�

�
i

kR�
� �

�
� ������

The construction is depicted in �g� ���a� Here ��R�� is the complex amplitude

of the photon �uence in the plane of the disk� R� is the length of the vector from

the source at position Rs � �xs � �� ys � �� zs� to a point A � �x� y� z � �� on

the di�raction plane� R� is the length of the vector going from A to the detection

point Rp � �xp� yp � �� zp�� The Green�s function is derived from the point source

solution for di�use photon density waves in an in�nite homogeneous medium so that

k is complex� Speci�cally� the Green�s function for this problem is derived from
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a superposition of Green�s function solutions of the Helmholtz equation� I chose

a superposition to satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions on the di�raction plane at

z��� Therefore� eq� ������ is derived from the integral of ��R��
�GD�R��R�

�
	

�z
dxdy over

the di�raction plane� with GD�R�� R
�

�� � �exp�ikR���R� � exp�ikR�

���R
�

�� ��� where

R� � Rp � A� R�

� � R�

p �A� and R�

p is just the image of Rp re�ected about the

di�raction plane�

The experimental �theoretical� results are the solid �dotted� curves in �g� ��
� The

simple model approximates the measured wavefront distortion reasonably well� Note

that there are no free parameters in the �t� The model appears to �t the experimental

results better for bigger ratios of di�use photon density wavelength to object diameter�

Of course� the function ��R�� in the plane of the disk is only approximately correct

as a result of shadowing and di�raction by the front portion of the sphere� A similar

e�ect will modify the scattered wave� This e�ect is expected to be larger as the

wavelength decreases as observed in �g� ��
� Nevertheless the model captures the

qualitative physics of the scattering�

The constant phase contours �solid line� arising from the scattering of a non�

absorptive sphere are shown in �g� ���� The Intralipid surrounding the sphere had the

same concentration in both experiments� but the concentration of Intralipid inside the

sphere was either lesser ��g� ���a� or greater ��g� ���b� than the surrounding medium�

The observed patterns are di�erent� These e�ects can be approximated using a ray

optics model in the �rst case and a di�raction model in the second case�

In the ray optic model the scatterer is treated like a spherical lens with a di�erent

di�usional index of refraction than the surrounding medium� The basic idea of the

model is depicted in �g� ���b� The complex wave amplitude is calculated from the

amplitude and phase for points along the rays emerging from the source� Some of the

rays were refracted through the sphere� others were not� This model ignores multiple

scattering in the sphere since the waves are heavily damped�

Again� we do not expect the model to give perfect quantitative agreement with

the measurements since di�raction e�ects are omitted� However� when the rays trans�
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Figure ���� The scattering of a di�use photon density waves by purely dispersive
spheres� �a� The Intralipid concentration within the spherical shell is ����	�� less
than the surrounding medium� �b� The Intralipid concentration is ����� greater than
the surrounding medium� For both� the surrounding Intralipid is the same� the source is
located at the origin� the sphere has a diameter of �� cm� and is centered at x��� cm�
y���� cm� The phase contours are drawn every �� degrees for the experimental �solid
lines� and theoretical �dashed lines� results� The theoretical results were calculated in
�a� by the ray model and in �b� by the di�raction model�

mitted through the sphere are attenuated less than the rays outside of the sphere� we

would expect di�raction e�ects to be negligible� This is the case when the sphere has

a smaller concentration of Intralipid than the surrounding medium� and the expected

behavior was observed �see �g� ���a�� For near axis rays the model also predicts

an apparent source position at zs � ��	 cm� This is easily veri�ed by standard ray

construction techniques�

The ray method does not work well for dense spheres� The dense sphere acts more

like an absorber� since the di�use photon density wave is signi�cantly attenuated upon

traveling through the sphere� For this reason one might expect the purely di�ractive

model discussed earlier to work better� Indeed this is what was observed �see �g�

���b��
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��� Scattering of Di�use Photon Density Waves

The previous section showed that di�use photon density waves are distorted by the

presence of optical inhomogeneities� The degree of distortion is determined by the

characteristics of the inhomogeneity such as its position� shape� size� and scattering

and absorption properties� We saw that in some cases the perturbation can be modeled

using a simple di�raction or ray optic model� A better theory for the observed per�

turbation is desirable for many reasons� In particular� the simple models discussed

in the previous section only work for speci�c di�erences in the optical properties and

speci�c source�detector positions relative to the inhomogeneity� That is� the object

must be placed between the source and detector� and it must be highly absorbing

relative to the background or have a smaller scattering coe�cient with no absorption

contrast� Since the Helmholtz equation is known to describe the transport of DPDW�s

in a piecewise homogeneous media ���� ���� we expect that an exact solution exists

for the scattering of DPDW�s by spherical objects ���� ��� ���� The solutions will be

similar to� and simpler than� the theory of Mie scattering ���� often used in optics�

In this section I derive the analytic solution of the Helmholtz equation for a piece�

wise homogeneous system consisting of a spherical object composed of one highly

scattering medium embedded in a second highly scattering medium of in�nite spatial

extent� This solution is easily extended to semi�in�nite media using the extrapolated

zero boundary condition �� 	� 	
� �
�� The analytic solution is compared with ex�

perimental data in order to assess the theory�s predictive power� and a simple inverse

localization algorithm is demonstrated to determine the size and location of a spherical

object� Finally� the theory is extended to include more complex problems in imaging�

����� An Analytic Solution

The derivation of the analytic solution for the scattering of DPDW�s from spherical

inhomogeneities begins with the Helmholtz equation �eq� �������� In the presence of a

spherical heterogeneity� the photon �uence is found by constructing a general solution
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to eq� ������ outside and inside the sphere and applying the appropriate boundary

conditions� It is natural to analyze the problem in spherical coordinates whose origin

coincides with the center of the spherical object �see �g� ����� The general solution

outside the sphere is a superposition of incident and scattered waves �
��� i�e�

�out � �inc � �scatt ������

where

�inc �
vSAC

�Djr� rsj exp�ikoutjr� rsj�

� i
vSACk

out

D

�X
l��

jl�k
outr��h��	l �koutr��

lX
m��l

Y �

l�m��s� �s�Yl�m��� �� ������

is the spherical wave created by the source and incident on the sphere�

�scatt �
X
l�m

h
Al�mjl�k

outr� � Bl�mnl�k
outr�

i
Yl�m��� �� ������

is the wave scattered from the object�

Inside the sphere� the general solution is

�in �
X
l�m

h
Cl�mjl�k

inr� � Dl�mnl�k
inr�

i
Yl�m��� �� � �����

Here� jl�x� and nl�x� are Spherical Bessel and Neumann functions respectively� h��	l �x�

are the Hankel functions of the �rst kind� Yl�m��� �� are the spherical harmonics� kout

and kin are the complex wavenumbers outside and inside the sphere respectively� r �rs�

is the position of the detector �source� measured from the center of the sphere� and r�

�r�� is the smaller �larger� of jrj and jrsj� The unknown parameters �Al�m� Bl�m� Cl�m�

Dl�m� are determined using the following boundary conditions� �a� � must be �nite

everywhere except at a source� �b� �out must asymptotically approach a spherically

outgoing wave as r 	 
� �c� the �ux normal to the boundary must be continuous�

i�e� Dout�r � r�out � Din�r � r�in where Dout �Din� is the photon di�usion coe�cient

outside �inside� the sphere� and �d� the photon �uence must be continuous across the

boundary� i�e� �in � �out at r � a �	
� ����
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Figure ���� To solve the Helmholtz equation for a spherical boundary it is natural to
use spherical coordinates with the origin at the center of the object �a�� The source is
positioned on the z�axis ��s � �� to exploit the azimuthal symmetry of the problem�
and the relevant distances between the source� object� and detector are indicated in the
�gure� Scattering from multiple objects is diagrammed in �b�� The �rst and second
order waves scattered from the �rst object are illustrated by the solid and dashed line
respectively� The relevant distances are indicated in the diagram�

Considering these boundary conditions and using the orthogonality relation for the

spherical harmonics ���� I �nd

Al�m � �ivSACk
out

D
h
��	
l �koutzs�Y

�

l�m��� ��

�
Doutxj

�

l�x�jl�y��Dinyjl�x�j�l�y�

Doutxh
��	�
l �x�jl�y��Dinyh

��	
l �x�j�l�y�

�
�

����	�

Bl�m � iAl�m � ����
�

Cl�m � �ivSACk
out

D
h
��	
l �koutzs�Y

�

l�m��� ��

�
�Doutxh

��	
l �x�j�l�x��Doutxh

��	�
l �x�jl�x�

Doutxh
��	�
l �x�jl�y��Dinyh

��	
l �x�j�l�y�

�
 �

������

Dl�m � � � ������

where x � kouta� y � kina� rs � �r � zs� � � �� � � ��� and j�l and h
��	�
l are the

�rst derivatives of the functions jl and h
��	
l with respect to the argument� Placing

the source on the z�axis exploits the azimuthal symmetry of the problem leading to

Al�m � Cl�m � � for m �� �� The distortion of the wave is entirely dependent on the

parameters kout � k�	� ��outs � �outa �� kin � k�	� ��ins � �ina �� Dout� Din� rs� and the object
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radius a� In general the in�nite sum for �out converges� permitting the sum to be

truncated after obtaining the desired precision� The proceeding calculations require

no more than �� terms in the series to obtain better than ���
 precision� which far

exceeds experimental precision� On a Sun Microsystems �Mountain View� CA� Sparc

�� �out can be calculated ������ times per second �depending on the above mentioned

parameters��

For the special case wherein the heterogeneity is a perfect absorber� I satisfy the

zero partial �ux boundary condition

�


��r�� D

�v

�

�r
��r� � � ������

at r � a� Of course �in � �� The solution in this case is

Al�m � �ivSACk
out

D
h
��	
l �koutzs�Y

�

l�m��� ��

�
� jl�x�� �kout

�	�

s

j�l�x�

h
��	
l �x�� �kout

�	�

s

h
��	�
l �x�

�
 � �����

Bl�m � iAl�m � �����

Cl�m � � � �����

Dl�m � � � �����

The analytic solutions enable us to estimate the measurement precision required to

detect optical inhomogeneities� The required phase precision is determined from the

position�dependent di�erence in phase between the incident wave and the distorted

wave� while the required amplitude precision is found from the position�dependent

ratio of j�outj�j�incj� Contour plots of the phase di�erence and the amplitude ratio

indicate the spatial positions which are most sensitive to the presence of the object as

well as the required signal�to�noise ratio� Fig� ���� illustrates this spatially�dependent

sensitivity for a perfectly absorbing sphere immersed in a medium with ��s � ���� cm��

and �a � ���� cm��� These plots show that ���� phase and ����� amplitude precision

is su�cent for localization with measurements made in the shadow �within �� cm of

the object� of the ��� cm diameter absorber� This is well within the ���� phase and

���� amplitude precision available with current detectors� Localization of smaller
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Figure ����� These sensitivity plots demonstrate the phase and amplitude resolution
necessary to measure a DPDW distorted by a perfect absorber� Plotted in �a� is
the phase di�erence between an incident wave and the wave distorted by a ��� cm
diameter absorber� The ratio of the amplitude of the distorted wave with respect to
the incident wave is plotted in �b�� For these plots� the surrounding medium�s optical
characteristics are ��s��� cm�� and �a����� cm��� the modulation freq� is ��� MHz�
and v � ���	 � ���� cm!s� The dots in �a� represent the locations where measurements
were made in order to characterize the object�
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absorbers will require better precision� A more detailed signal�to�noise analysis that

reveals the limits to detecting� localizing� and characterizing is given in chapter ��

����� Experimental Veri	cation of the Analytic Solution

Two sets of experiments were performed� one to check the validity of the theory and

the other to resolve object characteristics by �tting the theory to experimental data�

In the �rst set of experiments� the object and source are �xed in the Intralipid with

a separation zs� The phase and amplitude of the distorted DPDW are measured

by moving the detector to di�erent points on a two�dimensional grid containing the

source and the center of the object� These experimental results are then compared

to the prediction of eq� ������ for the given object properties� In the second set of

experiments� the properties of di�erent spherical absorbers are found by �tting the

theory to a measurement of the distorted wavefront along a line� This was accom�

plished by minimizing the least squares theoretical �t to the experimental data using

the object position and radius as free parameters� The optical properties of the In�

tralipid were determined before each experiment through separate measurements of

phase and amplitude of the DPDW propagating in the in�nite homogeneous system

��� ���� These quantities were used in the subsequent analysis�

The measurements indicate that the analytic theory accurately predicts the dis�

tortion of the DPDW� Furthermore� because of the close agreement� we are able to

characterize a spherical absorber embedded in the turbid medium� These observations

were not obvious a priori for one major reason� the theory is derived from the di�usion

equation� but photon migration is better approximated by a transport equation� In

fact� signi�cant di�erences between the di�usion equation and the transport equation

arise near sharp boundaries� As mentioned below� evidence of these di�erences have

been detected�

The measured distortion of the DPDW by a perfectly absorbing sphere is shown in

�g� ���� and compared to the predicted distortion� This comparison illustrates that

the analytic solution shows good agreement with the experimental data�
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Figure ����� The experimental measurements �solid lines� of a DPDW distorted by a
��� cm radius perfect absorber are compared to the theoretical prediction �dotted lines�
for the given experimental parameters� Phase contours are drawn every �� degrees
in �a�� while the amplitude contours are drawn every e��

� For this experiment� the
optical properties of the surrounding medium were ��s���� cm�� and �a����� cm���
f ���� MHz� and v � ���	 � ���� cm!s�

Figure ����� The �ts to experiment C and G from table ��� are presented in �a� and
�b� respectively� The experimental data ���s� are compared to the best �t �solid line��
The experimental parameters are given in table ����
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Table ���� The results of �tting theory to a series of experimental observations of
a DPDW scattered by an absorber are presented in this table� The absorber had
a radius of aexp � ��� cm and was positioned at Z � �� cm� X � ��� cm� and
Y � ��� cm� For each experiment� the detector was positioned at Zdetector and scanned
from ���� � X � ���� The experiments were performed in di�erent concentrations of
Intralipid for which the photon random walk step is given by l�� In all experiments�
�a � ���� cm��� f � ��� MHz� and v � ���	 � ���� cm!s�

Exp� Zdetector Intralipid l� � ����s Zfit Xfit Yfit afit

cm cm cm cm cm cm

A 
�	 ���	� ��
� ���� ����	 ���� ����

B ��	 ���	� ��
� ��� ����
 ���	
 ���

C 
�	 ��	�� ���� ��
 ���� ����� ����

D ��	 ��	�� ���� ��� ����� ���� ���	

E 
�	 ���	� ���� ��� ���� ����� ���	

F ��	 ���	� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����

G 
�	 ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����

H ��	 ����� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����

As an example of the utility of the analytic solution� a simple least�squares �tting

algorithm was used to �t the analytic solution to the measurements of phase and

amplitude of the DPDW to predict object size and location� Measurements were taken

along lines parallel to those indicated in �g� ����a� The results of these experiments

are presented in table ���� Fits for two of these experiments are shown in �g� �����

The results in table ��� show that a �t to measurements made in the shadow of the

object determines the x and y position of the absorber to an accuracy of ���� cm and

the z position to ���� cm� Finally� the object radius was determined to within ����
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Figure ����� The �ts to experiment C ���s� and H �"�s� from table ��� for the scattering
of DPDW�s from purely scattering spheres� The experimental data are given by the
symbols and the best �ts by the solid lines� There is an arbitrary amplitude and
phase di�erence between the two sets of data� The �ts were made using the objects
optical properties and initial source amplitude and phase as free parameters� The
experimental parameters are given in table ����

cm� With a decrease in the photon random walk step� the discrepancy between the

determined radius and the known radius is seen to decrease� This trend is a result of

applying the di�usion equation to a system with a sharp absorbing boundary�

To demonstrate that this least�squares �tting algorithm can be used to character�

ize the optical properties of spherical objects� I measured the amplitude and phase of

DPDW�s scattered by purely scattering objects� The objects were spheres of poly�

styrene resin with di�erent concentrations of titanium�oxide �TiO��� The method for

casting these spheres is described in section 
��� Measurements were taken along lines

parallel to those indicated in �g� ����a with a ��	 cm diameter object centered at x��

and y� cm� The results of these experiments for spheres with di�erent concentrations

of TiO� are presented in table ����

Fits for two of these experiments are shown in �g� ����� The �ts agree well with the

experimental data� Fits were made for spheres with eight di�erent concentrations of

TiO� and in all cases good agreement was found� The reduced scattering coe�cient of
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Figure ���� The best �ts for the reduced scattering coe�cients is graphed versus the
TiO� concentration in the resin spheres� The expected linear relationship and zero
intercept are observed�

the object is expected to increase linearly with the concentration of TiO�� The data in

table ��� show this trend� A summary of the determined reduced scattering coe�cient

versus TiO� concentration is shown in �g� ���� Note that the relationship is linear

and that the reduced scattering coe�cient goes to zero as the TiO� concentration goes

to zero�

����� Scattering from Multiple Objects

When the sample contains two or more spherical objects� the distorted wave is calcu�

lated by summing scattering events of di�erent order� We �rst calculate the scattering

of the incident wave from each object� This is the �rst order scattered wave� The �rst

order scattered waves are incident on and consequently scattered by the surrounding

objects resulting in second order scattered waves whose amplitude is smaller than

the �rst order wave� For two spherical objects embedded in an in�nite homogeneous
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Table ���� Results for the �tted object reduced scattering coe�cient versus di�erent
TiO� concentrations�

Background TiO� Concentration Object

Exp ��s cm�� �a cm�� grams TiO� ! ��� ml Resin ��s cm��

A ��	
 ���� ���� ����

B ��	
 ���� ���
 	��

C ���� ����� ���� 	���

D ���� ����� ���� ��
�

E ���� ����� ���� ����

F ���� ����� ���	 ���


G ���� ����� ���� �
�


H ���	 ����	 ���� �
�
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medium� the general solution is of the form

�out � �inc �
�X
n��

�
�
�n	
scatt�� � �

�n	
scatt��

�
� ����

where ��n	
scatt�i is the nth order scattered wave from the ith object �see �g� ����� While

the �rst order waves ����	
scatt�i� are easily calculated using eq� ������� the second order

waves ����	
scatt�i� require the solution of complex integral equations since the �rst order

waves are not spherical� If the �rst order waves are spherical to a good approximation�

then the second order waves can be computed analytically using the same procedure

for calculating the �rst order scattered waves� The condition is only satis�ed for small

absorbing objects� In this regime we can check the signi�cance of the second ordered

scattered waves from the ratio of ���	
scatt�i to �inc� This ratio indicates that ���	

scatt�i is

negligible when

�
v��a�i
Do

a�i

��
v��a�j
Do

a�j

�
rsd

rsirijrjd
exp �ik�rsi � rij � rjd � rsd�� � � � ���	�

where i and j denote the di�erent objects �see �g� ���� and ��a�i is the di�erence in

the absorption coe�cient between the ith object and the background�

����� Semi�In	nite Media

In medical imaging� measurements are typically made by placing the source and de�

tector on the scalp or surface of the breast� Treating such a system as in�nite is

obviously incorrect and will lead to discrepancies between theory and experiment�

Planar boundaries between di�usive and non�di�usive media can be modeled by re�

quiring �out � � on an extrapolated zero boundary a distance zo � ������s� from the

actual boundary �some investigators use zo � ���������s�� away from the di�usive

medium �� �
� ��� ���� Multiple planar boundaries can be modeled by employing

additional extrapolated zero boundary conditions� To �rst order� the extrapolated

zero amplitude boundary condition is satis�ed by placing an image source of negat�

ive amplitude at the position of the actual source re�ected about the extrapolated
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zero boundary� The photon �uence is then calculated by superimposing the DPDW�s

generated by the two sources and their respective scattered waves� In general� one

must also consider an image of the scattered waves to ensure that �out equals zero on

the extrapolated zero boundary� These images then create waves that scatter o� the

object ad in�nitum�

����� General Heterogeneous Media

In biological media the optical inhomogeneities will have arbitrary shapes� It is not

possible to �nd analytic solutions for general heterogeneous media� We must therefore

resort to numerical techniques� There are many approaches to numerically solving the

di�usion equation for spatially varying optical properties� including �nite di�erence�

�nite element� and perturbative methods� Here I present a short review of perturbative

methods�

With a perturbative method the signal reaching the detector is considered to be

a superposition of the DPDW that travelled through a homogeneous system� plus

the �rst order scattering of DPDW�s from optical inhomogeneities� plus the second

order� etc� The optical properties of the background!homogeneous medium are usually

taken to be the average or most common optical properties� One generally divides

the region of interest �i�e� the region containing the inhomogeneity� into voxels� The

�rst order scattered DPDW is then the scattering of the incident DPDW from each

voxel� If the optical properties of the voxel are the same as the background then no

wave is scattered from that voxel� The voxels are chosen to be small enough so that

the scattered DPDW can be linearized� that is the amplitude of the scattered wave is

linearly proportional to the change in the absorption coe�cient and the change in the

reduced scattering coe�cient�

One way to derive the linearized scattered DPDW is to take the limiting form of

�scatt �eq� ������� for small radius spheres� To leading order in kouta and kina

�scatt�rs� r� rd� � vSAC
exp�ikjrs � rj�
�Doutjrs � rj

exp�ikjr� rdj�
�jr� rdj

�
�a�

�

�
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��v��a�r�
Dout

�

�
ik � �

jrs � rj

� �
ik � �

jr� rdj

� � �����s�r� cos �

���s�out � ����s�r�

��
� ���
�

Here� ��a � �a�in��a�out is the di�erence in the absorption coe�cient of the voxel and

background� ���s � ��s�in � ��s�out is the di�erence in the reduced scattering coe�cient�

k � kout� and � is the angle between the line joining the source to the voxel and the

line joining the detector to the voxel� The volume for a sphere of radius a appears in

eq� ���
�� If the voxel is not a sphere then the �a��� must be replaced by the actual

volume of the voxel�

�scatt�rs� r� rd� is linearized by assuming that ���s�r� � ��s� The �rst order scat�

tered wave reaching the detector is found by summing the contributions from each

voxel� When �scatt�rs� r� rd� is linearized then a matrix equation can be written for

the �rst order scattered wave �
��	
scatt� The matrix equation is�

BBBBBBBBBBBBB	

�
��	
scatt�rs��� rd���

���	
scatt�rs��� rd���

���

�
��	
scatt�rs�n� rd�n�



CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB	

M��� M��� � � � M��m

M��� M��� � � � M��m

���
���

���

Mn�� Mn�� � � � Mn�m
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�
BBBBBBBBBBBBB	

N��� N��� � � � N��m

N��� N��� � � � N��m

���
���

���

Nn�� Nn�� � � � Nn�m
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BBBBBBBBBBBBB	

���s��
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

� �����

���	
scatt�rs�i� rd�i� is the �rst order scattered wave for the ith source�detector pair� ��a�j and

���s�j are respectively the change in the absorption and reduced scattering coe�cients

of voxel j relative to the background� The elements of matrix M and matrix N are

given by the linearized version of eq� ���
�� Speci�cally�

Mi�j � vSAC
exp�ikjrs�i � rjj�
�Doutjrs�i � rjj

exp�ikjrj � rd�ij�
�jrj � rd�ij

�
�a�

�

� � �v
Dout

�
� �����
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and

Ni�j � vSAC
exp�ikjrs�i � rjj�
�Doutjrs�i � rjj

exp�ikjrj � rd�ij�
�jrj � rd�ij

�
�a�

�

�
�
ik � �

jrs�i � rjj

� �
ik � �

jrj � rd�ij

� �
cos �i�j
��s�out

�
� �����

where rj is the position of the jth voxel and rs�i and rd�i are the position of the ith

source and detector respectively�

This same matrix equation can be found directly from the heterogeneous di�usion

equation� When the optical properties are spatially varying then the photon di�usion

equation is

�rD�r� � r��r��D�r�r���r� � v�a�r���r�� i	��r� � vS��r� � ���	��

Separating the spatially constant terms to the left�hand side and the spatially varying

terms to the right�hand side we get

r���r�� v�a�o
Do

��r� � i
	

Do
��r� �

� v

D�r�
S��r� �

�

��s�o
r���s�r� � r��r� �

v��a�r�

Do

��r� � �
�
�a�o � i

	

v

�
���s��r� �

���	��

The solution to this equation is� after integrating r���s�r� �r��r� by parts and recog�

nizing that r����	 � k�o�
��	�

��r� �
vSo exp �ikojr� rsj�

�Dojr� rsj �
Z �
�v��a�r

��

Do
��r��G�r�� r�

�
���s�r

��

��s�o
r��r�� � rG�r�� r�

�
dr� � ���	��

This equation is usually solved perturbatively by assuming that � � ���	 � ���	 �

���	 � � � �� This is known as the Born approximation� Substituting this perturbative

expansion into eq� ���	�� and collecting terms of like order� we obtain

���	�rs� rd� �
vSo exp �ikojrd � rsj�

�Dojrd � rsj
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Time

Intensity

Frequency

Power

Figure ���	� A drawing of a pulse�train from a mode�locked laser and the correspond�
ing Fourier expansion�

���	�rs� rd� �
Z ��v��a�r�

Do
���	�rs� r�G�r� rd� �

�D�r�

Do
r���	�rs� r� � rG�r� rd�

�
dr�

���	��

This equation for the �rst order scattered wave ��rst Born approximation� is identical

to the equation that we obtained by summing the limiting form of the analytic solution

over all voxels�

��
 Time�Domain Measurements

The DPDW scattering theory is easily extended to the time domain� A pulse�train

of light propagating in a turbid media can be thought of as a superposition of many

DPDW�s with di�erent modulation frequencies �see �g� ���	�� Thus� a time resolved

measurement of the propagation of a light pulse is an easy way to determine the

frequency response of the system ��	�� To calculate the response to a pulse of light�

we simply compute the scattering due to each DPDW in parallel�
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I computed the temporal evolution of a light pulse with width ���� ps and period

T���� �s in an in�nite medium with di�erent size perfect absorbers� The results

indicate that the measured photon �uence decreases as a result of an absorber but

that the decay rate of the �uence is relatively una�ected by its presence� These results

are consistent with the experimental observations of Liu et al� ��
��

��� Photon Migration within the P� Approximation

At optical wavelengths between 
�� and ��� nm� the absorption of photons in the

body is generally small compared to the corresponding scattering rate� Thus a major

condition for the validity of the di�usion approximation is satis�ed� The criteria is

sometimes violated in hematomas� liver� and other regions with large concentrations of

blood where photon absorption is large� A more accurate model of photon transport

is required to describe and analyze photon migration through these systems� This

section presents the P� solution of the transport equation ���� ���� which is a more

accurate approximation for photon transport than the di�usion approximation� I

demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of the P� approximation for analyzing

highly absorbing systems� I �nd that the P� approximation� in general� permits a more

accurate determination of the reduced scattering� ��s� and absorption� �a� coe�cients

for highly absorbing systems �i�e� �a��
�

s 
 ���� or systems probed at modulation

frequencies in excess of � to � GHz� In systems with highly anisotropic scattering

�i�e� hcos �i � ��� determination of the reduced scattering coe�cient using the P�

approximation gives values comparable to results obtained within the di�usion �P��

approximation�

����� P� Theory

The transport equation was presented in section ��� �eq� ������ along with a description

of the PN approximation method� Here� I present the solution of the P� approxim�

ation and discuss the limits in which the P� approximation reduces to the di�usion
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approximation� The P� equations are not solved because of inconsistencies that arise

at boundaries �		��

Expanding the radiance L�r� ��� t�� phase function f���� ����� and source S�r� ��� t�

terms of the transport equation �eq� ������ in spherical harmonics and evaluating the

integral over d��� the transport equation is rewritten as

X
l�m

�
�

v

��l�m
�t

�r � �l�m�� � �
�l	
t �l�m � ql�m

�
Yl�m���� � � � ���	�

where �
�l	
t � �s�� � gl� � �a �note �

��	
t � �a�� gl is the coe�cient for the lth moment

of the normalized phase function� For the Henyey�Greenstein phase function� gl � gl

where g is the average cosine of the scattering angle �see appendix B�� When the

photon scattering is anisotropic then �
�l��	
t 
 �

�l	
t �

Next� we multiply eq� ���	� by Y������� and integrate over ��� Using the ortho�

gonality relations for the spherical harmonics� we obtain an in�nite set of coupled

linear di�erential equations for �l�m that agree with Kaltenbach and Kaschke ����� See

appendix A for these calculations� Within the P� approximation� the moments greater

than l � � are ignored� i�e� we set �l�m � � for l 
 �� By considering higher moments

of the radiance� the P� approximation should be more accurate than the di�usion ap�

proximation� However� the P� approximation will break down as the anisotropy of the

radiance is increased by increasing photon absorption and!or the DPDW modulation

frequency�

Working in the frequency domain �i�e� ���t 	 �i	�� the equation for ���� in a

homogeneous medium is

�
�r� � �r� � �

�
�����r� 	� � Wq����r� 	� � Xq����r� 	� � Y q����r� 	� � Zq����r� 	� �

���		�
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and the right�hand�side of eq� ���		� contains the moments of the source distribution�

The coe�cients W � X� Y � and Z are given in section A���� by eq� �A���� eq� �A��	��

eq� �A��
�� and eq� �A���� respectively�

Let�s assume that the source is an isotropic point source such that ql�� � � for

l 
 �� For an in�nite medium� the solution of eq� ���		� is of the form

����  �

�r
exp�ikp�r� � ���	��

where kp� is given by

k�p� �
� �p�� � �
�

��
� ���	��

Here I concentrate on the negative root� The positive root contributes to the solution

only within a few mean free paths of the source� This solution has been discussed

previously ����� particularly with regards to the positive root and the appropriate

boundary conditions for semi�in�nite media�

For typical parameters where the di�usion approximation is known to be valid�

j�
����j � �� For example� using �s � ����� cm��� �a � ��� cm��� g � ���� and

	 � �� we see that �
���� � ����	� Eq� ���	�� can then be expanded to �rst order�

giving

k�p� �
�

��

�
� �

s
�� �
�

��

�
� �

�
� ��

��	
t ���a � i

	

v
� � k�diff � ���
��

This is the well known wavenumber solution from the di�usion equation �see eq� �����

������ In the regime where the di�usion approximation is known to be valid� eq� ���	
�

and eq� ���	�� can be approximated as

� � ��	���	t �
��	
t ���
��

� � ��	��i	
v

� �a��
��	
t �

��	
t �

��	
t � ���
��

Thus� for these parameters� the P� solution reduces to the di�usion solution� indicating

that the di�usion equation is valid when j�
����j � �� i�e�

j���

�	
��a � i

	

v
�

�
��	
t

�
��	
t �
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For systems that do not satisfy this condition� it is believed that the full solution of

the P� equation would more accurately approximate photon transport through the

system� Furthermore� from this condition� we see that the limits of validity of the

di�usion equation can be checked by� ��� increasing �a relative to �s� ��� increasing

	�v relative to �s� and ��� decreasing the scattering anisotropy factor while holding

��s constant�

����� Comparison of P� and Di�usion Theories

To test the usefulness of the P� approximation compared to the di�usion approxima�

tion� I �rst generated data for known parameters using a Monte Carlo computer code

for photon transport in an in�nite� homogeneous system� The code is explained in

section 
���� and supplied in appendix C� The Monte Carlo code was used to �nd the

temporal response to a pulse of light injected into a homogeneous� in�nite medium for

various optical properties and scattering anisotropies� I then used the generated data

to compare di�usion theory and P� as a function of �a� the modulation frequency 	

�by Fourier transforming the data� and the scattering anisotropy� The comparison was

made by �tting amplitude and phase data versus the source�detector separation using

the P� solution and di�usion solution to �nd ��s and �a� Source�detector separations

ranging from ��� to �� cm� in steps of ��� cm� were used�

Fig� ���
 displays the optical properties determined from the Monte Carlo data

using the P� approximation and the di�usion approximation versus the known ab�

sorption coe�cient of the medium� Results are plotted for data generated with two

di�erent anisotropy factors� All results in �g� ���
 are for a modulation frequency

of ��� MHz� The analysis based on the P� approximation is signi�cantly better than

di�usion theory at determining the correct ��s when the scattering is isotropic� i�e�

g � �� and the absorption coe�cient exceeds ��� of the known reduced scattering

coe�cient� A similiar di�erence is observed for the determined absorption coe�cient�

For anisotropic scattering �g � ����� we see that in �nding ��s the P� approximation

is not as good as the di�usion approximation when �a��
�

s � ���� although P� still en�
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ables a more accurate determination of �a� This is most likely a result of a premature

truncation of the spherical harmonic expansion of the phase function in arriving at

the P� theory� In di�usion theory the anisotropy is implicitly contained in the reduced

scattering coe�cient� while in the P� theory the anisotropy is expressed explicitly�

Modifying the P� theory with the ��E�� approximation discussed by Star ���� may

improve the determination of ��s� Basically� within the ��E�� approximation� a delta

function is added to spherical harmonics expansion of the phase function �eq� ���
��

to compensate for the truncation�

To investigate the accuracy of the di�usion approximation and the P� approxim�

ation for high modulation frequencies� I used Monte Carlo data for a system with

��s � ���� cm�� and �a � ��	� cm�� and calculated the optical properties using both

approximations for frequency components ranging from � to 
 GHz� The results are

plotted in �g� ���� for a system with isotropic scattering ��g� ���� a and b� and aniso�

tropic scattering with g � ��� ��g� ���� c and d�� In the case of isotropic scattering�

the P� approximation is in general more accurate than di�usion theory� although dif�

fusion theory is accurate to 	� for modulation frequencies less than  GHz� For

anisotropic scattering� however� ��s is more accurately determined by di�usion theory

up to 
 GHz� while P� is superior for determining �a� Similar trends are observed for

di�erent absorption coe�cients�

��� Summary

We have seen that the migration of photons in highly scattering media can be treated

by the photon di�usion equation� For an intensity modulated source� the di�usion

equation predicts a coherent photon density waves that propagate spherically outwards

from the source� and this has been observed� Although microscopically the photons

are individually following a random walk� macroscopically they produce a coherent

intensity wave� The properties of this intensity wave can be understood using conven�

tional optics� This was demonstrated experimentally with the refraction of DPDW�s
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Figure ���
� A comparison of di�usion theory �closed circles� and the P� approxima�
tion �open circles� for �nding the scattering �top� and absorption �bottom� properties
of an in�nite system is presented as a function of the known absorption coe�cient
of the medium ���s was �xed at ���� cm���� The results for isotropic scattering are
presented in �a� and �b�� and the anisotropic results are given in �c� and �d��
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Figure ����� Optical properties determined using di�usion theory �stars� and P� �dia�
monds� are compared with the known optical properties �solid line� as a function of
the modulation frequency� The results for isotropic scattering are presented in �a� and
�b�� and the anisotropic results are given in �c� and �d��
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at a planar interface between two di�erent scattering media� and the refraction� dif�

fraction� and scattering by spherical inhomogeneities� Interestingly� the scattering is

accurately modeled by an analytic solution of the Helmholtz equation and is analog�

ous to a scalar version of Mie Theory for the scattering of electromagnetic waves from

dielectric spheres� Experimental observations demonstrate that this solution can be

used in conjunction with a simple imaging algorithm to characterize spherical ob�

jects� Finally we looked at higher order approximations to the transport equation�

speci�cally the P� approximation� and found that the applicability of DPDW�s could

be extended to probe highly absorbing media such as liver and hematomas�
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Practical Limits to the Detection� Localization� and Characterization of

Optical Inhomogeneities with Di�use Photon Density Waves

In the previous chapter I demonstrated various physical properties of di�use photon

density waves �DPDW�s�� and showed that DPDW�s are perturbed by the presence

of optical inhomogeneities and that by measuring the perturbation of a DPDW it is

possible to detect� localize� and characterize the inhomogeneities� It is desirable to

establish fundamental limits for the detection� localization� and characterization of

optical inhomogeneities in order to assess the degree with which di�using photons can

be e�ectively used to provide physiological information about tissues� An understand�

ing of these limiting factors will lead to the optimization of medical optical imaging

prototypes�

Since measurements are made in the near��eld �i�e� within one DPDW wavelength

of the source� the usual di�raction criteria are inadequate for resolution determina�

tions� In the near��eld� resolution is intimately related to the signal�to�noise ratio of

the measurement� The resolving power of DPDW�s has been studied within this con�

text by comparing the amplitude of the spatial frequencies with the noise level 	
���

Additionally� the resolving power of pulse�time measurements has been examined us�

ing temporal point spread functions 	�� ��� ��� ��� ���� No analysis� however� has been

made that focuses on limitations for the detection� localization� and characterization

of optical inhomogeneities with DPDW�s�

��
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This chapter presents such an analysis� The signals are calculated using the ana�

lytic model for the scattering of DPDW�s discussed in section ��� 	��� �� ���� Two

di�erent noise models are considered� shot�noise and random errors due to positional

uncertainty of the source and detector� My analysis indicates that uncertainties in

source� detector� and sample position limits detection to millimeter size objects� and

full optical characterization to centimeter size objects� I show how small improve�

ments can be made by optimizing the measurement geometry and source modulation

frequency� I �nd that modulation frequencies less than � MHz are optimal for de�

tection and characterization� For higher modulation frequencies the noise threshold

increases with the modulation frequency more than the relevant signal� In addition�

I show that spectral measurements �i�e� using DPDW information at several source

modulation frequencies� enhance the characterization of scattering objects but not ab�

sorbing objects� Schemes for optimizing measurement protocols for clinically relevant

systems are discussed�

��� The Models

In order to determine the limits for detection and characterization of localized hetero�

geneities� I utilize exact models� A spherical inhomogeneity embedded in an otherwise

homogeneous turbid medium is used as the standard system �see �g� ���� for assessing

the limits� The turbid medium is an in�nite slab of �nite thickness� Measurements

are made in transmission mode at a single photon wavelength� For an ideal experi�

mental system� the signal�to�noise ratio is shot�noise limited and thus scales with the

square�root of the number of photons detected� However� there are other sources of

random error that exceed shot�noise� such as the positional uncertainty of the source

and detector relative to the sample� I consider these e�ects in the following sections�
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Source

Detector

6 cm

Slab
Geometry

Figure ���� Di�use Photon Density Waves are generated by injecting light from a
sinusoidally modulated source into a turbid medium� The � mW� �
 nm source is
modulated at � MHz� The turbid medium is �� cm thick with a reduced scattering
coe�cient� ��s� of �� cm�� and �a � �� cm��� A spherical object is embedded
in the middle of the slab� Light is collected and delivered to a photo�multiplier tube
via an optical �ber with an aperture of �� cm� For the simulations� the source
and detector are scanned together along the boundary� or the source is held �xed
close to the object and the detector is scanned� Two di�erent objects are studied� an
absorbing object with ��s�in � �� cm�� and �a�in � ��� cm�� and a scattering object
with ��s�in � ��� cm�� and �a�in � �� cm��� Other parameters are considered as
indicated in the text�
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����� Analytic Solution for the Signal

To calculate the signal resulting from the inhomogeneity in �g� ���� I use the analytic

solution for the scattering of the DPDW�s discussed in chapter ��� 	��� �� ���� This

method is exact provided that the di�usion approximation to the transport equation

is valid� The analytic solution reveals that the measured DPDW outside the object is

simply a superposition of the incident di�use photon density wave plus the di�usive

wave scattered from the object� i�e�

��rs� rd� � vSAC
exp�ikoutjrs � rdj�
��Doutjrs � rdj �

�X
l��

Alh
���
l �koutrd�Y

�
l ���d� � �����

Here� the position of the source �detector� is denoted by rs �rd� and the object is

centered at the origin� S is the modulation amplitude of the source in photons per

second� kout is the wavenumber of the DPDW outside the object and is given by

k�out �
�v�a�out�i�

Dout
� where v is the speed of light in the medium� Dout � v�����s�out� is

the photon di�usion coe�cient� ��s�out is the reduced scattering coe�cient and �a�out

is the absorption coe�cient of the background medium� and � � ��f is the angular

frequency of the DPDW �f denotes the modulation frequency�� For the scattered wave�

h
���
l �x� are Hankel functions of the �rst kind and Y �

l ���� are the spherical harmonics

with the azimuthal index equal to zero since the source is taken to be on the z�axis and

the object is at the origin �i�e� the system has azimuthal symmetry�� The scattered

wave is written as a series of partial�waves or multipole moments where the amplitude

of each partial wave is given by the scattering amplitude Al �see eq� ��������

In general� the scattering amplitudes� Al� depend on the diameter of the spherical

object� the optical properties of the object and the background medium� and the source

modulation frequency� Detection and characterization of the optical inhomogeneities

depend on the magnitude of the di�erent partial�waves or moments of the scattered

DPDW� The most important moments of the scattered wave are the monopole ��l��
sc ��

dipole ��l��
sc �� and quadrupole ��l��

sc �� To leading order in kouta and kina� assuming

jkoutaj � � and jkinaj � � �where kin is the DPDW wavenumber inside the spherical
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object and a is the radius of the object� these moments are

�l��
sc � vSAC

exp�ikrs�

��Doutrs

exp�ikrd�

��rd

�
��a�

�

� ��v��a
Dout

�
� �����

�l��
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exp�ikrs�

��Doutrs

exp�ikrd�

��rd

�
ik � �

rs

� �
ik � �
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� �
��a�

�

� � �� cos ����s
���s�out � ����s

�
�

�����

�l��
sc � vSAC

exp�ikrs�

��Doutrs

exp�ikrd�
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�
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�ik
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� �
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�ik
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� �

r�d

� h
� cos� � � �
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�
��a	

��

� �
���s

���s�out � ����s

�
� �����

Here� ��a � �a�in��a�out is the di�erence in the absorption coe�cient of the object and

background� ���s � ��s�in � ��s�out is the di�erence in the reduced scattering coe�cient�

k � kout� and � is the angle between the z�axis and the line joining the detector to the

object center� To leading order �l��
sc depends only on ��a and �l��

sc and �l��
sc depend

only on ���s� We have to look at higher order terms for the �l
sc to see dependences on

the other optical properties�

For an object that has the same scattering properties as the background� but dif�

ferent absorption properties� the signal is derived to leading order from the monopole

term and scales as a���a� Thus� to leading order one can only reconstruct the product

a���a and cannot simultaneously determine the diameter and absorption coe�cient

of the object� When the monopole is the only detectable moment� a small� highly

absorbing object cannot be distinguished from a larger� less absorbing object� The

dipole and quadrupole moments have a di�erent functional dependence on a and ��a

and thus the object can be characterized� in principle� when both the monopole and

either the dipole or the quadrupole moments are detectable�

The results are similar for an object with a pure scattering change� In that case�

the dominate term is the dipole moment which depends on the product of a� and ���s�

The size and scattering coe�cient of a scattering object� therefore� cannot be sim�

ultaneously characterized unless the dipole and quadrupole moments are detectable�

Generally� the detectability of the di�erent moments of the scattered DPDW depends

on the characteristics of the object and the noise in the measurements�
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����� Noise Models

For an ideal experimental system the uncertainty in the measured amplitude and

phase of the DPDW is given by shot�noise� Shot�noise is de�ned as the square�root of

the number of photons detected� In practice� however� the uncertainty in the DPDW

amplitude and phase is not dominated by shot�noise but is also a�ected by uncertainty

in the position of the source and detector relative to one another and relative to the

sample �see �g� ����� There are two di�erent types of positional uncertainty� They are�

�� random errors associated with the incorrect positioning of the source and detector

such that the actual distance of the source and detector with respect to each other and

with respect to a reference point exhibits a normal distribution about the expected

value� and �� random errors from small motions of the sample� e�g� due to breathing

and the heart pulse� An important di�erence between these two sources of positional

errors is that the second type can be reduced by integration of the signal over longer

times while the �rst type� in principle� can only reduced by repeated trials wherein

the source and detector are actually repositioned� In our laboratory we have found

�in an in�nite homogeneous medium� that the positional uncertainty is the leading

contributor to the uncertainty in the amplitude and phase of the DPDW� For a given

source�detector pair� with a positional uncertainty 	r� the fractional uncertainty in the

amplitude� �AC
j
�rs�rd�j

� in an in�nite medium is given by

	AC
j��rs� rd�j �

�
Im�k� �

�

jrs � rdj

�
	r

�

�
�
s
�

�

q
�a��s

�s
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�

v�a
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� �

�

�
�

jrs � rdj

	

	r � �����

and the uncertainty in the phase in radians� 	�� in an in�nite medium is given by

	� � Re�k�	r
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j��rs� rd�j is the amplitude of the detected DPDW� Im�k� is the imaginary part of the

DPDW wavenumber� and Re�k� is the real part of the DPDW wavenumber� The noise

in the amplitude decreases with increasing attenuation length of the DPDW� The noise

in the phase decreases with increasing wavelength of the DPDW� Thus� a variation

of system parameters which result in a decrease in the DPDW attenuation length

and wavelength will increase the noise due to source�detector positional uncertainties�

We have veri�ed this relation with the equipment in our lab which has a positional

uncertainty of �� mm� To do so� we repeatably measured the amplitude and phase of

the DPDW in an in�nite medium at various source�detector separations and compared

the measured uncertainties with those calculated using eq� ����� and eq� ������ This

process was then repeated for systems with di�erent optical properties and in all cases

good agreement was observed� Eq� ����� and eq� ����� are a reasonable approximation

of the amplitude and phase uncertainties that arise due to positional uncertainties in

semi�in�nite and slab geometries� For semi�in�nite and slab geometries I do not write

down the exact equation for the uncertainties� Calculations of the change in amplitude

and phase for small displacements of the source and detector for such geometries show

that the uncertainties are well approximated by eq� ����� and eq� ������

An estimation of the magnitude of shot�noise and noise from positional errors

indicates the signi�cance of positional uncertainties� I estimate a clinically relevant

shot�noise using a � mW light source with �� modulation� a detector with a collec�

tion area of �� cm�� a quantum e�ciency of ��� and the experimental system depicted

in �g� ���� With these parameters� shot�noise gives a fractional error of �x��� in the

wave amplitude for a one second integration time �the phase noise is �x��� radians

or ������ For a positional uncertainty of � �m in either the source or the detector�

the fractional error in the amplitude is �x��� and the phase noise is ���� If the

uncertainty is in the position of both the source and detector then the noise threshold

is multiplied by
p
�� For a typical clinical situation the noise produced from positional

uncertainties in the source and detector is comparable to shot�noise�

Achieving a positional certainty of � �m in the clinic is a daunting task consid�
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rσ
Source

Detector

DetectorSource
rσ

(b)

(a)

Figure ���� Errors from positional uncertainty can arise from an inaccurate positioning
of the source and detector relative to each other �as depicted in �a�� and�or relative
to the sample under study �as shown in �b��� These errors are random unless no
vibrations are present and no realignment of the source and detector are made for
multiple measurements� In a clinical environment vibrations will be present due to
breathing and the heart beat� In case �a� and �b� 	r is reduced by making repeated
measurements� Positional uncertainties induced by sample vibrations of type �b� are
reduced by longer integration times�
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ering the motional artifacts arising from the respiration and pulse of the subjects� A

more realistic positional uncertainty of � �m will result in a �� uncertainty in the

amplitude and ��� degree uncertainty in the phase� These results are for a best case

scenario and are based on the shot�noise arising under the above described conditions

and the additional noise arising from a positional uncertainty of � �m� These two

types of noise will be reduced by the
p
N where N is the number of independent

measurements averaged to obtain a single value for the amplitude and the phase�

��� Description of Simulations

All results in this chapter for the detection and characterization of optical inhomogen�

eities using DPDW�s are based on analytic calculations of the distorted DPDW with

appropriate levels of random noise� The sample is an in�nite slab� � cm thick ���
random walk steps thick� which is homogeneous except for a spherical heterogeneity

centered between the input and output planes of the slab� Measurements are made in

transmission mode� i�e� the source is on one side of the slab and the detector is on the

other side� Two types of spherical objects are considered� an absorbing object which

has the same scattering coe�cient as the background� and a scattering object which

has the same absorption coe�cient as the background�

To study the limits for detection and localization of these objects� the source and

detector are scanned together along the surface of the slab� The perturbation to the

amplitude and phase of the DPDW by the object can be described� respectively� by

the ratio of the amplitudes with and without the object and the di�erence in the phase

with and without the object�

In Section ��� the detectability of the object is found by comparing this perturb�

ation with the noise level� If the perturbation is greater than the noise level� the

object is deemed detectable� A large portion of parameter space is studied by vary�

ing the background optical properties� the object optical properties� and the DPDW

modulation frequency� Note that at each detector position the signal is integrated for
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� second and measured once� Shot�noise can be reduced by increasing the integration

time while the noise due to positional errors can be reduced by averaging repeated

measurements in which the source and detector are physically repositioned� If the

positional errors are due to movement of the sample� then the noise is also reduced

by increasing the integration time�

The ultimate clinical applications of these probes may depend on our capabilities

for object characterization� For example� to specify tumor size and malignancy or

brain bleed maturity� it is likely that the size and optical properties of the detectable

optical inhomogeneity will need to be characterized� In section ��� limits to object

characterization are studied by �rst calculating the perturbed DPDW and then es�

timating the uncertainty with which the object�s size and optical properties can be

determined by means of a chi�squared �tting procedure to the analytic solution� The

perturbed DPDW is �rst calculated using the analytic solution and then appropriate

noise is added� �Measurements are made with the source �xed at a position closest

to the object at x� and z�� and the detector scanned from x���� to �� cm in

steps of �� cm at z��� cm� A total of �� independent measurements are obtained

��� amplitude and �� phase measurements�� In all studies the DPDW modulation

frequency is � MHz� The noise added in these measurements is that given by the

shot�noise for a � mW source and the noise from random positional uncertainties

of � �m as described in section ������ Thus the noise used in the simulations is

approximately ��� in the amplitude and �
� phase�

The �tting procedure is based on minimizing the chi�square di�erence between the

measured DPDW pro�le and the analytic solution by varying the object�s diameter

and optical properties� This procedure is a best case scenario since we assume the

background optical properties as well as the position and shape of the object� In

practice more general imaging methods must be used that do not assume that the

shape of the object is known� My results therefore represent the best one can possibly

do in terms of characterization for a speci�c set of measurements� For a given noise

level� the uncertainty in the estimated properties is found using the chi�squared method
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described by Bevington 	���� In essence� the uncertainty of a �t parameter is found by

varying the parameter until the chi�square value increases by one from the value at the

global minimum� Theoretically� the uncertainty determined in this way is equivalent

to the uncertainty that would be found from multiple experiments�

The chi�square di�erence function to be minimized is


����s� �a� a� �
NX
i��

�
j�i

exp�rs
i� rd

i�j � j�i
anal�rs

i� rd
i� ��s�in� �a�in� a�j

��
	i�AC

�

�
Arg	�i

exp�rs
i� rd

i���Arg	�i
anal�rs

i� rd
i� ��s�in� �a�in� a��

��
	i��

� �����

Here� the sum is over all measurements� rs
i and rd

i are the position of the source

and detector for the ith measurement� �i
exp�rs

i� rd
i� is the experimental photon !uence

for this pair� and �i
anal�rs

i� rd
i� ��s�in� �a�in� a� is the !uence obtained from the analytic

solution �eq� ������ using the optical characteristics of the object �i�e� ��s�in� �a�in�

and a�� Recall that �i
exp�rs

i� rd
i� is obtained by adding random noise to the analytic

solution �eq� ������� The vertical bars� j�j� indicate the absolute value of the complex

number and Arg	�� represents the phase of the complex number ��

The initial amplitude and phase of the source are known� Uncertainty in the

amplitude and phase of the source introduces systematic errors� further complicating

the characterization procedure� If such uncertainty is present� then the initial phase

and amplitude of the source can also be used as free parameters in the 
� �t at the

expense of increasing the uncertainty in the other �tting parameters�

��� Detection and Localization

Breast tumors and brain bleeds are optical inhomogeneities in the sense that their

optical scattering and absorption properties are di�erent than that of the surrounding

media� An understanding of the detection limits of these inhomogeneities is important

for designing optical screening techniques� An optical inhomogeneity is said to be
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detectable if the perturbation to the detected amplitude or phase of the DPDW is

larger than the noise threshold�

We can detect absorbing objects as small as � mm when the object absorption

coe�cient is a factor of � larger than the background� We can detect scattering objects

as small as � mm when the object scattering coe�cient is a factor of ��� larger than

the background� The small absorbing objects are detectable because of perturbations

to the amplitude of the DPDW� while scattering objects are detectable because of

perturbations to the phase of the DPDW� The detectability of objects with di�erent

contrast is determined by the a���a �a����s� dependence of the leading order multipole

moment of the DPDW scattered from an absorbing �scattering� object� Generally

the detectability of an object is determined by the magnitude of a���a or a����s� For

example� a � mm diameter absorber with ��a��� cm�� is detectable� then a � mm

object with ��a���� cm�� is also detectable for the same system� This rule of thumb

is discussed further in Section ����

����� Detection of Absorbing Objects

Fig� ��� plots the change in the amplitude and phase of the DPDW due to a spherical

absorber with �a�in � ��� cm�� embedded in a system with ��s�out � �� cm�� and

�a�out � �� cm��� Details of the system are described in �g� ���� Results are plotted

for � mm� � mm� and � mm diameter absorbers� Given the previously discussed

noise threshold� the absorber can be detected if its diameter is at least � mm� Note

that the largest change in the signal occurs when the object lies directly between the

source and detector� Thus if the object is detectable� its transverse position can be

determined� By scanning the source and detector along three orthogonal axes� the

central coordinates of a detectable object are easily determined� The certainty in the

determined position of the object is in principle set by the accuracy in the position of

the source and detector�

Fig� ��� presents contour plots of the smallest detectable absorber for a large

portion of parameter space� Note that the noise levels depend on the factors that
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Detection of Absorbing Objects

Figure ���� The fractional change in the amplitude and change in degrees of the phase
due to the presence of the absorbing object is given in �a� and �b� respectively as a
function of the lateral position of the source�detector� The system is described in the
caption of �g� ���� Results are given for �� mm �dashed line�� �� mm �dotted line��
and �� mm �solid line� diameter absorbers� The noise threshold is given by the solid
horizontal line in �a� and �b�� Note that the signal does not exceed the noise threshold
unless the object�s diameter is greater than or equal to �� mm� and then it is only
the change in the amplitude and not the phase that is detectable�
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are being varied in these graphs and are therefore not �xed at the levels used in

�g� ���� For example� with a � MHz modulation frequency with ��s��� cm�� and

�a��� cm��� the fractional error in the amplitude is ��� and the phase error is ����

With a � MHz modulation frequency with ��s��� cm�� and �a���� cm��� the

fractional error in the amplitude is �� and the phase error is ���� Recall that with a

� MHz modulation frequency with ��s��� cm�� and �a��� cm��� the fractional

error in the amplitude is ��� and the phase error is �
� so that in �g� ��� the noise

levels are varying by at least a factor of �� The noise levels are still determined using

a � second integration time�

In �g� ���a� the contours indicating the diameter of the smallest detectable absorber

are drawn as a function of the background reduced scattering coe�cient and the

object absorption coe�cient� The background absorption coe�cient was kept �xed

and the object reduced scattering coe�cient was kept equal to the background reduced

scattering coe�cient� Clearly� as the object absorption coe�cient increases� smaller

objects become detectable� The background reduced scattering coe�cient has little

e�ect on absorber detectability indicating that the increasing noise� resulting from

a larger ��s�out� is balanced by an increasing signal� The noise increases because of

reduced photon transmission through the slab with increased ��s� In �g� ���b� contours

are drawn as functions of the background and object absorption coe�cients while

keeping the scattering coe�cients constant� The detectability of absorbers diminishes

as the background absorption coe�cient rises because of an increase in shot�noise

�due to increased photon absorption� and the decrease in the absorption contrast of

the object� In �g� ���c� contours are given as a function of source modulation frequency

and object absorption coe�cient� Surprisingly� increasing the modulation frequency

actually decreases the detectability of absorbers� This trend is observed because the

noise increases more rapidly than the signal� as discussed further in section ����� and

�g� �����
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Figure ���� The diameter of the smallest detectable absorber is plotted as a function
of �a� ��s�out and �a�in� �b� �a�out and �a�in� and �c� source modulation frequency and
�a�in� The contours indicate the diameter of the smallest detectable absorber in units
of centimeters� The system and measurements are described in �g� ���� In �a�� f �
� MHz� �a�out � �� cm��� and ��s�in � ��s�out� In �b�� f � � MHz and ��s�out �
��s�in � �� cm��� In �c�� ��s�out � ��s�in � �� cm�� and �a�out � �� cm��� The
noise levels are based on a positional uncertainty of � �m and a � second integration
time� The dashed line in �b� indicates where �a�out � �a�in�
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����� Detection of Scattering Objects

Fig� ��� graphs the relative change in the signal due to an object with a di�erent

reduced scattering coe�cient than the background� From �g� ��� we see that a �� cm

diameter object with a �� increase in ��s relative to the background is detectable� A

small scattering object is detectable because the phase shift exceeds the noise threshold

while a small absorbing object is detectable because of the relative change in the amp�

litude� It is because of this distinction that one can ultimately distinguish absorbing

and scattering objects� Localization of a scattering object is straightforward since the

largest change in the phase occurs when the object is directly between the source and

detector�

Contour plots of the smallest detectable scattering object are presented in �g� ����

In �g� ���a� the smallest detectable object is plotted as a function of background

and object reduced scattering coe�cient� These results corroborate our expectations

that smaller scatterers can be detected when the scattering contrast is increased� In

�g� ���b� results are plotted as a function of background absorption coe�cient and

object scattering coe�cient� The object absorption coe�cient is kept the same as the

background� The background absorption coe�cient has little e�ect on the detectab�

ility of scattering objects except when the scattering contrast is large� In �g� ���c�

results are plotted as a function of source modulation frequency and object scattering

coe�cient� The detectability of the scattering object is relatively una�ected by in�

creasing the modulation frequency� indicating that the noise and signal are increasing

at the same rate� In contrast� for the absorbing object� the detectability decreased

because the noise increased more than the signal�

��� Characterization

After a tumor or brain bleed has been detected and localized� we can then derive

information about the inhomogeneity�s physical and physiological state by character�

izing its size and optical properties� As seen in �gs� ��� and ��� the amplitude and
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Detection of Scattering Objects

Figure ���� The fractional change in the amplitude and change in degrees of the phase
due to the scattering object is given in �a� and �b� respectively as a function of the
lateral position of the source�detector� The solid line corresponds to a �� cm diameter
object� while the dotted and dashed lines correspond to a �� cm and �� cm diameter
object respectively� System parameters are described in the caption of �g� ���� The
noise threshold is given by the solid horizontal line and is ��� for the amplitude
change and �
 degrees phase�
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Figure ���� The diameter of the smallest detectable scatterer is plotted as a function
of �a� ��s�out and ��s�in� �b� �a�out and �s�in� and �c� source modulation frequency and
�s�in� The contours indicate the diameter of the smallest detectable scatterer in units
of centimeters� The system and measurements are described in �g� ���� In �a�� f �
� MHz and �a�out � �a�in � �� cm��� In �b�� f � � MHz� ��s�out � �� cm���
and �a�out � �a�in� In �c�� ��s�in � �� cm�� and �a�out � �a�in � �� cm��� The noise
levels are based on a positional uncertainty of � �m and a � second integration time�
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phase pro�le of a distorted DPDW is sensitive to the size of the inhomogeneity as well

as the optical properties� Thus� in principle� the characteristics of an inhomogeneity

can be determined from the pro�le of the distorted DPDW� However� in contrast to

localization� the size and optical properties cannot be determined directly� We must

rely on indirect methods� such as image reconstruction techniques or best �ts to ana�

lytic solutions for the measured DPDW pro�le� in order to deduce this information� As

described in the experimental section �section ����� I use chi�squared �tting techniques

to �t for the size and optical properties of the optical inhomogeneity�

����� Characterization of Absorbing Objects

First I consider simultaneous characterization of the diameter and absorption coe��

cient of an absorbing object embedded in the center of a � cm thick slab �see �g� �����

The scattering coe�cient of the object is the same as the background� and the detector

is scanned from x���� to �� cm in steps of �� cm while the source is �xed nearest

the object at x�� Fig� ��� presents contour plots of the fractional uncertainty of

the object�s diameter and absorption coe�cient� Three di�erent contour plots are

given� in �g� ���a�b results are given versus object diameter and absorption coe�cient

���s�out � ��s�in � �� cm��� �a�out � �� cm��� and f � � MHz�� In �g� ���c�d res�

ults are given versus background reduced scattering coe�cient and object absorption

coe�cient ���s�in � ��s�out� �a�out � �� cm��� diameter���� cm� and f � � MHz��

In �g� ���e�f results are given versus background absorption coe�cient and object ab�

sorption coe�cient ���s�out � ��s�in � �� cm��� diameter���� cm� and f � � MHz��

The system is described in more detail in �g� ���� These three contour plots reveal

the variation in fractional uncertainty over a large sampling of the parameter space�

The magnitude of the uncertainty depends on the total number of measurements that

are considered in the 
� �t and in general decreases as the square�root of the number

of measurements� For the parameter space considered in �g� ���� we see that given

�� measurements of the phase and amplitude �for a total of �� independent meas�

urements�� the absorbing object can be accurately characterized when its diameter
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exceeds �
 cm� Here a �� uncertainty is considered to be accurate�

The contour plots versus the object�s diameter and absorption coe�cient ��g� ����

a�b� show that the uncertainties diminish rapidly as the diameter increases and slowly

as the absorption coe�cient is increased� The slower decrease in the uncertainties

for larger absorption coe�cients results from saturation of the signal� In general the

error bar for the diameter is symmetric about the mean value while the error bar for

the absorption coe�cient of the object is asymmetric� The asymmetry results from

the saturation of the signal for larger absorption coe�cients� Thus the upper error

is always larger than the lower error� The di�erence is usually within ��� In all

contour plots I plot the average of the lower and upper fractional uncertainties�

From the contour plots versus the background reduced scattering coe�cient and

the object absorption coe�cient ��g� ���c�d�� we see a similar dependence on the ab�

sorption coe�cient of the object and that the uncertainties initially decrease and then

increase as ��s�out increases� The explanation for this is that as ��s�out increases� the

DPDW wavelength decreases� and as the ratio between the DPDW wavelength and the

object diameter gets smaller� the fractional perturbation to the signal increases� There�

fore we would expect the uncertainties in the �tting parameters to decrease� However�

the noise from positional errors is also increasing because the DPDW wavelength is

decreasing� In addition� the shot�noise is increasing because of the reduced transmis�

sion through the slab as ��s is increased� For the conditons in �g� ���c�d� the interplay

between the increasing signal and increasing noise is such that the uncertainties �rst

decrease and then increase�

From the contour plots versus the background absorption coe�cient and the object

absorption coe�cient ��g� ���e�f�� we see that the uncertainties increase as the back�

ground absorption coe�cient is increased� and they decrease as the object absorption

coe�cient is increased� There are two factors contributing to the dependence on the

background absorption coe�cient� �rst� more light absorption leads to an increase in

shot noise� and second� the decrease in the absorption contrast of the object results

in a smaller perturbation to the DPDW�
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Figure ���� The fractional uncertainty in the object diameter �a�c�e� and object ab�
sorption coe�cient �b�d�f� are plotted in contour plots for a large range of parameter
space� The labels on the contours indicate the fractional uncertainty� In �a� and
�b� uncertainties are plotted versus the diameter and absorption coe�cient of the
object� In �c� and �d� the background scattering coe�cient and object absorption
coe�cient are varied� In �e� and �f� the background absorption coe�cient and ob�
ject absorption coe�cient are varied� The dashed lines in �e� and �f� indicate where
�a�outside���a�inside��
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Although a �� cm diameter absorber can be detected and localized� the absorber

cannot be characterized accurately unless its diameter is greater than ��
 cm� This

result was obtained using �� measurements of amplitude and phase� As discussed in

section ������ this di�erence between object detection and characterization arises from

the functional form of the di�erent moments of the scattered DPDW� Fig� ��
 plots

the contribution of the monopole� dipole� and quadrupole moments of the scattered

DPDW to the total signal versus the diameter of the absorbing object� That is� I plot

the amplitude and phase of

��l�
sc

�inc

� ���
�

Note that this quantity accounts for the perturbation of each moment to the incident

DPDW� If this perturbation is greater than the noise threshold� the given moment of

the scattered wave is detectable� The noise threshold is also indicated in the �gure�

In order to detect the object it is only necessary for the monopole term to exceed

the noise threshold� This occurs when the object�s diameter is � �� cm� which agrees

with the previous observation in �g� ���� The dipole moment does not exceed the

noise threshold until the diameter is � �
 cm� For absorber diameters � �
 cm

the monopole and dipole moments of the scattered wave are detectable and thus� in

principle� the absorber is characterizable� The results in �g� ��� indicate that the ab�

sorber can be accurately characterized when the diameter exceeds �
 cm� Recall that

the uncertainty in the object parameters decrease with the square root of the number

of measurements and thus accurate characterization of smaller objects is possible by

increasing the number of measurements� This may give an experimenter an improve�

ment of �� cm if� for example� � measurements are made of the scattered DPDW

over the same spatial region as the � measurements� This �� cm improvement is

estimated from �g� ��
� if the number of measurements is increased by a factor of

ten then the uncertainty will decrease by approximately a factor of three� Thus� from

�g� ��
 we see that the monopole and dipole contributions exceed the noise threshold

when the diameter of the absorber exceeds �� cm�
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Figure ��
� The amplitude �a� and phase �b� contribution of the monopole �solid line��
dipole �dotted line�� and quadrupole �dashed line� moments of the scattered wave to
the incident wave is graphed versus the diameter of the absorbing object� The noise
threshold is depicted by the horizontal line at ���x��� for the amplitude and 
x���

for the phase� When the monopole term exceeds the noise threshold at �� cm� then
the absorber is detectable� However� the diameter and absorption coe�cent of the
absorber can not be simultaneously determined until the monopole and dipole terms
are detectable� This is the case for diameters greater than �
 cm�

����� Characterization of Scattering Objects

Here I consider the simultaneous characterization of the diameter and scattering coef�

�cient of a scattering object embedded in the center of a � cm thick slab �see �g� �����

The absorption coe�cient of the object is the same as the background� and the de�

tector is scanned from x���� to �� cm in steps of �� cm while the source is �xed

nearest the object at x�� Fig� ��� presents contour plots of the fractional uncer�

tainty of the object�s diameter and scattering coe�cient� Three di�erent contour

plots are given� in �g� ���a�b results are given versus object diameter and scatter�

ing coe�cient ���s�out � �� cm��� �a�out � �a�in � �� cm��� and f � � MHz��

In �g� ���c�d results are given versus background reduced scattering coe�cient and

object reduced scattering coe�cient ��a�out � �a�in � �� cm��� diameter���� cm�

and f � � MHz�� In �g� ���e�f results are given versus background absorption

coe�cient and object reduced scattering coe�cient ���s�out � �� cm��� �a�out � �a�in�
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diameter���� cm� and f � � MHz�� The system is described in more detail in

�g� ���� By plotting these three contour plots we see the variation in the fractional

uncertainty over a large sampling of the parameter space� The magnitude of the un�

certainty depends on the total number of measurements that are considered in the 
�

�t and in general decreases as the square�root of the number of measurements� For

the parameter space considered in �g� ���� we see that� given �� measurements of

the phase and amplitude �for a total of �� independent measurements�� the scattering

object can be accurately characterized when its diameter exceeds �
 cm� The exact

value depends on the scattering coe�cient of the object� Again an uncertainty less

than �� is considered accurate�

From the contour plots versus the object�s diameter and scattering coe�cient

��g� ���a�b�� we see that the uncertainties diminish rapidly as the diameter increases

and slowly as the reduced scattering coe�cient is increased� The slower decrease in

the uncertainties for larger scattering coe�cients results from saturation of the signal

and the leading order a����s dependence of the scattered wave� Note that in general

the error bar for the diameter is symmetric about the mean value while the error bar

for the scattering coe�cient of the object is asymmetric� The asymmetry results from

the saturation of the signal for larger scattering coe�cients and thus the upper error

is always larger than the lower error� The di�erence is usually within ��� In all

contour plots I plot the average of the lower and upper fractional uncertainties�

From the contour plots versus the background reduced scattering coe�cient and the

object reduced scattering coe�cient ��g� ���c�d�� we �rst see that the object cannot

be characterized when the scattering contrast is smaller than ��� Interestingly�

the fractional uncertainty changes more with a change in the background scattering

coe�cient than with a change in the object scattering coe�cient� One might expect

that the uncertainty depends only on the di�erence in the scattering coe�cients in

which case changes in the fractional uncertainty would be symmetric with respect to

changes in the scattering coe�cent of the background and the object� The observed

asymmetry results from the noise�s dependence on the background reduced scattering
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Figure ���� The fractional uncertainty in the object diameter �a�c�e� and object scat�
tering coe�cient �b�d�f� are plotted in contour plots� The labels on the contours
indicate the fractional uncertainty� In �a� and �b� uncertainties are plotted versus
the diameter and scattering coe�cient of the object� In �c� and �d� the background
scattering coe�cient and object scattering coe�cient are varied� In �e� and �f� the
background absorption coe�cient and object scattering coe�cient are varied� The
dashed line in �c� and �d� indicates where ��s�outside���

�
s�inside��
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coe�cient� As the background reduced scattering coe�cient is increased� the noise

also increases because of the reduced transmission of light through the slab �shot�

noise� and the decrease in the DPDW wavelength�

From the contour plots versus the background absorption coe�cient and the object

reduced scattering coe�cient ��g� ���e�f�� we see that the uncertainties increase slightly

with an increase in the absorption coe�cient and decrease with an increase in the

object reduced scattering coe�cient� These trends are simply due to the increased

shot�noise from increasing the background absorption coe�cient and the increased

signal from increasing the object reduced scattering coe�cient�

Although a �� cm diameter scatterer can be detected and localized� the scatterer

cannot be characterized accurately unless its diameter is greater than �
 cm� As

discussed earlier� this di�erence between object detection and characterization arises

from the functional form of the di�erent moments of the scattered DPDW�

��� Optimizing the Experimental Design

Improvements in detecting and characterizing optical inhomogeneities are generally

achieved by increasing the signal relative to the noise� The noise threshold can be

reduced by making multiple measurements or by integrating the signal longer and

reducing shot�noise and positional error due to sample motions� These noise reduction

techniques reduce the noise by the square�root of the number of measurements or the

square�root of time� The magnitude of the perturbation can be increased by increasing

the modulation frequency� Increasing the modulation frequency decreases the DPDW

wavelength which in turn results in a larger scattering amplitude� particularly for

the higher moments� However� increasing the modulation frequency will increase the

shot�noise� as a result of the reduced DPDW amplitude for the same source�detector

separation� and increase the uncertainty due to positional errors� as a result of the

reduced DPDW wavelength� In the following subsections I investigate the interplay

between these various factors�
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����� Optimizing Measurement Geometry

To determine what role the position of the source and detector play in characterizing

an object� I repeated the characterization simulation for two di�erent measurement

geometries� First the e�ect of �xing the source closest to the object at x �  and

scanning the detector from x���� to �� cm in steps of �� cm was examined� The

fractional uncertainty in the diameter and absorption coe�cient for this set of meas�

urements is graphed in �g� ��� along with the previous result obtained from scanning

the detector from x���� to �� cm in steps of �� cm� These results indicate that

the characterization accuracy is decreased when the range over which the detector is

scanned is increased while keeping the number of measurements constant� The second

measurement geometry was chosen to examine the e�ect of scanning the source and

detector together from x���� to �� cm� For comparison� these results are also plotted

in �g� ���� The characterization accuracy is decreased further when the source and

detector are scanned together� From �g� ��� we see that the measurement geometry

is optimized for object characterization by keeping the source and detector near the

absorbing object� This result applies to scattering objects as well�

These observations are easily understood within the context of the moments ana�

lysis� Fig� ���� graphs the contribution of each moment to the total signal �eq� ���
��

versus the transverse position of the detector� Results are plotted for two cases� �� the

source is scanned with the detector and �� the source is �xed at x�� The moments

are calculated for a �� cm diameter absorber� From �g� ���� we see that� overall� the

moments make a larger contribution to the scattered wave when the source is �xed

near the object� In particular� the perturbation is larger for transverse displacements

of the detector from x� and therefore it is detectable for a greater number of measure�

ments� By concentrating the measurements where the perturbation is strongest� we are

increasing the average signal�to�noise ratio resulting in a more accurate determination

of an object�s characteristics�

This result suggests that the most accurate characterization will arise from all

measurements coming from the source and detector �xed nearest the object� This
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Figure ���� The fractional uncertainty for �a� the object diameter and �b� object
absorption coe�cient are plotted versus the known object diameter for di�erent sets
of measurements� The solid line corresponds to the set of measurements presented
in �g� ���� that is the detector is scanned from x���� to �� cm while the source is
�xed at x�� The dotted line corresponds to keeping the source �xed at x� and
scanning the detector from x���� to �� cm� while for the dashed line the source and
detector were scanned together from x���� to �� cm� In all cases �� independent
measurements of the phase and amplitude were obtained at even intervals over the
range of the scan� The system parameters are described in �g� ����
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Figure ����� The amplitude �a� and phase �b� contribution of the monopole� dipole�
and quadrupole moments of the scattered wave to the incident wave is graphed versus
the lateral position of the detector� The source was scanned with the detectors for
the solid line and �xed at x� for the dashed lines� At x� the top� middle� and
bottom pair of solid and dashed lines correspond respectively to the contributions of
the monopole� dipole� and quadrupole moments� The noise threshold is depicted by
the horizontal line at �x��� for the amplitude and �x��� for the phase� When the
source is �xed at x�� i�e� near the object� the signal is larger� permitting an accurate
characterization of smaller objects�
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is indeed the case when there are only two unknowns� e�g� diameter and absorption

coe�cient� That is� the amplitude and phase from one source�detector pair provides

su�cient information to determine two unknowns� However� if there are more than two

unknowns �e�g� initial amplitude and phase of the source� object shape� and�or object

position in addition to the diameter and absorption coe�cient of the object�� then

the additional information provided from a spatially distributed set of source�detector

pairs is required�

Usually the initial amplitude and phase of the source and the shape of the object

will not be known accurately� and therefore measurements from a spatially distributed

set of source�detector pairs is optimal� The signal to noise comparison in �g� ����

indicates which measurements provide information about the optical inhomogeneity

and therefore provides an approach for designing an optimal measurement geometry�

����� Optimal Modulation Frequency

Comparing signal�to�noise ratios for di�erent DPDW modulation frequencies� we can

determine the optimal frequency for detecting and characterizing di�erent objects�

Fig� ����a�b plots the change in the signal due to each moment relative to the incident

wave �eq� ��
� as a function of modulation frequency for an absorbing object� Al�

though the magnitude of each moment is increasing with frequency� each moment�s

perturbation of the signal is not necessarily increasing because of interference between

the moment and the incident wave� In fact� as is seen in �g� ����a�b� at �� MHz the

quadrupole moment e�ects no phase shift and at � MHz the quadrupole moment

e�ects no amplitude change� These nulls in general do not decrease the ability to char�

acterize an object because a null in either the amplitude or phase is compensated by a

large signal in the phase or amplitude respectively� On the other hand� the frequency

at which these nulls occur depends on the characteristics of the object and therefore

they may be exploited to improve object characterization� A similar idea has been

suggested by Yao et al� 	����

The shot�noise and positional error as a function of modulation frequency are plot�
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ted in �g� ����c and d� They exhibit an increase with modulation frequency as expec�

ted� For the model system� the shot�noise exceeds the positional noise at frequencies

larger than 
 MHz� The crossover point for the amplitude noise occurs because the

amplitude of the DPDW is decreasing exponentially as approximately the square�root

of the modulation frequency� Thus the fractional error due to shot�noise is increasing

exponentially� On the other hand� the fractional error due to positional uncertainty

is increasing approximately with the square�root of the modulation frequency� Be�

cause of the rapid increase in noise with modulation frequency� measurements at high

modulation frequencies are undesirable� Likewise� measurements at low modulation

frequencies are undesirable because of the small perturbations�

To determine the optimal frequency for detection and characterization� I calculate

the signal�to�noise ratio for the monopole� dipole� and quadrupole moments� These

results are plotted in �g� ����e and f� The best signal to noise is obtained around

 MHz� Although the signal�to�noise ratio is smaller at higher modulation frequencies�

it is possible to accurately characterize a �� cm diameter absorber at �� GHz� because

the monopole and dipole perturbations still exceeds the noise threshold�

Similar results were also obtained for the scattering objects �see �g� ������ The

main di�erence is that the best signal�to�noise ratio for scattering objects is obtained

around � MHz�

Modulation frequencies between  and � MHz are appropriate when considering

the characterization of single objects embedded in otherwise homogeneous systems�

If multiple objects are present and resolution becomes an issue� then measurements

at higher modulation frequencies are desirable� By resolution I mean the ability to

distinguish signals that originate from di�erent sources� e�g� the waves scattered

from two distinct objects� Resolution improves with higher modulation frequencies

because the DPDW wavelength decreases and we gain sensitivity to smaller length

scales� The analytic techniques presented here permit us to determine the maximum

modulation frequencies that provide useful information� but they do not provide a

simple framework for analyzing the resolving power of DPDW�s� The reader is referred
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to Pattanayak 	
�� for a discussion on the resolving power of DPDW�s�

����� Utilizing Spectral Information

It has been suggested that measurements of the amplitude and phase of di�use photon

density waves at several modulation frequencies may be used to enhance sensitivity

to the optical properties of a turbid medium 	��� I have investigated this possibility

by comparing fractional uncertainties obtained with three di�erent source�detector

con�gurations� The three con�gurations are� �� modulation frequency held constant at

� MHz� �� modulation frequency scanned from  to � MHz in steps of � MHz�

and �� modulation frequency scanned from  to � MHz in steps of � MHz�

In each of the three cases� the source was held �xed closest to the object and the

detector was scanned from x���� to �� cm in steps of �� cm� Also� for each case the

total number of independent measurements was kept constant at �� measurements of

amplitude and phase �i�e� at each position � measurements were made of amplitude

and phase�� In this way� any observed improvement in the characterization of the

object can be attributed to spectral measurements rather than an overall increase in

the number of measurements� In case ��� this required making � measurements at

� MHz at each spatial position� while in case ��� � measurements where made at

each frequency and each spatial position�

Fig� ����a�b plots the fractional uncertainty in the diameter and absorption coe��

cient of an absorbing object versus the diameter of the object for the three di�erent

source�detector con�gurations� No improvement is observed in the fractional uncer�

tainty of the diameter or the absorption coe�cient� On the other hand� for a scattering

object a decrease in the fractional uncertainty of ��s is observed when measurements

are made over a range of modulation frequencies �see �g� ����c�d�� Spectral measure�

ments thus enhance the characterization of scattering objects as well as providing a

means of distinguishing scattering from absorbing objects�
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Absorbing Object

Figure ����� The contribution of the monopole �solid line�� dipole �dotted line�� and
quadrupole �dashed line� moments of the scattered wave to the amplitude �a� and
phase �b� of the total wave is plotted versus the modulation frequency of the source�
The source and detector are separated by �� cm with a �� cm diameter absorb�
ing object centered between them� The optical properties of the object are given in
�g� ���� The noise in the amplitude and phase is given in �c� and �d� respectively� The
dotted �dashed� line corresponds to the positional �shot� noise� The solid line is the
combination of positional and shot noise� The signal to noise ratio for amplitude and
phase is given respectively in �e� and �f� for the monopole �solid line�� dipole �dotted
line�� and quadrupole �dashed line� moments�
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Scattering Object

Figure ����� The contribution of the monopole �solid line�� dipole �dotted line�� and
quadrupole �dashed line� moments of the scattered wave to the amplitude �a� and
phase �b� of the total wave is plotted versus the modulation frequency of the source�
The source and detector are separated by �� cm with a �� cm diameter scatter�
ing object centered between them� The optical properties of the object are given in
�g� ���� The noise in the amplitude and phase is given in �c� and �d� respectively� The
dotted �dashed� line corresponds to the positional �shot� noise� The solid line is the
combination of positional and shot noise� The signal to noise ratio for amplitude and
phase is given respectively in �e� and �f� for the monopole �solid line�� dipole �dotted
line�� and quadrupole �dashed line� moments��
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Figure ����� The fractional uncertainty in the diameter and absorption coe�cient of an
absorbing object are given in �a� and �b� respectively versus the diameter of the object�
In �c� and �d� the fractional uncertainties are given for a scattering object� Results are
given for three di�erent source detector con�gurations� In all con�gurations the source
was held �xed closest to the object at x� and the detector was scanned from x����
to �� cm in steps of �� cm� The solid lines corresponds to a modulation frequency
of � MHz with � measurements made at each position� The dotted line results
from the modulation frequency scanned from  to � MHz in steps of � MHz
with � measurements at each position� Finally� the dashed lines corresponds to �
measurement at each position with the frequency scanned from  to � MHz in steps
of � MHz� Note that the spectral measurements improve the characterization of the
scatttering coe�cient of the scattering object but do not enhance the characterization
of the absorbing object�
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����� Measurements at Multiple Optical Wavelengths

It is reasonable to expect that measurements at multiple optical wavelengths will

improve our ability to characterize optical inhomogeneities� I will show that this

additional information does not improve our ability to characterize the size and optical

properties of inhomogeneities�

Consider two sets of measurements made on the same sample� one at optical

wavelength �� and the other at optical wavelength ��� For each set we can independ�

ently characterize the size and absorption coe�cient of the object� Assuming that a

common chromophore is the dominant absorber at the two optical wavelengths� then

the size of the characterized absorber should be the same for each set� Thus� instead

of having four unknowns �a����� �a����� a����� and �a������ we only have three� and

three parameters can be characterized more accurately than four�

This argument may sound reasonable� but we have to be careful� It is true that the

uncertainties in the three parameters will be smaller than the uncertainties determ�

ined for the four parameters when the two data sets are characterized independently�

However� will the uncertainties be any smaller than if all measurements were made at

a single wavelength" Let�s say that each data set has N measurements� In the �rst

case we are using N measurements to get a���� and �a���� and N measurements to

get a���� and �a����� In the second case we are using �N measurements to determine

a� �a����� and �a����� We would do better to use �N measurements to �nd just two

parameters� a and �a�����

What if we knew the absorption spectrum of the dominant chromophore at �� and

��" In this case there would only be two unknowns since �a���� and �a���� would

have a known proportionality C� This might lead to improved characterization� To

see if this is possible we must consider the extended minima �or valleys� of the chi�

squared surfaces for the di�erent data sets� For a two dimensional chi�square function�

there is a valley which indicates the relation between systematic deviations in the two

�tting parameters� The valley for �tting a���� and �a���� may look like curve � in

�g� ����� This curve tells us what the deviation in a will be if we know the deviation
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Figure ����� Possible chi�squared valleys for a two parameter �t for the object radius
and absorption coe�cient at two di�erent optical wavelengths�

in �a and vice versa� For repeated measurements of the �� data set� the determined a

and �a values will always appear on curve �� For �� the valley may look like curve � in

�g� ����� Curve � and curve � intersect at the correct values for the object parameters�

If we �t both data sets simultaneously with the constraint that a���� � a���� and

�a���� � C�a���� then the �tting parameters will be drawn towards the intersection

point of the two curves� decreasing the uncertainty� If the valleys nearly overlap�

then the �tting parameters will not be strongly drawn towards the intersection point�

Improved characterization is possible only if the di�erent curves have signi�cantly

di�erent slopes near the intersection point�

Valleys for three spherical objects with di�erent absorption coe�cients but the

same radius are shown in �g� ����� The dotted� dashed� and dot�dashed lines were

derived from simulations for � mm diameter absorbers with absorption coe�cients

of ���� ���� and ��� cm��� respectively� relative to the background coe�cient of

�� cm��� The other system parameters are indicated in �g� ���� These valleys
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nearly overlap and therefore we cannot use multiple optical wavelengths to improve

object characterization� Even if the curves were more perpendicular� uncertainties

associated with the dominant chromophore assumption would reduce any gains in

object characterization�

��	 Summary

The interaction between DPDW�s and optical inhomogeneities provides a staightfor�

ward way of detecting and localizing inhomogeneities and a means for characterizing

the size and optical properties of the inhomogeneity� If no noise were present in the

measurements then our ability to characterize these objects would only be limited by

the validity of the model used for the analysis� Here� I have used an exact analytic

model for the scattering of DPDW�s from spherical inhomogeneities which is based on

the di�usion approximation to the photon transport equation� This model is valid on

length scales larger than the photon random walk step� ����s� which is around � mm

for tissue� Unfortunately noise is always present� and� as we have seen� it diminishes

our ability to characterize inhomogeneities�

Detecting and locating inhomogeneities is possible if the perturbation of the incid�

ent DPDW� the signal �see eq� ���
��� is greater than the noise threshold� The results

presented here demonstrated that � mm diameter objects are detectable for realistic

parameters� For small absorbing objects the signal is dominated by the monopole

moment� while for small scattering objects the signal is dominated by the dipole and

quadrupole moments� For transmission measurements� the strongest signal occurs

when the object is directly between the source and detector and therefore a detectable

object is easily located� Changing the modulation frequency does not greatly change

the detectability of absorbing or scattering objects except at high frequencies where

the signal is obscured by shot�noise �see �gs� ���� ���� ����� and ������ The detect�

ability of objects with di�erent optical properties embedded in the same system as

described in �g� ��� can be determined from the leading order form of the moments of
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the scattered DPDW �see eqs� ����������� For instance� the leading order signal from

a small absorbing object is proportional to a���a� This product� a���a� indicates how

much larger a less absorbing object must be or how much smaller a more absorbing

object can be in order for it to still be detectable� In particular� the product shows

that the size of a detectable object scales as ������a � For example� given that an object

with ��a��� cm�� is detectable if a � �� cm� then an object with ��a � �� cm��

is detectable if a � ��
 mm�

Characterizing the size and optical properties of an object is not as straightforward

because an indirect method is required� e�g� chi�squared �tting� to determine the

parameters from measurements of the distorted DPDW� Furthermore� it is necessary

for more than one moment of the scattered DPDW to perturb the signal by a detectable

amount in order to distinguish the contributions from the object�s size and optical

properties� To determine the size and either the absorption or scattering coe�cient of

an object� it is necessary for two moments to be detectable �i�e� two unknowns and

two equations�� Likewise� to accurately determine three parameters� it is necessary

for at least three moments to be detectable� Because of these additional requirements�

inhomogeneities cannot be accurately characterized unless they are � cm or larger in

diameter for realistic parameters�

I have demonstrated that the measurement geometry can be optimized in order

to characterize smaller objects� The only useful measurements are those for which

the perturbation is detectable� Therefore� for transmission through a slab geometry it

is best to make measurements with the source closest to the object and the detector

scanned near the point of closest approach to the object or vice�versa� I have also

demonstrated that  MHz is the optimal frequency for detecting and characterizing

absorbing objects� Scattering objects are best detected and characterized with mod�

ulation frequencies near � MHz� Characterization of scattering objects is further

optimized using measurements at several modulation frequencies�

Still smaller objects can be characterized if there is a priori knowledge of the size or

optical properties of the object� For example� knowledge of the structural properties
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of the system obtained from a CAT scan or MRI a�ords an accurate determination

of the optical properties of tumors smaller than � cm� By reducing the number of un�

knowns� accurate tumor characterization becomes feasible with the detection of fewer

multipole moments� If we know the size of an absorbing or scattering object� then the

optical contrast can be determined as long as the contribution from a single moment is

detectable� Likewise if the optical contrast is known and the size is sought� Thus� with

prior knowledge it is possible to accurately characterize detectable objects� i�e� objects

on the order of � mm in diameter� Any uncertainty in the priorly known quantity will

result in a systematic error in the determined quantity� For example� if the size of the

object is measured using MRI to be � mm and it is actually � mm� then the recon�

structed absorption coe�cient will be systematically reduced by ��� The systematic

deviation in the absorption �scattering� coe�cient of an absorbing �scattering� object

due to an incorrect previous determination of the size is described by the universal

curve presented in �g� ����� The solid line derives from the a���a �a����s� dependence

of the dominate contribution to the scattered wave from an absorbing �scattering� ob�

ject and indicates that an overestimation of the size results in an underestimation of

the optical parameter and vice versa� The dotted� dashed� and dot�dashed lines were

derived from simulations for � mm diameter absorbers with absorption coe�cients

of ���� ���� and ��� cm��� respectively� relative to the background coe�cient of

�� cm��� The observed deviation from the universal curve �solid line� arises from

the increased importance of higher order multipole moments� This deviation is small

and thus the universal curve serves as a good rule of thumb� Note that this result is

valid for objects of general shape by replacing a� with the volume of the object�

The limits discussed here for detecting and characterizing optical inhomogeneit�

ies with di�use photon density waves are based on ideal systems where the noise is

governed by shot�noise and positional errors� The results should thus be viewed as a

best case scenario� In the clinical environment� other sources of noise are expected to

exist that will further complicate the accurate characterization of optical inhomogen�

eities� For instance� the intrinsic !uctuations of a biological sample about its average
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Figure ����� The fractional deviation in the optical parameter versus the fractional
deviation in the diameter is graphed� The optical paremeter represents either the
absorption coe�cient or scattering coe�cient�
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background value causes amplitude and phase shifts� If the intrinsic heterogeneity is

not considered in imaging algorithms� then the corresponding signal !uctuations are

essentially noise� Quanti�cation of the intrinsic heterogeneity of di�erent biological

samples is necessary to determine if this type of noise is signi�cant� Another source

of systematic noise is the discrepancy between di�usion models and experiment� A

discrepancy between models and experiment of �� amplitude and a few degrees phase

is not uncommon� especially at higher modulation frequencies� Further investigation

is required to determine the e�ect of this systematic noise on optical imaging�
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Correlation Di�usion

��� Introduction

In the previous two chapters I discussed the properties of di�use photon density waves

�DPDW�s� and the use of these intensity waves to probe turbid media for variations

in optical properties� In this chapter I show that di�using photons can also be used to

probe the dynamical properties of turbid media� Information about the dynamics is

obtained from the Doppler broadening of the laser linewidth as it migrates through the

medium� The broadening of the linewidth manifests itself in the intensity �uctuations

of spatially coherent speckles of scattered light� On the other�hand� DPDW�s manifest

themselves in the average intensity of scattered light�

Although the physics for probing the dynamical properties is di�erent� I demon�

strate a theoretical model for speckle �uctuations that is completely analogous to

photon di�usion� The similarity in the mathematical form of the models suggests that

the observed properties of DPDW�s should also be observed for speckle �uctuations�

The theoretical basis for this work dates back to the late 	
���s with the devel�

opment of quasi�elastic light scattering theory �QELS� for optically dilute dynamical

systems which scatter light no more than once� Extensions to highly scattering sys�

tems was made in the 	
��s in various guises by Bonner and Nossal ����� Pine et al�

���� MacKintosh and John ��
�� Maret and Wolf ����� and Vol�kov and Romanov ��	��

The analogy of correlation transport to photon transport was �rst made by Ackerson
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et al� ���� �� in the 	

��s in order to better understand the behavior of correlation

functions in the regime between single scattering and multiple scattering�

In section ��� I review these theories and develop a di�usion theory for predicting

speckle �uctuations� The advantage of the correlation di�usion theory over previous

theories is the ease with which predictions can be made for turbid media with spatially

varying dynamical and optical properties� In the �nal sections of this chapter� I

present experimental and Monte Carlo results which demonstrate the accuracy of the

correlation di�usion model for various systems� In the next chapter I present two

biomedical applications for this work�

��� Theory

When a beam of laser light with uniform intensity is incident on a rough surface� the

re�ection of the beam will not have a uniform intensity but will instead be composed

of many bright and dark spots� These spots are called speckles and are illustrated by

�g� ��	� The complex intensity pro�le arises because light is re�ected in many di�er�

ent directions from the rough surface and thus photons that have traveled di�erent

path lengths interfere constructively and destructively at the detector� The same hap�

pens for light that has migrated through a turbid solid sample� That is� the photons

exit the sample traveling in di�erent directions and di�erent path lengths and thus

interfere constructively and destructively at the detector� If the rough surface moves

or scattering particles in the turbid medium are moving� the speckle pattern will then

�uctuate in time� The time scale of the intensity �uctuations depends on the motion

of the surface and scattering particles�

For the turbid medium� the time scale of speckle intensity �uctuations depends

on the number of interactions that detected photons have had with moving scattering

particles� This section brie�y reviews the theory for temporal �eld autocorrelation

functions of light scattered from optically dilute systems such that photons scatter no

more than once before being detected� I then discuss the extension of single scat�
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Figure ��	� An illustration of a speckle pattern� The light regions correspond to
regions of strong light intensity� and the dark regions correspond to regions of little
intensity�

tering theory to systems which highly scatter light� After a brief review of di�using

wave spectroscopy� I describe in detail a new and more general method based on the

transport�di�usion of correlation in optically dense systems�

����� Single Scattering

Consider the system depicted in �g� ���� A beam of coherent light is incident on a

dilute suspension of identical scattering particles� The light scattered by an angle � is

detected by a photo�detector� The electric �eld reaching the detector is a superposition

of all the scattered electric �elds�

E � EoF �q�
NX

n��

exp�ikin � rn� exp�ikout � �Rd � rn��

� EoF �q� exp�ikout �Rd�
NX
n��

exp��iq � rn� � ���	�
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Here� E is the electric �eld reaching the detector at positionRd� Eo is the amplitude of

the incident �eld� and F �q� is the form factor for light to receive a moment transfer of

q � kout � kin where kout and kin are the output and input wavevectors respectively

and jqj � �ko sin ��� where ko � jkinj � jkoutj� For simplicity I neglect polarization

e�ects and assume randomly positioned and oriented scatterers� Under these condi�

tions the scattering di�erential cross�section is only dependent on the magnitude of q�

The summation is over the N particles in the scattering volume and rn is the position

of each particle� We see from eq� ���	� that the phase of each scattered wave depends

on the momentum transfer �i�e� scattering angle� and the position of the particle�

In a disordered system� the particles are randomly distributed resulting in random

constructive and destructive interference at the detector� Displacing a single particle

changes the interference and thus the intensity reaching the detector�

For particles which are undergoing random relative motion� e�g� Brownian motion�

the phases of the individual scattered waves are changing randomly� independently

from the other scattered waves� The intensity at the detector will thus �uctuate� The

time scale of the intensity �uctuations is given by the rate at which the phase of the

scattered waves is changing and thus depends on the motion of the scattering particles

and the momentum transfer� Therefore� the intensity �uctuations are more rapid at

larger scattering angles and for faster moving particles�

By monitoring the intensity �uctuations it is possible to derive information about

the motion of the scattering particles� There are two standard approaches� One entails

analysis of the power spectrum of the detected signal� i�e�

S��� �
Z

dtI��t� cos��t� � �����

The other uses the unnormalized temporal autocorrelation of the intensity�

G��� � � hI�t�I�t� � �i � �����

I�t� is the intensity at time t and the h���i denotes an ensemble average� For an ergodic

system� an ensemble average is equivalent to a time average and thus G��� � can be
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Figure ���� Light is incident on a dilute suspension of scatterers� The suspension
is dilute enough such that photons are scattered no more than once� Light that is
scattered by an angle � is collimated by two pin�holes and monitored with a photo�
detector�
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obtained by a temporal average of the correlation function� The two methods are

related as discussed ���� ��� 
�� 
�� The exact relationship states that the intensity

power spectrum and �eld correlation function form a Fourier transform pair ���� 
�



� 	���� i�e�

S��� �
hIi�
��

Z �

��
cos��� � �g��� �� 	� d� � �����

where g��� � � G��� �� hIi� is the normalized temporal intensity correlation function

and hIi is the average intensity�

I focus on the temporal correlation method� Instead of calculating the temporal

intensity autocorrelation function� G��� �� the standard approach is to derive the tem�

poral �eld correlation function� G��� � � hE���E��� �i� and note that the two are

related by the Siegert relation ��� ��� 	���

G��� � � hIi� � �jG��� �j� � �����

where hIi is the ensemble averaged intensity� � is a parameter which depends on the

number of speckles detected and the coherence length and stability of the laser� �

thus depends on the experimental setup� For an ideal experimental setup � � 	� See

�	�	� 	��� for more discussion on ��

The normalized temporal �eld correlation function is

g��� � �
hE���E��� �i
hjE���j�i � �����

Using eq� ���	� for the scattered electric �eld and noting that the cross terms resulting

in eq� ����� average to zero when particle motions are uncorrelated� we �nd

g��� � � hexp �iq ��r�� ��i � �����

�r�� � � r�� �� r��� is the displacement of a particle in time � and the average is over

�r�� � weighted by the appropriate distribution� In the case of Brownian motion� the

average is weighted by ����

P ��r�� �� �
	

���DB� ����
exp

�
�j�r�� �j

�

�DB�

�
� ����
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where P ��r�� �� is the probability of a particle being displaced a distance �r in a

time � � Calculating the weighted average� eq� ����� becomes

g��� � � exp
�
�	

�
q�
D
�r��� �

E�
� ���
�

h�r��� �i � �DB� is the mean squared displacement of the scattering particles in

time t where DB is the Brownian di�usion coe�cient� The correlation function thus

decays exponentially with a decay time on the order of the amount of time it takes

a scattering particle to move a wavelength of light� That is� the time scale of the

intensity �uctuations is on the order of the time it takes a particle to move one light

wavelength �q����

The decay of g��� � for systems with random �ow can also be calculated� In this

case �r�� � � V� and the average is over the velocity distribution� For an isotropic�

Gaussian velocity distribution� the correlation function still decays as eq� ���
� but

h�r�� ��i � h�V �i � � where h�V �i is the mean square velocity� A Gaussian speed

distribution is assumed �	���� Shear �ow and turbulence have also been studied

���� �	� ��� ��� 	����

����� Multiple Scattering � Di�using Wave Spectroscopy

When the concentration of scattering particles is increased� light is scattered many

times before it exits the system �see �g� ����� The photons reaching the detector have

followed various trajectories of di�ering path lengths� Under these conditions the

correlation function can be calculated using the framework of di�using wave spectro�

scopy �DWS�� Considering only those photons which have scattered N times before

detection� the normalized �eld correlation function has the form

g
�N�
� �� � �

�
exp

�
i

NX
n��

qn ��rn
��

q��r

� hexp �iq ��r�iNq��r

�
�
exp

�
�	

�
q�
D
�r��� �

E��N

q
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� exp
�
�	

�

D
q�
E D

�r��� �
E
s�l

�
� ���	��

On the �rst line the sum appears in the argument of the exponent to account for the

phase shift accumulated from each scattering event� The h���i denotes an average over

the momentum transfer and particle displacement� The average over the scattering

angle �momentum transfer� is necessary because it is not constrained as it was in

the single scattering experiment� The second line is derived assuming that successive

scattering events and neighboring particle motions are uncorrelated� These assump�

tions are valid in a disordered system with no particle�particle interactions� Some care

must be taken when particle motions are correlated� The third line results from the

ensemble average over the particle displacement where h�r��� �i is the mean square

displacement of the scattering particles �see section ����	�� The mean�square displace�

ment has been assumed to be isotropic� This is the case with Brownian motion and

random �ow� but not directional �ows� We next bring the q�average inside the argu�

ment of the exponential via a �rst order cummulant expansion� This approximation

is valid as long as �
�q

� h�r��� �i � 	� Finally we assume that there have been many

scattering events in which case N is well approximated by s�l where s is the path

length and l � 	�	s is the scattering length�

The average over the momentum transfer is weighted by the normalized di�erential

cross section� That is

D
q�
E

�
Z �

	
f�cos ��q�d�cos ��

� �k�o

�
sin�

�

�

�

� �k�o �	� hcos �i�
� �k�o

l

l�
� ���		�

Here f�cos �� is the normalized form factor and q� � �k�o sin
������� Using the simil�

arity relation discussed in section ��	 we see that l�l� � 	 � hcos �i� where l� � 	�	�s

is the photon random walk step length and the average over cos � is also weighted

by the normalized di�erential cross�section� we see that hq�i � �k�o l�l
�� Therefore�
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Figure ���� Light is incident on a concentrated suspension of scatterers� Photons
on average are scattered many times before exiting the system� A single speckle of
transmitted light is imaged with pin holes �or gathered by a single�mode �ber� and
monitored with a photo�detector�

the normalized �eld correlation function of light that has migrated a path length s

through a highly scattering system is given by

g
�N�
� �� � � exp

�
�	

�
k�o
D
�r��� �

E s

l�

�
� ���	��

Eq� ���	�� has the same form as the single scattering result� eq� ���
�� except the

decay rate is multiplied by the number of random walk steps in the medium� s�l��

and ko appears instead of q because there is no longer a single scattering angle in the

problem� The correlation function for trajectories of longer length will decay more

quickly� permitting the motion of scattering particles to be probed on ever shorter

time scales�

The validity of eq� ���	�� has been veri�ed directly by Yodh et al� �	��� using

a pulsed laser and gating the broadened response to select photon path lengths of a

speci�c length� A summary of their experimental results is shown in �g� ���� They

measured the correlation function for photon path lengths between � cm and 	� cm

through a ��� mm thick ��� suspension of ����� 	m polystyrene spheres� In the inset

of �g� ��� they demonstrate the single exponential decay of the correlation function for

two di�erent path lengths� Fig� ��� shows that the decay rate increases linearly with
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Figure ���� The decay rate for the correlation function increases linearly with the
photon path length� The correlation function measured for photon path lengths of
� cm and 	� cm is shown in the inset� The decay is log�linear as expected� Reproduced
with permission from A� G� Yodh et al� Phys� Rev� B ��� ���� �	

�� �	����

the path length as expected by eq� ���	���

It is not always convenient to use a pulsed laser and gating techniques to pick out

photons which have traveled a speci�c path length through the sample� Generally� a

continuous wave laser is used to illuminate the sample and the full distribution of path

lengths contributes to the decay of the correlation function� Under these conditions�

the �eld correlation function is given by

g��� � �
Z �

	
P �s� exp

�
�	

�
k�o
D
�r��� �

E s

l�

�
ds � ���	��

where P �s� is the normalized distribution of path lengths� This relation is valid given

the assumption that the laser coherence length is much longer than the width of the

photon path length distribution �	���� When the scattering length is much smaller than

the dimensions of the sample and the absorption length� the path length distribution

is found from the photon di�usion equation� For a point source and point detector in
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an in�nite medium� P �s� is

P �s� �

s
vr�sd
��D

exp

	


s
v	ar�sd
D

�
A s���� exp

�
� vr�sd
�Ds

�
exp ��	as� � ���	��

Here rsd is the separation between the source and detector� Using the photon di�usion

approximation to calculate P �s�� g��� � has been calculated for various geometries

including semi�in�nite and slab �	���� The solution for an in�nite medium with a

point source is

g��� � � exp
�
�
q
k�o h�r��� �i� �	al�

rsd
l�

�
� ���	��

With no photon�absorption� the correlation function still decays as a single exponential

but as the
q
h�r��� �i instead of as h�r��� �i� Photon absorption reduces the contri�

bution of long path length photons and thus suppresses the decay at early correlation

times� g��� � has been veri�ed experimentally for absorption free media by Pine et al�

�	��� and for absorbing media by Tamura and co�workers �	��� 	���

For a semi�in�nitemediumwith a collimated point source and a point detector� the

distribution of photon path lengths is found using the method of images to satisfy the

semi�in�nite boundary condition �see section ����� The photon path length distribution

is

P �s� �

�

s
��D

vr��
exp

	

�

s
v	ar��
D

�
A �

s
��D

vr��
exp

	

�

s
v	ar��
D

�
A
�
���

s����
�
exp

�
� vr��
�Ds

�
� exp

�
� vr��
�Ds

��
exp ��	as� � ���	��

The distance from the real source to the detector is r� � �
� � l������ where 
 is the

separation between the source and detector on the surface and l� is the distance inside

the medium where the collimated source becomes di�use� The distance between the

image source and the detector is r� � �
� � �l� � �zb�
��

���
where zb is the extrapolation

distance to the imaging boundary as determined by the mismatch in the indices of
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refraction �see section ����� With this P �s� the �eld correlation function is

g��� � �
exp

�
�
q
k�o h�r��� �i� �	al�

r�
l�

�
� exp

�
�
q
k�o h�r��� �i� �	al�

r�
l�

�
exp

�
�p�	al�

r�
l�

�
� exp

�
�p�	al�

r�
l�

� �

���	��

Other important geometries include plane wave transmission through a slab and

di�use backscattering of a plane wave� These solutions are discussed by Pine et al�

�	���� For plane wave transmission through a slab

g��� � �

�
L
l�
� 


�

�q
�DBk�o��

	 � �
�
DBk�o�

�
sinh

h
L
l�

q
�DBk�o�

i
� 


�

q
�DBk�o� cosh

h
L
l�

q
�DBk�o�

i � ���	�

where L is the thickness of the slab� For backscattering of a plane wave from a slab

g��� � �
sinh

hq
�DBk�o�

�
L
l�
� 	

�i
� �

�

q
�DBk�o� cosh

hq
�DBk�o�

�
L
l�
� 	

�i
�
	 � �

�DBk�o�
�
sinh

h
L
l�

q
�DBk�o�

i
� 


�

q
�DBk�o� cosh

h
L
l�

q
�DBk�o�

i � ���	
�

For a slab of in�nite thickness� eq� ���	
� becomes

g��� � �
exp

h
�
q
�DBk�o�

i
	 � �

�

q
�DBk�o�

� ������

To summarize� within the framework of di�using wave spectroscopy� the decay of

g��� � is found by �rst considering photon trajectories of a given length through the

sample and calculating the average phase �uctuations by averaging over the particle

displacements and the momentum transfer per scattering event� The distribution of

path lengths through the sample is then used to determine the overall decay of g��� ��

Similar equations for the �eld correlation function arising from highly scattering

systems have been obtain using �eld theory� For discussions on the derivation using

�eld theory see MacKintosh and John ��
�� Maret and Wolf ����� and Vol�kov and

Romanov ��	��

����� Correlation Transport and Correlation Di�usion

A di�erent approach for �nding g��� � has been proposed by Ackerson et al� ���� ��

that does not rely on the assumptions made by DWS� This new approach treats the
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transport of correlation through a scattering system much like the radiative transport

equation ���� �� treats the transport of photons� The di�erence between the correl�

ation transport equation �CT� and the radiative transport equation �RT� is that the

CT accumulates the decay of the correlation function for each scattering event� Since

contributions to the decay of the correlation function arise from each scattering event

from a moving particle� the CT is simply constructed by adding the single scatter�

ing correlation function to the term which accounts for photon scattering in the RT

equation �eq� ���	��� This term accounts for all scattering events� The correlation

transport equation is thus ���� ��

r�GT
� �r� ��� � ���� 	tG

T
� �r� ��� � � � 	s

Z
GT

� �r� ��
�� � �gs����� ��

�� � �f���� ����d����S�r� ��� �

����	�

Here� GT
� �r� ��� � � is the unnormalized temporal �eld correlation function which is

a function of position r� direction ��� and correlation time � � The scattering and

absorption coe�cients are respectively 	s and 	a� and 	t � 	s � 	a� gs����� ��
�� � � is

the normalized temporal �eld correlation function for single scattering� f���� ���� is the

normalized di�erential scattering cross�section� S�r� ��� is the light source distribution�

The scattering coe�cient is the reciprocal of the scattering length� 	s � 	�l� and the

absorption coe�cient is the reciprocal of the absorption length� 	a � 	�la� The time

dependence �not to be confused with correlation time� has been left out of the equation

since I only consider measurements with CW sources and systems in equilibrium �i�e�

steady state�� The time dependence can be included by adding a time�derivative of

GT
� �r� ��� � � �i�e� v�� �

�t
GT

� �r� ��� �� t�� to the left�hand side of eq� ����	� and letting

GT
� �r� ��� � �� GT

� �r� ��� �� t��

At zero correlation time� � � �� there has been no decorrelation and the CT equa�

tion reduces to the RT equation� This equivalence arises because the unnormalized

�eld correlation function at � � � is just the ensemble averaged intensity� which is the

quantity determined by the RT equation�

The CT equation provides a means for considering the intermediate regime between

single scattering systems and systems through which light di�uses� Furthermore� in
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the limit of single scattering� it reduces to the standard single scattering correlation

function discussed in section ����	 and� as I will discuss� solutions in the photon

di�usion regime are the same as obtained from DWS �see section ������� The CT

equation is useful because its validity ranges from single scattering to multiple scat�

tering systems� does not require the assumptions made within DWS� and a�ords a

straight�forward approach to considering systems with spatially�varying optical and

dynamical properties� A drawback to the CT equation is the di�culty in obtaining

analytical and numerical solutions� The RT equation is plagued by the same problem�

Because of the similarity between the CT equation and the RT equation we should be

able to apply the same approximation methods to the CT equation as we applied to

the RT equation�

Using the standard di�usion approximation the CT equation reduces to the follow�

ing correlation di�usion equation �see appendix A���
D�r� � v	a � 	

�
v	�sk

�
o

D
�r��� �

E�
G��r� � � � �vS�r� � ������

Here� D� � v���	�s� is the photon di�usion coe�cient� v is the speed of light in

the medium� and 	�s � 	s�	 � hcos �i� � 	�l� is the reduced scattering coe�cient�

Recall that for Brownian motion h�r��� �i � �DB� and for random �ow h�r��� �i �
h�V �i � ��

To obtain the correlation di�usion equation it is necessary to assume that the

photons are di�using and that the scattering phase function� f���� ����� and the single

scattering correlation function� gs����� ��
�� � �� only depend on the scattering angle �� � ����

and that k�o h�r��� �i � 	� The photon di�usion assumption is valid if the photon

random walk step length is smaller than the dimensions of the sample and the photon

absorption length� The scattering angle assumption �i�e� �� � ���� is valid for systems

with randomly oriented scatterers and isotropic dynamics �e�g� Brownian motion

and random �ow�� The short time assumption requires the correlation time � to

be much smaller than the time it takes a scatterer to move a wavelength of light�

When the photon wavelength is �	� nm and the dynamics are Brownian motion with

DB � 	x	��� cm�s��� then the short time assumption requires � � 	x	��� s� The
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breakdown of this approximation is explored in section ���� In an in�nite� homo�

geneous system the breakdown of this approximation is observable at ��� 	s and is

independent of the photon absorption coe�cient� The deviation increases with source�

detector separation and reduced scattering coe�cient� For a source�detector separa�

tion of 	 cm the deviation is ��� and increases to 	��� for a � cm source�detector

separation�

Eq� ������ can be recast as a Helmholtz equation for the �eld correlation function�

i�e� �
r� �K��� �

�
G��r� � � � �vS

D�
���r� rs� � ������

where K��� � � �v
�
	a �

�
�
	�sk

�
o h�r��� �i

�
�D� � Here I have taken the light source

to be point like� i�e� CW� and located at position rs� Note that �
�	

�
sk

�
o h�r��� �i

is a loss term similar to 	a� While 	a represents losses due to photon absorption�

�
�	

�
sk

�
o h�r��� �i represents the �absorption of correlation due to dynamic processes�

When � � � there is no dynamic absorption and eq� ������ reduces to the steady�state

photon di�usion equation �eq� ���	����

For an in�nite� homogeneous system with no photon absorption �i�e� 	a � ��� the

solution to eq� ������ has the well known form

G��r� � � �
vS exp

�
�
q
	��s k

�
o h�r��� �i jr� rsj

�
��D� jr� rsj � ������

This same solution has been derived within the context of DWS ��� ���� and from the

scalar wave equation for the electric �eld propagating in a medium with a �uctuating

dielectric constant ��
� 	�
�� In contrast to these two approaches� the correlation

di�usion equation provides a simple framework for considering turbid media with

large scale spatially varying dynamics and optical properties�

With some di�culty� such systems can be considered with di�using�wave spec�

troscopy� I have considered this and found that di�using�wave spectroscopy requires

the computation of complicated integrations of photon dwell times in localized voxels

convolved with a volume integral� On the other hand� the correlation di�usion equa�

tion requires the solution of a simple di�erential equation� Because the correlation
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di�usion equation is analogous to the photon di�usion equation� we can apply all of

the techniques developed for photon di�usion to correlation di�usion� In the next few

sections I demonstrate the �scattering of correlation from dynamical inhomogeneities

as well as tomographic reconstructions of the spatially varying dynamical properties

of turbid media�

����� Ergodicity

The samples that I study experimentally are not ergodic� that is the time�averaged

measurements are not equivalent to the ensemble�average computed by the various

photon correlation spectroscopy theories� Ultimately this situation arises whenever

the sample has static and dynamic scattering components� This presents a problem

when measuring the temporal intensity correlation function g��� � but is not a problem

if one is measuring the temporal �eld correlation function g��� � directly� To see the

origin of the problem� it is necessary to begin with the electric �eld emerging from a

non�ergodic system and derive g��� � and g��� ��

The following discussion assumes that the non�ergodic system is highly scatter�

ing and comprises two components� a static� non�ergodic component and a dynamic�

ergodic component� The extension to dynamic but non�ergodic systems is relatively

straightforward but not relevant to this dissertation� Discussions of such systems can

be found in �		�� 			��

The electric �eld reaching the detector is a superposition of photons that have mi�

grated through the static region without scattering from moving particles and photons

that have scattered at least once from a moving �dynamic� particle� I refer to these

two di�erent types of photons as �constant and ��uctuating� Thus�

E�t� � Ec�t� � Ef �t� ������

where

Ec�t� �
NcX
i��

�ic�t� ������
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is the constant electric �eld reaching the detector and

Ef �t� �
NfX
i��

�if�t� ������

is the �uctuating electric �eld reaching the detector� The sum for Ec�t� is over the

number of photon trajectories �Nc� that travel only in the static region between the

source and detector� where �ic�t� is the �eld for the ith photon trajectory� The sum for

Ef �t� is over the number of photon trajectories �Nf� that sample the dynamic region

between the source and detector� where �if �t� is the �eld for the ith photon trajectory�

With these de�nitions� the temporal electric �eld correlation function is

g��� � �
hE�t�E��t� � �it

hjEj�it

�
hEc�t�E�

c �t� � �it �
D
Ef �t�E�

f�t� � �
E
t

Ic � hIfi �
D
Ec�t�E�

f�t�
E
t
� hEf �t�E�

c �t�it

�

D
Ec�t�E�

f�t� � �
E
t
� hEf �t�E�

c �t� � �it
Ic � hIfi �

D
Ec�t�E�

f�t�
E
t
� hEf �t�E�

c �t�it
�

�
Ic � hIf i g��f �� �

Ic � hIfi

�
� �����

The h���it denotes a time average� Ec does not �uctuate in time and thus the in�

tensity Ic � hEc�t�E�
c �t� � �it is constant� Ef �t� does �uctuate in time so that

hIf i �
D
Ef �t�E�

f�t�
E
t
is the time�averaged �uctuating intensity and g��f�� � is the

temporal �eld correlation function of Ef�t� �this decays from 	 to ��� The terms in

the numerator on the third line in eq� ����� average to zero because the phases of the

constant and �uctuating photon trajectories are uncorrelated� Likewise� the third and

fourth terms in the denominator on the second and third lines average to zero�

Eq� ����� is the �eld correlation function which we calculate using the correlation

di�usion equation� If more than one speckle is imaged with the collection optics then

a coherence parameter
p
� enters to reduce the observed decay of g��� �� Under these

less than ideal conditions the measured correlation function is

g��� � �

�
Ic �

p
� hIfi g��f�� �
Ic � hIfi

�
� ����
�
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The factor
p
� is easily removed from g��� �� The �eld correlation function is expected

to decay from 	 and plateau at a value of B � Ic��Ic � hIfi�� The less than ideal

experimental conditions will result in g��� � decaying from a value less than 	 to B�

In non�ideal conditions� the total decay will be
p
� A �

p
� hIf i ��Ic � hIfi�� when it

was expected to be A� A�B � 	� and B is found from the value of g��� � as � ���

We can thus obtain the correct �eld correlation function using

gCorrect� �� � � �	�B�
gMeasured
� �� ��B

gMeasured
� �� � �� �B

�B � ������

As we will see� problems arise when measuring g��� � because the value of B and A

cannot be determined�

Deriving the explicit form for the temporal intensity correlation function is a little

more involved� In this case

G��� � � hI�t�I�t� � �it
� hE�t�E��t�E�t� � �E��t� � �it
� I�c � Ic�t� hIfi� Ec�t�E

�
c �t� � �

D
E�

f �t�Ef�t� � �
E
t

�E�
c �t�Ec�t� � �

D
Ef �t�E

�
f�t� � �

E
t
� hIf i Ic�� �

�
D
Ef �t�E

�
f�t�Ef �t� � �E�

f �t� � �
E
� ����	�

The product on the �rst line of eq� ����	� results in 	� terms� 	� of which average to

zero� The remaining � terms are given on the �rd� �th� and �th lines� Although Ec and

Ic are independent of time� the argument is given to indicate the origin of the di�erent

terms� The �rd and �th terms are the heterodyne terms arising from the beating of Ec

with Ef �t�� i�e�

Ec�t�E
�
c �t�� �

D
E�

f �t�Ef �t� � �
E
t
� E�

c �t�Ec�t�� �
D
Ef �t�E

�
f�t� � �

E
t
� Ic hIfi g��f �� � �

������

The �th term is more complicated� The summations over di�erent trajectories

giving rise to Ef �t� �eq� ������� must be included and the time�average of the products
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of the di�erent trajectories must be considered� The �th term is thus

D
Ef �t�E

�
f�t�Ef�t� � �E�

f�t� � �
E
t
�

NfX
i�j�k�l��

D
�if �t��

j�
f �t��kf�t� � ��l�f �t� � �

E
t

�
NfX

i�j�k�l��

D
�if�t��

j�
f �t��kf�t� � ��l�f �t� � �

E
t

�
NfX

i�j���k�l���i��k

D
�if �t��

j�
f �t��kf�t� � ��l�f �t� � �

E
t

� hIfi� � hIfi�
�
N�

f �Nf

N�
f

�
jg��f�� �j�

� hIf i� � hIfi� jg��f�� �j� � ������

The �rst term� hIfi�� derives from the Nf � i � j terms multiplied by the Nf � k � l

terms� The second term results from i � l and j � k� excluding the Nf terms where

i � j � k � l� The reasonable assumption Nf � N�
f is made� The other combinations

of i� j� k� and l average to zero because the phases are uncorrelated�

The temporal intensity correlation function for the described non�ergodic system

is thus

g��� � � 	 �
�
p
� Ic hIfi jg��f�� �j� � hIfi� jg��f�� �j�

�Ic � hIfi��
� ������

This correlation function has a heterodyne term� �Ic hIf i jg��f �� �j� and a homodyne

term� hIfi� jg��f�� �j�� I have included the coherence factor � which depends on the

number of speckles averaged and the laser coherence length� When measuring a single

speckle created by a stable� long coherence length laser� then � � 	� Unfortunately�

experimentally� � usually varies between � and 	 and must be measured� It is safe to

assume that � will remain constant for measurements made on di�erent speckles since

� only depends on the laser and detection optics� However Ic will vary� changing the

relative importance of the homodyne and heterodyne terms�

The standard method to obtain the �eld correlation function �that which we cal�

culate� from the intensity correlation function �that which we measure� is to use the

Siegert relation

g��� � � 	 � �jg��� �j� � ������
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This method does not work when the system is non�ergodic� If we determine g��� �

from the measured g��� � �eq� ������� using eq� ������ then we �nd that

g��� � �

�
�
p
�Ic hIfi jg��f�� �j� � hIfi� jg��f �� �j�

�
p
� Ic hIfi � � hIfi�

����
� ������

Not only is this di�erent than what we calculate �eq� ������� but many di�erent g��� ��s

could be measured for the same system by changing the experimental setup and thus

changing � and�or by imaging a di�erent speckle and thus changing Ic� Even if �

were known �say � � 	�� this method would not produce the correct �eld correlation

function� Furthermore� g��� � determined in this way decays from 	 to � when it should

decay from 	 to B�

The standard approach for obtaining g��� � from g��� � thus does not apply to non�

ergodic systems� Another approach has been suggested by Joosten et al� �		��� Their

approach is to make the measurement on a speckle where the intensity is the ensemble�

averaged intensity� The �uctuating part of the correlation function is then correct and

the correct correlation function is obtained by adding a constant to g��� � so that it

decays from � to a value greater than 	 instead of decaying from a value less than �

to 	� Assuming � � 	 then the value added to g��� � is just B�� such that

g��� � � 	 �
�I�c � �

p
� Ic hIfi jg��f �� �j� � hIfi� jg��f�� �j�

�Ic � hIfi��

� 	 � �
�Ic � hIf i jg��f �� �j��

�Ic � hIf i��
� ������

The correct g��� � can then be calculated using the Siegert relation �eq� �������� The

disadvantage of this method is that � must be known and the measurement must be

made on an appropriate speckle� It is possible to determine � using an ergodic system

but experience will show that for a �xed source and detection system that � can vary

by up to 	�� over the course of a few minutes� Furthermore� collecting light from a

speci�c speckle emanating from a turbid medium for more than a few seconds requires

extreme measures to isolate the system from mechanical vibrations� Joosten�s et al

method is therefore not practical if an accuracy better than 	�� is desired�
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Figure ���� The ensemble average correlation function from a non�ergodic turbid
medium is shown� The medium is a solid� highly scattering slab with a cylindrical
vein through which a highly scattering colloid �ows� The early � decay corresponds
to the �ow dynamics while the long � decay results from the ensemble averaging�
The three curves come from three di�erent �ow speeds� the solid�dotted�dashed lines
correspond to �ow speeds of ����������� cm s�� respectively� The early � decay
rate increases with the �ow speed� The longer � decay depends only on the rate
of ensemble averaging� which is held constant� The intermediate plateau reveals the
relative magnitudes of hIci and hIfi and tells us what fraction of the detected photons
have sampled the dynamic region� This is independent of the �ow speed as expected�
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In general� for a non�ergodic system� from a measurement of g��� � it is not possible

to independently determine Ic� hIfi� and �� Therefore the proper temporal electric �eld

correlation function cannot be determined� In order to obtain the proper correlation

function I ensemble average during the acquisition of the intensity correlation function�

This method has been described in detail by Xue et al� �		��� The technique for

ensemble averaging that I use is explained in section ���� Basically� the idea is to

move the detector from speckle to speckle during the course of the measurement� In

this way� Ec�t� will �uctuate on a time scale given by the motion of the detector from

speckle to speckle� Eq� ����	� thus becomes

G��� � � hEc�t�E
�
c �t�Ec�t� � �E�

c �t� � �i � hEc�t�E
�
c �t� � �i

D
E�

f �t�Ef�t� � �
E

� hE�
c �t�Ec�t� � �i

D
Ef �t�E

�
f�t� � �

E
� � hIf i hIci

�
D
Ef �t�E

�
f�t�Ef �t� � �E�

f �t� � �
E

� �hIci� hIfi�� � � �hIci jg��c�� �j� hIf i jg��f �� �j�� � �����

where hIci is the average intensity of the constant component of the speckles� g��c�� �

is the correlation function of the �uctuating Ec�t�� and all h���i are time averages� The

normalized intensity correlation function is thus

g��� � � 	 � �
�hIci jg��c�� �j� hIf i jg��f �� �j��

�hIci � hIfi��
� ����
�

g��c�� � decays in a log�linear fashion on a time scale that is proportional to the amount

of time it takes to move the detector from one speckle to the next �			�� If the decay

time of g��c�� � is much longer than that of g��f �� � then the measured correlation func�

tion will look like that shown in �g� ��� and the �uctuations due to sample dynamics

are easily separated from ensemble averaging �uctuations� The correlation function

at early times when g��c�� � � 	 is then

g��� � � 	 � �
�hIci � hIfi jg��f�� �j��

�Ic � hIfi��
� ������

and from the Siegert relation ��� ��� 	���

g��� � � 	 � �jg��� �j� ����	�
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we �nd that

g��� � �
�hIci� hIf i jg��f �� �j�

�hIci� hIfi� � ������

This is exactly the temporal �eld correlation function which we calculate with the

correlation di�usion theory� There is no need to separate hIfi jg��f�� �j from hIci� From
the plateau in the correlation function that occurs when g��f�� � � 	 it is possible to

determine hIci and thus hIf i and jg��f�� �j� However� for comparisons with solutions

of the correlation di�usion equation it is not necessary to make this separation� it is

only necessary that g��c�� � � 	 for the temporal region of interest�

��� Experimental Results

����� Validity of Di�usion Equation for Media with Spatially Varying

Brownian Motion

This section compares experimental and theoretical results to verify the validity of the

correlation di�usion equation for turbid media with spatially varying dynamical and

optical properties� The experiments are performed on a turbid slab which is static

and homogeneous except for a spherical region which is dynamic� Dynamic regions

with di�erent magnitudes of Brownian motion and di�erent scattering coe�cients are

considered�

Before discussing the experiment I brie�y review the solution to eq� ������ for a

mediumwhich is homogeneous except for a spherical region �with radius a� character�

ized by di�erent optical and dynamical properties than the surrounding medium� The

spherical region can also be characterized by di�erent optical properties� The analytic

solution of the correlation di�usion equation for this system reveals that the measured

correlation function outside the sphere can be interpreted as a superposition of the

incident correlation plus a term which accounts for the �scattering of the correlation
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from the sphere� i�e�

Gout
� �rs� rd� � � �

S exp �iKout�� �jrd � rsj�
��D� jrd � rsj �

�X
l�	

Alh
���
l �Kout�� �rd�Y

	
l ��� � � ������

Here� h
���
l are Hankel functions of the �rst kind and Y 	

l ��� � are spherical harmonics�

The sphere is centered on the origin� and the source is placed on the z�axis to exploit

azimuthal symmetry� The coe�cient Al is the scattering amplitude of the lth partial

wave and is found by matching the appropriate boundary conditions on the surface

of the sphere� The boundary conditions are similar to that for the photon di�usion

equation discussed in section ���� Speci�cally� the correlation must be continuous

across the boundary as well as the net �ux normal to the boundary� i�e� Gout
� �a� � � �

Gin
� �a� � � and �Dout

� �r � rGout
� �r� � �jr�a � �Din

� �r � rGin
� �r� � �jr�a on the surface of the

sphere� Gin
� �r� � � is the correlation function inside the spherical object and �r is the

normal vector to the sphere� Applying these boundary conditions� we �nd

Al �
�ivSKout

Dout
�

h
���
l �Koutzs�Y

	�
l ��� ��

�
Dout

� xj�l�x�jl�y��Din
� yjl�x�j

�
l�y�

Dout
� xh

����
l �x�jl�y��Din

� yh
���
l �x�j�l�y�

�
�������

where jl are the spherical Bessel functions of the �rst kind� x � Kouta� y � K ina� a is

the radius of the sphere� rs is the position of the source� and j�l and h
����
l are the �rst

derivatives of the functions jl and h
���
l with respect to the argument� This solution has

been discussed in detail for DPDW�s in section ��� ��
� ���� By viewing the perturb�

ation of temporal correlation as a scattering process� simple algorithms adapted from

scattering theory can be applied to reconstruct images of spatially varying dynamics

in turbid media�

I demonstrate the scattering of temporal correlation by a dynamical inhomogeneity

in an experiment shown in �g� ���� In this experiment� the temporal intensity correla�

tion function is measured in remission from a semi�in�nite� highly�scattering� solid slab

of TiO� suspended in resin �DB � ��� The slab contains a spherical cavity �lled with a

turbid� �uctuating suspension of ���
� 	m polystyrene balls �DB � 	��x	��� cm�s����

The measured temporal intensity correlation function� g��� �� for three di�erent source

detector separations is presented in �g� ���� g��� � is plotted for the system with no
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AutocorrelatorPMT

Ar-Ion Laser
Input Fiber

Output Fiber

Figure ���� The �	� nm line from an argon ion laser �operated at ��� W with an etalon�
is coupled into a multi�mode �ber optic cable and delivered to the surface of a solid
slab of TiO� suspended in resin� The slab has dimensions of 	�x	�x cm� A spherical
cavity with a diameter of ��� cm is located 	� cm below the center of the upper surface�
The cavity is �lled with a ���� suspension of ���
� 	m diameter polystyrene spheres
at �� �C resulting in 	�s � ���� cm��� 	a � ����� cm��� and DB�	��x	��� cm�s���
For the solid� 	�s � ���� cm�� and 	a � ����� cm��� A single�mode �ber collects light
at a known position and delivers it to a photo�multiplier tube �PMT�� whose output
enters a digital autocorrelator to obtain the temporal intensity correlation function�
The temporal intensity correlation function is related to the temporal �eld correlation
function by the Siegert relation �	��� �� ���� The �bers can be moved to any position
on the sample surface�
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Figure ���� Experimental measurements of the temporal intensity autocorrelation
function for three di�erent source�detector pairs with a colloid present and one source�
detector position without the colloid� The dot�dashed line illustrates the decay of the
correlation function due to ensemble averaging �i�e� no colloid is present�� This decay
is independent of source�detector position� The dashed� dotted� and solid lines cor�
respond to g��� � measured with a colloid in the cavity and source�detector positions
respectively at 	� �� and � as indicated in �g� ���
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Brownian motion �i�e� no colloid is present� to illustrate the time scale introduced by

ensemble averaging� From the raw data we see that � � ���� as expected� since we

are using a single�mode �ber that propagates the two orthogonal polarizations� We

also observe the short time decay of the correlation function due to Brownian motion

and the long time decay due to ensemble averaging� The decay due to ensemble av�

eraging is signi�cant for � � ��� 	s and is not dependent on source�detector position

or separation�

Fig� �� plots the decay of the normalized temporal �eld correlation function� g��� ��

obtained from g��� � and compares these results to theoretical predictions based on

eq� ������� The expected trend is observed� When the source and detector are closer

to the dynamical region� there is more decay in the correlation function and the rate

of decay is greater� Here the largest fraction of detected photons have sampled the

dynamical region and on average have had more scattering events in the dynamical

region� The agreement between experiment and theory is NOT good� In order to get

good agreement the Brownian di�usion coe�cient must be reduced by a factor of �

to �� For the theoretical results presented in �g� ��� DB � ����x	��� cm�s�� which

is a factor of �� smaller than the expected DB � 	��x	��� cm�s��� The cause of this

discrepancy is discussed below�

Although quantitative agreement is not observed� qualitative agreement is ob�

served� Correlation functions were measured for di�erent reduced scattering coe��

cients and Brownian di�usion coe�cients for the dynamical region� Fig� ��
 plots the

measured correlation functions for di�erent 	�s compared with theory� Three di�erent

concentrations of ��	� 	m diameter polystyrene microspheres where used to obtain

reduced scattering coe�cients of ���� ���� and 
�� cm�� for the dynamical region� The

rest of the system is the same as the previous experiment �see �g� ����� Using the

Brownian di�usion coe�cient as a free parameter to �t the theory to experiment�

good agreement was obtained� In all cases the Brownian di�usion coe�cient had to

be reduced by a factor of ��� For ��	� 	m diameter polystyrene microspheres the

expectedDB is ����x	��� cm�s��� For 	�s����� ���� and 
�� cm�� the �ts for DB where
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Figure ��� Experimental measurements of the normalized temporal �eld autocorrela�
tion function for three di�erent source�detector pairs are compared with theory� The
geometry is illustrated in �a� and �b�� With respect to an x�y coordinate system whose
origin lies directly above the center of the spherical cavity� the source�detector axis
was aligned parallel to the y�axis with the source at y�	�� cm and the detector at
y������ cm� Keeping the source�detector separation �xed at 	��� cm� measurements
were made at x���� cm� 	�� cm� and ��� cm� and are indicated by the ��s� ��s� and 	�s
respectively� The uncertainty for these measurements is �� and arises from uncer�
tainty in the position of the source and detector� The solid line was calculated using
the known experimental parameters with DB as a free parameter �see �g� ����� Note
larger and more rapid decays are observed when the source and detector are nearest
the dynamic sphere�
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���	x	���� ��	�x	���� and 	��x	��� cm�s�� respectively�

Correlation functions for di�erent Brownian di�usion coe�cients are plotted in

�g� ��	�� Di�erent DB were obtained by using monodisperse polystyrene micro�

spheres with diameters of ��	�� 	m� ����� 	m� and ��	� 	m� The concentrations

were varied to keep 	�s���� cm��� Once again good agreement between experiment

and theory was observed by using a smaller DB in the theory� The relative values

for the �tted DB agree with that of the experimental DB� The expected values of

DB were ���x	���� 	���x	���� and ����x	��� cm�s�� respectively for the ��	�� 	m�

����� 	m� and ��	� 	m diameter polyballs� The �tted values for DB were 	��
x	����

��	x	���� and ���	x	��� cm�s���

I believe the observed disagreement in the Brownian di�usion coe�cient results

from mismatches in the indices of refraction at the resin�air and resin�colloid in�

terfaces� In an early analysis �
�� the semi�in�nite boundary condition was solved

incorrectly� but fortuitously resulted in better agreement� In that case �
��� the point

source was not placed a distance of l� � 	�	�s away from the collimated source along

the source axis as in the usual treatment of a collimated source ����� but rather at the

collimated source position� Furthermore� the image source �to satisfy the extrapol�

ated boundary condition for index mismatched media� was positioned as if the real

source had been extended into the medium� This treatment resulted in quantitative

agreement between theory and experiment�

The high sensitivity to the treatment of the semi�in�nite boundary conditions

renders this experimental setup inappropriate for rigorously validating the correlation

di�usion equation for systems with spatially varying dynamical and optical properties�

In the next section I compare the theory with Monte Carlo results for in�nite media

with spherical inhomogeneities and obtain quantitative agreement� The agreement

supports the view that correlation �scatters from spatial variations of the particle

di�usion coe�cient �DB�r��� the absorption �	a�r��� and the reduced scattering coef�

�cient �	�s�r���
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Figure ��
� Experimental measurements of the normalized �eld correlation function
for a dynamical region with three di�erent 	�s are plotted� The source and detector
were separated by 	�� cm and centered over the position of the sphere� The ��s� ��s�
and 	�s correspond to 	�s� ���� ���� and 
�� cm�� respectively� The solid line was
calculated using the known experimental parameters with DB as a free parameter�
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Figure ��	�� Experimental measurements of the normalized �eld correlation function
for a dynamical region with three di�erent DB are plotted� The source and detector
were separated by 	�� cm and centered over the position of the sphere� The ��s� ��s�
and 	�s correspond to a� ��	�� ������ and ��	�� 	m respectively� The solid line was
calculated using the known experimental parameters with DB as a free parameter�
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����� Imaging Media with Spatially Varying Brownian Motion

Since the perturbation of correlation by inhomogeneities can be viewed as a scattering

process� one can readily envision the application of tomographic algorithms for the

reconstruction of images of spatially varying dynamics �	��� I have investigated this

possibility� I use an inversion algorithm� one of several possible schemes �	�� 		���

which is based on a solution to the correlation di�usion equation� eq� ������� gen�

eralized to include spatially varying dynamics� DB�r� � DB�o � �DB�r�� absorption�

	a�r� � 	a�o��	a�r�� and scattering� 	�s�r� � 	�s�o��	�s�r� and D��r� � D��o��D��r��

DB�o� 	�s�o� and 	a�o are the spatially uniform background characteristics� �	a�r� is the

spatial variation in the absorption coe�cient� �	�s�r� is the spatial variation in the

reduced scattering coe�cient� �D��r� is the spatial variation in the photon di�usion

coe�cient� and �DB�r� represents the spatial variation in the particle di�usion coe��

cient relative to the background value�

The correlation di�use equation with spatially varying optical and dynamical prop�

erties is

r�G��rs� r� � �� v	a�o
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�
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�
o�DB�r��

D��o
G��rs� r� � � � �	a�o�	

�
sG��rs� r� � � � ������

This equation can be solved using the �rst Born approximation as is described in

section ������ We can also solve this equation using the Rytov approximation �		���

Within the Rytov approximation we assume that G��rs� r� � � � G��o�rs� r� � �

exp �!s�rs� r� � ��� Following the procedure described by Kak and Slaney �		�� we

obtain an integral equation relating !s�rs� r� � � to the spatial variation of the dynamical

and optical properties� i�e�

!s�rs� rd� � � � � 	
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Figure ��		� An image reconstructed from experimentalmeasurements of the scattered
correlation function is shown in �b�� The system was a ��� cm diameter cylinder with
l������ cm� 	a������ cm��� and DB�� �see illustruction in �a��� A 	�� cm diameter
spherical cavity was centered at x���� cm� y��� and z�� and �lled with a colloid with
l������ cm� 	a������ cm��� andDB�	��x	���cm�s��� A slice of the image at z�� cm
is presented in �b�� The values of the reconstructed particle di�usion coe�cients are
indicated by the legend in units of cm�s���

Here� H�r�� rd� � � is the Green�s function for the homogeneous correlation di�usion

equation� �	a�r� is the spatial variation in the absorption coe�cient� �D��r� is the

spatial variation in the photon di�usion coe�cient� and �DB�r� represents the spatial

variation in the particle di�usion coe�cient relative to the background value� The

position of the source �detector� is rs �rd��

There are many techniques that can be employed to invert eq� ������ �	�� 		��� All

the methods are based on discretizing the integral equation and using measurements

of !s�rs� rd� with several di�erent source�detector pairs to solve the coupled set of

linear equations �see section ������� I use the Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction

Technique �		�� to solve the coupled equations�

To demonstrate that the correlation di�usion equation can be used as the basis

for a tomographic reconstruction algorithm� I took several measurements on a solid�

highly�scattering sample that contained a spherical� dynamical region� The system was
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a solid cylinder of TiO� suspended in resin� The cylinder was homogeneous except

for a 	�� cm diameter spherical cavity which was �lled with an aqueous suspension of

���
� 	m polystyrene balls �DB � 	��x	��� cm�s��� and centered at z�� �the z�axis is

the axis of the cylinder�� The optical properties of the colloid matched that of the solid

so that we are only imaging variations in the dynamical properties� Measurements

were made every ��� at the surface of the cylinder for z��� 	� and � cm� with source�

detector angular separations of ��� and 	��� and correlation times of �� 	�� ��� ��� ���

��� ��� ��� and � 	s� Except where the measurements were made� a highly re�ective

coating was applied to the surface so that the cylindrical medium could be treated as

in�nite� This approximation has been discussed by Haskell et al� ���� and its validity

permits us to obtain accurate reconstructions of the dynamical properties�

The image of DB�r� in �g� ��		 was reconstructed from � ��� measurements of the

scattered correlation function� !s�rs� rd� � �� using ��� iterations of the Simultaneous

Iterative Reconstruction Technique �		��� The z�� slice of the image is shown in

�g� ��		b� From this image the center �in the x�y plane� of the dynamic region and

the magnitude of the particle di�usion coe�cient are determined� The center of the

object in the image is within � mm of the actual center of the dynamic sphere� This

discrepancy scales with the uncertainty in the position of the source and detector�

The sphere diameter �� 	�� cm� and particle di�usion coe�cient �� 	�x	��� cm�s���

obtained from the imaging procedure also agree reasonably well with experimentally

known parameters �	�� cm and 	��x	��� cm�s����

����� Validity of Di�usion Equation for Media with Spatially Varying

Flow Properties

The experiments described thus far demonstrate the di�usion and scattering of correl�

ation in turbid samples where the dynamics are governed by Brownian motion� The

correlation di�usion equation can be modi�ed to account for other dynamical pro�

cesses� In the cases of random �ow and shear �ow the correlation di�usion equation
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becomes
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The fourth and �fth terms on the left�hand side of eq� ������ arise from random and

shear �ows respectively� h�V �i is the second moment of the particle speed distribu�

tion �assuming the velocity distribution is isotropic and Gaussian��	��� ���� and "eff

is the e�ective shear rate �	���� Notice that the �dynamical absorption for �ow in

eq� ������ increases as � � �compared to the � increase for Brownian motion� because

particles in �ow �elds travel ballistically# also DB� h�V �i� and "eff appear separately

because the di�erent dynamical processes are uncorrelated� The form of the �dynam�

ical absorption term for random �ow is related to that for Brownian motion� Both

are of the form �
�v	

�
s h�r��� �i� where h�r��� �i is the mean square displacement of

a scattering particle� For Brownian motion h�r��� �i � �DB� � and for random �ow

h�r��� �i � h�V �i � �� The derivation of the �dynamical absorption term for shear

�ow is more complex and the reader is referred to Wu et al� �	��� for a complete

discussion�

Flow in turbid media is an interesting problem that has received some attention�

In these measurements experimenters typically determine a correlation function that

may be a compound of many decays representing a weighted average of �ow within the

sample� For example� Bonner and Nossal have developed an approach for measuring

random blood �ow in homogeneous tissue ����� Wu et al� have applied DWS to

study uniform shear �ow �	���� and Bicout and co�workers have applied DWS to

study inhomogeneous �ow and turbulence �		�� 		�� 		�� 		��� In all cases� a priori

knowledge of the �ow is used in the analyses� The application of correlation di�usion

imaging will further clarify information about heterogeneous �ows in turbid media�

I conducted experiments to examine the correlation signal arising from a solid

highly scattering medium with a single cylindrical vein containing a highly scattering

liquid under Poiseuille �ow� The experimental system is depicted in �g� ��	�� In this

experiment� the correlation function is measured in remission from a semi�in�nite�
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Pump

Intralipid

Source DetectorSource Detector

Side View Front View

Figure ��	�� The experimental system is the same as described in �g� ��� except
that the TiO� slab now has a � mm diameter cylindrical cavity instead of a spherical
cavity� The cylindrical cavity is centered 	� mm below the surface of the slab and ����
Intralipid is pumped through the cavity at �ow speeds of ����� cm s��� ��� cm s���
and 	��� cm s��� For the solid� 	�s � ��� cm�� and 	a � ����� cm��� For the Intralipid�
the optical properties are assumed to be the same as the TiO�� The correlation function
is measured with the source and detector separated by ��� cm� i�e� the source is 	�� cm
to the left of the vein and the detector is 	�� cm to the right�
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Figure ��	�� Experimental measurements of the normalized temporal �eld correlation
function for three di�erent �ow speeds are compared with theory� Measurements for
�ow speeds of ����� cm s��� ��� cm s��� and 	��� cm s�� are indicated respectively by
the ��s� 	�s� and ��s� The solid lines are calculated using the experimental parameters
given in �g� ��	� and e�ective shear rates of ��� s��� ��� s��� and 	��� s���

highly�scattering� solid slab of TiO� suspended in resin �"eff � ��� A ���� solution

of Intralipid ��	� is pumped through the cylindrical vein in the slab with pump speeds

of ����� cm s��� ��� cm s��� and 	��� cm s��� The experimental results are shown

by the symbols in �g� ��	��

Measurements of the normalized temporal �eld correlation function were compared

with the exact solution of correlation scattering from cylindrical inhomogeneities� The

derivation of the analytic solution for a cylinder is similar to that for a sphere� Once

again� the correlation is a superposition of the incident and scattered correlation� i�e�

Gout
� � Go

� � Gscatt
� � For a cylinder of in�nite length� the solution for the scattered

wave in cylindrical coordinates is �		�

Gscatt
� �r� �� z� � � vS

���D�

�X
n��

Z �

	
dp cos�n�� cos�pz�
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where In and Kn are modi�ed Bessel functions� x �
q
p� � �Kout�� a�

y �
q
p� � �K in�� a� and a is the radius of the cylinder� The solution has been

simpli�ed by taking the z�axis as the axis of the cylinder and assuming that the source

is at z � � and � � ���

The comparison between experiment �symbols� and theory �solid lines� shown

in �g� ��	� indicates a good agreement� The parameters used in the calculation�

except for "eff � were the known parameters� The e�ective shear rate� "eff � was

determined by �tting the analytic solution to the data with the constraint that "eff

had to scale linearly with the �ow speed� The best �t to the data indicates that "eff

is approximately �� cm�� times the �ow speed� Since the shear rate is given by the

change in speed per unit length in the direction perpendicular to the �ow� one might

expect that the e�ective shear rate would be the �ow speed divided by the radius of

the vein� This simple calculation gives an e�ective shear rate that is a factor of two

smaller than the measured "eff � This di�erence is not yet understood� but could result

from the mismatches in optical indices of refraction and sensitivity to the semi�in�nite

boundary condition�

��� Monte Carlo Simulations

This section presents the results of various Monte Carlo simulations of correlation

di�usion� I used the results from Monte Carlo simulations to check the accuracy of

the correlation di�usion equation when the accuracy of my experimental results was

questionable or I did not have the experimental data� In many cases these simulations

provide a signal�to�noise ratio that is di�cult to achieve in the laboratory and therefore

permit a more accurate test of the validity of the correlation di�usion theory�

I �rst present simulation results for an in�nite� homogeneous system compared
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with correlation di�usion theory� This comparison illustrates the behavior of the cor�

relation function as di�erent parameters are varied� Good agreement with di�usion

theory is observed� I then present results for a system which is in�nite� static� and

homogeneous except for a spherical dynamic region� This system avoids the shortcom�

ings of the experimental system used in the previous section� Results are compiled

for a wide range of parameters and compared with correlation di�usion theory� The

agreement is good indicating the robustness of the theory� I then present simulations

for a two�component system with spatially uniform random �ow in a spatially uniform

static medium� This system models a capillary network in tissue� The comparison

with correlation di�usion theory demonstrates that the homogeneous solution can be

used as long as the dynamical term is weighted by

	�s�random �ow component�

	�s�random �ow component� � 	�s�static component�
� ����
�

The Monte Carlo simulations for obtaining electric �eld temporal autocorrelation

functions is described in appendix ������ Brie�y� the approach is to histogram the

accumulated momentum transfer of photons scattered from moving particles as they

propagate through a system with spatially varying dynamics� That is� scattering

events in a static medium do not contribute to the accumulated momentum transfer

while scattering events in a dynamic medium do contribute� The contribution is

proportional to the magnitude of the dynamics� In the simulation the momentum

transfer is accumulated as a dimensionless variable that scales with k�o � The histogram�

when normalized� is just the momentum transfer probability distribution P �Y �� The

correlation function can then be calculated with �		
� 	���

g��� � �
Z �

	
dY P �Y � exp

�
�	

�
Y k�o

D
�r��� �

E�
� ������

P �Y � is determined from the Monte Carlo simulation� k�o is the wavenumber of light

in the medium� and h�r��� �i is determined by the dynamics of the system�
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Figure ��	�� Monte Carlo simulations for correlation di�usion in a homogeneous me�
dium are compared with theory for di�erent �a� source�detector separations� �b�
absorption coe�cients� and �c� reduced scattering coe�cients� Unless otherwise
stated� the source�detector separation is ��� cm� 	�s�	��� cm��� 	a����� cm��� and
DB � 	�� 	��� cm�s��� The Monte Carlo results are given by the symbols� The solid
lines are calculated from di�usion theory�
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����� Homogeneous Media with Brownian Motion

Comparisons of eq� ���	�� with experimental measurements of absorption�free media

has been made by Pine et al� �	���� Good agreement is found except in regimes where

the photon di�usion approximation breaks down� Here� I compare solutions of the

correlation di�usion equation with photon absorption to Monte Carlo simulations� In

this case� the solution is

G��r� � � �
S exp

�
�
q
�	a	�s � �	��s DBk�o� jr� rsj

�
��D� jr� rsj � ����	�

At early correlation times the behavior is governed by photon absorption and at later

times it is governed by dynamical processes� The transition time is given by �c �

	a���	�sDBk
�
o�� At shorter � the correlation function will plateau while at longer � it

will decay exponentially as the square�root of � with the same rate as if there were no

photon absorption�

Fig� ��	�a plots the Monte Carlo results for di�erent source�detector separations


� The optical and dynamical properties are held constant at 	�s �	��� cm��� 	a �

���� cm��� and DB �	x	��� cm�s��� The decay rate of g��� � increases linearly with


� as expected� Next� we see the plateau at early � and that the transition time is

independent of 
� Finally� g��� � calculated using correlation di�usion theory for the

di�erent source�detector separations is given by the solid lines� In all cases good

agreement is observed�

Results for varying 	a and 	�s while keeping the source�detector separation �xed are

given in �g� ��	�b and �g� ��	�c respectively� In �g� ��	�b we see that �c increases as

the absorption coe�cient is increased while the decay rate at � � �c is not changed� In

�g� ��	�c we see that increasing the reduced scattering coe�cient increases the decay

rate of the correlation function and decreases �c� In all cases� good agreement with

di�usion theory is observed�

Fig� ��	� plots the same correlation functions plotted in �g� ��	� for di�erent source�

detector separations� but the abscissa is extended from 	�� 	s to ��� 	s� At these

longer correlation times the correlation di�usion equation is expected to break down
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Figure ��	�� Monte Carlo simulations for correlation di�usion in a homogeneous me�
dium are compared with theory for di�erent source�detector separations� Monte Carlo
results are given by the symbols� The solid lines are calculated from di�usion theory�
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because of the approximation that k�o h�r��� �i � 	� The results in �g� ��	� indicate

that the approximation is not valid when k�o h�r��� �i � ��	� that is� when � � ���	s�

The magnitude of the deviation depends on the source�detector separation normalized

by the photon random walk step length�

The behavior of the deviation is understood� At longer correlation times the decay

results from shorter photon path lengths since the longer path lengths have a faster

decay rate and no longer provide a signi�cant contribution� For the shorter path

lengths the photon di�usion approximation is not valid since the photons are not

di�using� Furthermore� the q average is not appropriate since there have been only a

few scattering events� and in order for the photon to reach the detector� the scattering

angles must be smaller than average� The smaller than average scattering angles

results in the observed slower decay rate of the Monte Carlo simulations relative to

di�usion theory�

����� Media with Spatially Varying Brownian Motion

Here I present Monte Carlo results to check the validity of the correlation di�usion

equation for systems with spatially varying dynamical and optical properties� The

system is in�nite� static� and homogeneous except for a spherical region which is

dynamic and may have di�erent optical properties than the background� The homo�

geneous properties are 	�s � 	��� cm��� 	a � ���� cm��� and DB � � unless otherwise

speci�ed� For the sphere� 	�s � 	��� cm��� 	a � ���� cm��� and DB �	x	��� cm�s��

unless otherwise speci�ed� Results are presented for the source�detector positions

indicated in �g� ��	��

Comparison of Monte Carlo results and correlation di�usion theory for a system

with spatially varying dynamical properties but uniform optical properties are presen�

ted in �g� ��	�� Three di�erent absorption coe�cients are considered� In �g� ��	�a� b�

and c the absorption coe�cients are respectively 	a � ���� cm��� 	a � ���� cm��� and

	a � ��	� cm��� For each absorption coe�cient� results are presented for the three

detector positions� The Monte Carlo results are given by the symbols� and the solid
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Figure ��	�� An isotropic point source is positioned Sz cm from the center of a spher�
ical inhomogeneity� The sphere has a diameter of 	 cm� Detectors are positioned
Dz cm away along the z�axis and displaced o� of the z�axis at 
�	� �� and � cm�

lines indicate the prediction using correlation di�usion theory� The agreement is fairly

good� Similar results are found for other Brownian di�usion coe�cients# actually the

results are the same� except that � scales inversely with DB�

The small discrepancies are most likely due to a signi�cant fraction of the �uc�

tuating photons having scattered from the dynamical region only a few times before

detection� By �uctuating photons I mean those photons which have sampled the dy�

namic region as opposed to the static photons which have not seen the dynamic region�

The distribution of the total momentum transfer with moving particles for the photons

detected at 
�	�� cm is plotted in �g� ��	 for 	a � ���� cm��� The distribution has

a discontinuity at �ko which is the maximummomentum transfer per scattering event�

The di�usion approximation is NOT valid in the regime of a few scattering events�

The contribution to P �Y � for Y � � thus leads to the observed discrepancy� This

was checked by noting a correlation between a reduction in the discrepancy with a

reduction in the discontinuity for results which are not presented�

In �g� ��	
 I present results for a sphere with di�erent 	a and DB than the back�
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Figure ��	�� Monte Carlo results for the g��� � �symbols� are compared with correlation
di�usion theory �solid lines� for the system depicted in �g� ��	�� The optical properties
are spatially uniform� In �a�� �b�� and �c� the absorption coe�cient is respectively
���� cm��� ���� cm��� and ��	� cm��� The 
 position of the detector is indicated in
the legend� The source is at Sz�	�� cm and the detector is at Dz�	�� cm�
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Figure ��	� Distribution of the total momentum transfer frommoving scatterers� The
geometry of the system is depicted in �g� ��	��
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ground� For the background DB � � while for the sphere DB�	x	���� For the

background 	a � ���� cm��� For the results presented in �g� ��	
a� b� and c the

object absorption coe�cient is respectively 	a � ���� cm��� 	a � ���� cm��� and

	a � ���� cm��� When the absorption coe�cient of the object is the same as the

background then the agreement betweenMonte Carlo and correlation di�usion is good�

However the agreement is not as good when the absorption coe�cient of the object

is di�erent than the background� This discrepancy results from the breakdown of

the photon di�usion equation for systems with spatially varying optical properties�

As observed in �g� ��	� and �g� ��	 there are many photons which only have a few

scattering events in the sphere� The di�usion approximation overestimates the path

lengths of these photons in the object� Thus when the absorption coe�cient of the

object is larger than the background� di�usion theory overestimates the number of

absorbed photons� fewer �uctuating photons reach the detector� and the correlation

function does not decay as much� For objects with smaller absorption coe�cients�

di�usion theory overestimates the amount of decay in the correlation function� These

are the trends observed in �g� ��	
�

Fig� ���� presents results for a sphere with di�erent 	�s and DB than the back�

ground� For the background DB � � while for the sphere DB�	x	���� For the

background 	�s � 	��� cm��� For the results presented in �g� ����a� b� and c� the

object reduced scattering coe�cient is respectively 	�s � ��� cm��� 	�s � 	��� cm���

and 	�s � 	��� cm��� When the reduced scattering coe�cient of the object is the same

as the background then the agreement between Monte Carlo and correlation di�usion

is good� However the agreement is not as good when the reduced scattering coe�cient

of the object is di�erent than the background� This discrepancy also results from the

breakdown of the photon di�usion equation for systems with spatially varying optical

properties�
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Figure ��	
� Monte Carlo results for g��� � �symbols� are compared with correlation
di�usion theory �lines� for the system depicted in �g� ��	�� In �a�� �b�� and �c� the
object absorption coe�cient is respectively ���� cm��� ���� cm��� and ���� cm��� The

 position of the detector is indicated in the legend� The source is at Sz�	�� cm and
the detector is at Dz���� cm�
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Figure ����� Monte Carlo results for g��� � �symbols� are compared with correlation
di�usion theory �lines� for the system depicted in �g� ��	�� In �a�� �b�� and �c�
the object reduced scattering coe�cient is respectively ��� cm��� 	��� cm��� and
	��� cm��� The 
 position of the detector is indicated in the legend� The source is at
Sz���� cm and the detector is at Dz���� cm�
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����� Media with Random Flow

Tissue blood �ow is a good example of a turbid medium with random �ow� Capillary

networks are generally randomly oriented on length scales set by the photon random

walk step length� When the capillary �ow is oriented� as it is in muscle� the photon

generally scatters 	�� times between interactions with blood such that the photon�s

direction is randomized between blood interactions� Thus� the �ow is e�ectively ran�

dom� Tissue blood �ow can be modeled as a two component system� the static tissue

matrix and the randomly �owing blood� Monte Carlo results for this system are

compared to correlation di�usion theory predictions�

Because the system is composed of two uniformly distributed components� it is

necessary to modify the correlation di�usion equation to account for the volume frac�

tion of blood� This is done by simply weighting the dynamical absorption term by the

probability of scattering from a red blood cell� i�e�

�
D�r� � v	a � 	

�
Pbloodv	

�
sk

�
o

D
�V �

E
� �
�
G��r� � � � �vS�r� � ������

Pblood is the probability of scattering from a red blood cell and is given by

Pblood �
	�s�blood�

	�s�blood� � 	�s�static component�
� ������

The other optical parameters in eq� ������ account for the combined contribution from

the tissue matrix and the blood�

A comparison of the Monte Carlo results and correlation di�usion theory is presen�

ted in �g� ���	 for Pblood � ��	� The optical properties are 	�s � 	��� cm�� and

	a � ���� cm��� The mean square speed of the red blood cells is h�V �i � 	�� mm�s���

The agreement is quite good when k�o h�V �i � � � 	 indicating that the di�usion the�

ory can be used to quantify blood �ow in particular and random �ow in turbid media

in general� The discrepancy observed for times greater than �� 	s arises from the

k�o h�V �i � � � 	 assumption �note that �k�o h�V �i����� � �	 	s�� Comparisons were

made for other Pblood and in all cases good agreement was observed�
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Figure ���	� Comparison of Monte Carlo simulations and correlation di�usion theory
for random �ow in a static tissue�like matrix� The probability of scattering from a
�ow particle �blood� is ��	�
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��� Summary

I have shown that the transport of temporal electric �eld correlation through turbid

media can be modeled using a di�usion equation and is thus completely analogous

to photon di�usion� The properties of di�using correlation are thus expected to be

similar to the properties of photon di�usion presented in chapter �� I demonstrated

this experimentally by showing that the migration of correlation in a turbid medium

with spatially varying dynamical and optical properties can be viewed as a macro�

scopic scattering of correlation �waves� This concept was shown in the context of

both forward and inverse problems� The inverse problem� otherwise known as image

reconstruction methods� o�ers exciting possibilities for studying dynamical variations

in heterogeneous turbid media� In biomedical optics� for example� this approach o�ers

a simple framework for analyzing the complex signals obtained from �uid �ow in the

body� Two di�erent biomedical applications are discussed in the next chapter�
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Biomedical Applications for Correlation Di�usion

��� Blood Flow Monitoring

Near�infrared spectroscopy �NIRS� has long been used to non�invasively measure pulse

rate ��� �� �	
 and blood oxygenation ��� �� � �	
 and recently to measure blood �ow

���� ���
� The advantage of NIRS over laser Doppler blood �owmetry �LDBF� to

measure blood �ow is that �ow in larger volumes of tissue can be monitored� LDBF

can only be used to interrogate mm� volumes of tissue whereas NIRS can interrogate �

to �	 cm� volumes of tissue� LDBF is restricted to small volumes because quantitative

information on blood �ow is only available if detected photons have scattered from

moving blood cells no more than once� LDBF can be used to quantify blood �ow in

larger volumes if the blood volume fraction �Pblood see eq� ������� is known� however

the signal�to�noise is generally prohibitively low for optode separations of � mm or

larger� The signal�to�noise is limited by the maximum allowed tissue exposure to laser

light� ANSI sets this maximum at 	�� W cm�� at ��	 nm for exposures between �	

and �	�			 seconds ����
� NIRS is not restricted in this way since large aperature

detectors can be used to collect more di�use light� However� NIRS methods do make

certain assumptions about metabolic activity during blood �ow measurements�

After brie�y reviewing the NIRS and LDBF methods for measuring blood �ow and

discussing their shortcomings� I demonstrate the use of correlation di�usion equation

as a new tool for quantifying blood �ow� This approach is only applicable in the

���
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regime where there have been multiple scattering events from moving particles� As

in the case of LDBF� the volume fraction of blood �i�e� Pblood� must be known and

the signal�to�noise is prohibitively low for optode separations �� mm� The advantage

of using correlation di�usion analysis over LDBF is that blood �ow variations on

macroscopic �i�e� �� mm� length scales can be quantitatively modeled� In this section

I demonstrate the similarity of correlation di�usion to LDBF and in the next section

I address the modeling of spatially varying �ow�

The concept behind using light to monitor the pulse rate is quite simple� For

red light �		��		 nm�� the dominate absorber in the body is blood� During a heart

beat� the local blood volume increases in the vascular system thus increasing the light

absorption� By monitoring �uctuations in the intensity of light that di�uses through

the tissue� one is e�ectively measuring the pulse rate�

Optical measurements of blood oxygen saturation is more sophisticated and relies

on spectroscopic di�erences between oxy� and deoxy� hemoglobin� The absorption

spectrum of ��� hemoglobin is shown in �g� ���� Because of the isosbestic point

at �		 nm it is possible to measure blood volume independent of oxygenation� The

oxygenation is determined by di�erencing absorption measurements above and below

�		 nm ���� �	
� For instance� the absorption coe�cients at �	 nm �����a � and ��	 nm

�����a � are

����a � ����Hb �Hb
 � ����HbO�
�Hb	�
 � �����

����a � ����Hb �Hb
 � ����HbO�
�Hb	�
 � �����

where ����Hb is the extinction coe�cient of deoxy�hemoglobin at �	 nm� ����HbO�
is the

extinction coe�cient of oxy�hemoglobin at �	 nm� etc� The concentrations of deoxy�

and oxy�hemoglobin are respectively �Hb
 and �HbO�
� The oxygen saturation is given

by

Y �
�HbO�


�Hb
 � �HbO�

� �����

Solving eq� ����� and eq� ����� for �Hb
 and �HbO�
 we �nd that the oxygen saturation
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Figure ���� The absorption spectra of oxy� and deoxy� hemoglobin are given with that
of water� The hemoglobin spectra are given for ��� whole blood� The comparison
with water absorption indicates the dominance of hemo�globin absorption in the near�
infrared and water absorption in the infrared� Absorption due to other biologically
relevant chromophores contributes less than �	� of that of hemoglobin and water in
the displayed wavelength range�
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of hemoglobin can be related to ����a and ����a � i�e�

Y �
����a ����Hb � ����a ����Hb

����a �����Hb � ����a �����Hb

� �����

where ��Hb � �HbO�
� �Hb� This method for determining blood oxygen saturation is

valid when oxy� and deoxy�hemoglobin are the dominant absorbers� If the absorption

by other chromophores is important then the concentration of those other chromo�

phores must also be considered�

NIRS measurements of blood �ow derive from Fick�s principle and use changes

in oxyhemoglobin concentration as an intravascular tracer ���� ���
� Fick�s principle

states that the rate of accumulation of a tracer is equal to the di�erence in the rate of

arrival and rate of departure of the tracer� If the tracer is oxyhemoglobin then Fick�s

principle is
�

�t
�HbO�
 � FHb

h
�HbO�
� � �HbO�
�

i
� �����

where �HbO�
 is the concentration of oxyhemoglobin� FHb is the �ow of hemoglobin

in units of per second� �HbO�
� is the concentration of oxy�hemoglobin arriving� and

�HbO�
� is the concentration departing� If a sudden change in the arterial oxygen

saturation occurs� the measurement is made before oxygenation change is observed in

the venous e�ux �i�e� �HbO�
� � 	�� and during the course of the measurement there

is no change in �ow� then the hemoglobin �ow can be found from

FHb �
�SaO��t�R t

� ��SaO��t��� dt�
� �����

�SaO��t� is the total change in arterial blood oxygenation saturation at time t relative

to a baseline measurement at t � 	 before the oxygen tracer is introduced� This

quantity can be measured continuously using NIRS� assuming the venous oxygenation

is constant� Sudden changes in arterial oxygenation can be induced by changing

the oxygen�nitrogen mixture delivered to the subject through a ventilator� and thus

eq� ����� suggests a straightforward method to measure arterial blood �ow using NIRS�

This method has been used to measure arterial blood �ow in the forearm ���
 and

in the brain ����
� The accuracy of the method has been checked by simultaneous
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plethysmographic measurements ���
� Plethysmography is the determination of blood

�ow by measuring the volume increase in an organ during venous occlusion� This NIR

method has been fairly successful in well�controlled situations� With the development

of di�using wave optical tomography ���
 it may even permit tomographic imaging of

�ow�

However� the method does have shortcomings which prevent general applicability�

First� this approach requires the subject to control his�her respiration either volun�

tarily or involuntarily through a respirator so that the oxy�hemoglobin tracer can be

introduced� Second� the metabolic activity must be stable so that measured oxygen

saturation changes can be ascribed to tracer accumulation� These two restrictions

limit the conditions under which blood �ow can be measured� Although generally

ideal for bed�side monitoring� �ow cannot be measured during subject activity �such

as exercise� which may be required for the diagnosis of di�erent vascular�related dis�

eases� Furthermore� questions have been raised as to whether blood �ow is perturbed

by the varying blood oxygenation� Finally� independent measurements of �ow and oxy�

genation cannot be correlated to obtain additional physiological information because

of the required control of the oxygenation�

Laser Doppler blood �owmetry provides a di�erent approach with di�erent limit�

ations� In laser Doppler blood �owmetry the Doppler shift of light that has scattered

from moving particles is used to derive information about blood �ow� This method

does not place any restrictions on the subject� Therefore measurements can be made

under any conditions� With LDBF� laser light is directed to the tissue� through which

it scatters� ocassionally scattering from a moving red blood cell� It then exits the tis�

sue and is detected by a photo�detector� The beating of Doppler�shifted photons with

other shifted and unshifted photons results in a �uctuating intensity at the detector�

The power spectrum or temporal autocorrelation function of these �uctuations can be

used to determine the �ow�

The tissue matrix is static relative to the red blood cells and thus does not signi�c�

antly contribute to any Doppler shift of the light frequency� The blood volume fraction
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is generally smaller than �� �excluding muscles� liver� and other highly perfused or�

gans which can have a blood volume fraction of up to �	��� Thus photons experience

Doppler�shifting events infrequently� If the optode separation is small ��� mm� then

detected photons have generally been Doppler�shifted no more than once� LDBF is

thus similar to quasi�elastic light scattering except that the scattering angle of the

Doppler scattering event is not known� Since more than �		 Doppler shifted photons

are generally detected per second� the scattering angle is e�ectively an average over

the di�erential cross section�

The major shortcoming of LDBF is the poor signal�to�noise ratio for optode sep�

aration greater than � mm� Once again� the signal�to�noise ratio is limited by the

maximum laser exposure that tissue can endure� The lack of signal prevents the non�

invasive determination of �ow in deep tissues� Another disadvantage of LDBF is that

the blood volume fraction �i�e� Pblood� must be known in order to quantify �ow if

multiple scattering events have occurred�

The correlation di�usion equation is the multiple scattering limit of LDBF except

that the correlation di�usion equation provides a simple framework for considering

systems with spatially varying �ow and optical properties� To demonstrate the simil�

arity of di�using temporal correlation spectroscopy and LDBF� I used it to monitor

blood �ow in the arm during cu� ischemia� Cu� ischemia refers to the use of a pres�

sure cu� to occlude blood �ow in a limb thus preventing the delivery of oxygen to

the limb� The measurements clearly show blood �ow changes with cu� pressures�

including the hyperemic overshoot after cu� release� The blood �ow measurements

are also correlated with changes in blood volume and blood oxygen saturation that

were measured using NIRS� The NIRS and correlation measurements were obtained

simultaneously�

The experimental system is diagrammed in �g� ���� A Ti�Sapphire laser was used

to produce CW �		 nm light� The beam was coupled into a �		 �m multimode �ber

�NA�	���� and delivered to the subject�s arm� Remission of the light was collected

from the sample by a single�mode �ber in order to observe the intensity �uctuations
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Figure ���� Setup for cu� ischemia experiments�

of a single speckle �or mode�� The collected light is delivered to a photon�counting

photo�multiplier tube �PMT�� and the PMT signal is delivered to a digital temporal

autocorrelator� Blood volume and oxygenation was measured using a Runman device

�NIM Inc�� Philadelphia� PA� to measure photon absorption at �	 nm and ��	 nm

����
� Each correlation measurement was integrated for � minutes while blood volume

and oxygenation measurements were gathered continuously� A baseline was measured

for the �rst �� minutes� The pressure was then quickly raised to ��	 mm Hg to

simultaneously occlude venous and arterial �ow� The response was measured for

�� minutes� The pressure was then released in intervals over the next �� minutes

and measurements made until the �ow� volume� and oxygenation returned to normal�

These measurements are given in �g� ����

Correlation functions measured during di�erent cu� pressures are shown in �g� ����

The decay rate of the correlation function decreases as the cu� pressure is increased�

There is a small decrease when the cu� pressure is increased to �	 mm Hg� a large

decrease when the cu� pressure is increased to �		 mm Hg� and then a small de�

crease when the cu� pressure is increased to ��	 mm Hg� The large change between
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Figure ���� The correlation function measured with cu� pressures ranging from
	 mm Hg to �		 mm Hg�

�	 mm Hg and �		 mm Hg results from venous occlusion�

During the baseline measurements presented in �g� ���� the blood �ow� volume�

and deoxygenation were found to be constant� During venous and arterial occlusion�

the volume did not change but the deoxygenation increased while the �ow rapidly

decreased� No change in blood volume occurs because blood �ow has been abruptly

halted� as indicated by the change in �ow� The deoxygenation of the blood increases

�corresponding to a decrease in oygenation� because of oxygen deliverly to and meta�

bolism by the surrounding cells� When the arteries are opened by dropping the pres�

sure below ��	 mm Hg� a signi�cant increase in the blood volume is observed because

the arteries are able to deliver more blood to the arm� but at the same time the blood

cannot leave because the venous pathways are still occluded� The delivery of fresh

blood is also indicated by the drop in blood deoxygenation as well as the increase in

blood �ow� As the pressure is dropped further the blood volume drops a little because

of incomplete venous occlusion allowing blood to leak back to the heart� This notion

of leakage is supported by the measured �ow increasing as the pressure is decreased�

Under normal circumstances the veins remain occluded and the blood volume and �ow

rate remain �xed until the pressure drops below �	 mm Hg� The observed leakage is
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Figure ���� The measured decay rate of the correlation function for di�erent cu�
pressures applied continuously over an hour is graphed in the top �gure� The blood
volume and deoxygenation were measured simultaneously and are graphed in the bot�
tom �gure�
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perhaps a result of our subject�s high blood pressure� When the pressure is dropped

to zero the blood volume and oxygenation is seen to return to normal but the blood

�ow �rst increases above the baseline because of a hyperemic response�

Similar observations have been made using laser Doppler blood �owmetry �����

���� ���
� In the next section I show how the correlation di�usion spectroscopy can

be used to quantify heterogeneous �ow�

��� Burn Diagnosis

The non�invasive determination of the depth of severe burns has been a tantalizing

problem for several years� A robust solution would o�er medical practitioners a valu�

able tool for diagnosing and treating severe burns� Burned tissue is essentially a

turbid medium with spatially varying dynamics� i�e� light is multiply scattered by the

tissue and layers of burned tissue are characterized by a lack of blood �ow� that is�

blood �ow ceases in severly burned tissue� The dynamical properties of turbid media

can be probed by monitoring the temporal �uctuations of the intensities of di�erent

speckles emanating from the turbid media� Generally� information on a system�s dy�

namics is obtained from the temporal autocorrelation function of these �uctuations

��� ��� ���
� In chapter � I showed that the correlation di�usion equation accurately

predicts the temporal correlation function for turbid systems with spatially varying

dynamics and that the dynamical properties of such systems can be imaged using

reconstruction algorithms based on the correlation di�usion equation ���
� In this sec�

tion I investigate the sensitivity of temporal �eld correlation measurements to burn

thickness and the applicability of the correlation di�usion equation to absolute de�

termination of burn thickness� Measurements on burn phantoms indicate that �		 �m

sensitivity is obtainable and that the correlation di�usion equation predicts the ob�

served correlation function fairly well� These positive results motivated animal studies

at the Wellman Institute� Our measurements of various burns on a living pig con�rm

that �		 �m sensitivity is achievable�
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Figure ���� Schematic of the burn phantom�

����� Experiments on Phantoms

The burn phantom is drawn in �g� ���� It consists of a layer of te�on resting on

a solution of Intralipid� The te�on mimics tissue that has been severely burned in

that the te�on scatters light and the scattering particles are static� The Intralipid

simulates the scattering and dynamical properties of the healthy tissue underlying

the burned tissue� For the te�on ��s�� cm�
 and �a is negligibly small� A ����

solution of Intralipid was used for which ��s��� cm�
 and �a is negligibly small� For

both the te�on and Intralipid solution the absorption was taken to be 	�		� cm�
�

The e�ective Brownian di�usion coe�cient of the globules in the Intralipid solution

is approximately �	�� cm�s�
� as determined from the mean diameter of 	�� �m for

the globules� Thicknesses of te�on ranging from 	���� mm to 	��	� mm are used in

the experiments to mimic burns of di�erent depths�

The experimental apparatus for probing the dynamical properties of this burn

phantom is diagrammed in �g� ���� Two di�erent lasers are used� the ��� nm line of

an argon ion laser and a helium�neon laser� The laser is coupled into a multi�mode

optical �ber �core diameter �		 �m�� This �ber delivers the light to the phantom�

Several single mode �bers are positioned with the source �ber to collect light at
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Figure ���� Schematic of the experimental setup� Details are given in the text�

distances of 	�� mm to ��� mm from the source� The light collected with the single

mode �bers is then delivered to a photon�counting photo�multiplier tube �PMT� and

analyzed using a digital temporal autocorrelator� In the experiments presented here�

approximately � mW of light is incident on the sample and the signal is integrated for

� minutes� Higher powers are avoided to prevent pulse pile up� i�e� the photon count

rate is already at the upper end of the linear response for the PMT� The multi�mode

�ber has a numerical aperture of 	���� and the single mode �bers are designed for

��	 nm light� A better signal�to�noise ratio is obtainable by reducing the numerical

aperture of the source �ber and using single mode �bers for ��� nm light�

The normalized �eld correlation function measured for di�erent source�detector

separations on the burn phantom with a te�on thickness of 	��� mm is graphed in

�g� ��� The decay of the correlation function arises from the dephasing of photons that

have traveled di�erent path lengths through the sample� Long path lengths contribute

to the decay of the correlation function at short times while short path lengths dominate

at long times� For an in�nite homogeneous system where the dynamics are governed

by Brownian motion� the correlation function decays exponentially as the square�root

of the correlation time� This decay would appear as a straight line in �g� ��� The
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Figure ��� The natural log of the normalized �eld correlation function is plotted
versus the square�root of the correlation time for di�erent source�detector separations�
The te�on sheet is 	��� mm� The solid line is for a separation of ��	 mm and the other
lines in order of decreasing slope come from separations of ���� ���� 	��� and 	�� mm�
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decay is the same for semi�in�nite homogeneous systems except at short times where

the decay is inhibited by the loss of long path length photon trajectories� The data

presented in �g� �� is nearly linear between �	 and ��	 �s� The deviation from

linearity at longer times arises from the te�on layer� Speci�cally� the decay at longer

times comes from photons that have traveled short path lengths� In the burn phantom�

the short path length photons dwell mostly in the static te�on layer� thus inhibiting

the decay of the correlation function�

In addition to the deviation from linearity� the rate of decay in the �linear� region is

also perturbed by the presence of the static layer� Fig� ��� plots the normalized �eld

temporal correlation function for di�erent te�on thicknesses with a source�detector

separation of ��� mm� A signi�cant di�erence is observed in the rates of decay for

di�erent te�on thicknesses� Fig� ��� indicates that these correlation measurements are

sensitive to changes in the te�on thickness smaller than �		 �m�

To summarize the data for all te�on thicknesses and source�detector separations�

I plot the slope of the correlation function in the linear region versus source�detector

separation for di�erent thicknesses� �g� ���a� and versus thickness for di�erent sep�

arations� �g� ���b� In all cases� the linear region is taken to be between � �s and

��	 �s�

First consider the slope as a function of source�detector separation for di�erent

thicknesses� �g� ���a� When no static layer is present� both theory and experiment

�not shown� demonstrate that the slope of the correlation function grows linearly with

source�detector separation� As seen in �g� ���a� the slope does not grow lineary with �

when a static layer of su�cient thickness is present� However when the static layer is

su�ciently small �in this case� when d�	���� mm�� the slope is observed to increase

linearly with �� This observed behavior is expected� Photons in general spend a

negligible amount of time in the static layer when its thickness is small� The static

layer is thus e�ectively not there and we observe that the slope increases linearly with

�� For thicker static layers however� photons spend a signi�cant amount of time in the

static layer and thus the correlation function does not decay as rapidly� As the source�
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Figure ���� The natural log of the normalized �eld correlation function is plotted
versus the square�root of the correlation time for di�erent te�on thicknesses� The
source�detector separation was held �xed at ��� mm� The solid line is for a thickness
of 	���� mm� The other lines in order of decreasing slope are for thicknesses of 	�����
	��	�� 	���� 	���	� and 	��	� mm�
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Figure ���� Slopes of the experimental data in the nearly linear region between �	 and
��	 �s are given versus source�detector separation and te�on thickness� In �a� the
slope is plotted versus separation for di�erent thicknesses� The solid line corresponds
to a thickness of 	���� mm� and the other lines moving from the solid line are for
thicknesses of 	����� 	��	�� 	���� 	���	� and 	��	� mm� In �b� the slope is plotted
versus te�on thickness for di�erent separations� The solid line corresponds to a sep�
aration of ��	 mm� The other lines� moving from the solid line� are for separations of
���� ���� 	��� and 	�� mm�

detector separation is increased� the photons are spending a smaller percentage of the

time in the static layer and thus the slope is seen to increase faster than linear� For

larger source�detector separations the slopes are expected to asymptotically approach

the value expected for a system with no static layer� This is observed for separations

greater than �	 mm when using te�on sheets less than � mm thick �not shown��

The slope versus thickness is plotted in �g� ���b for di�erent �� This graph indicates

that the slope decreases rapidly over a short range of thicknesses and that the center of

this range depends on the source�detector separation� At smaller thicknesses the slope

�attens �as seen for ����	 mm� because the photons dwell mostly in the dynamical

region� The slope also �attens at larger thicknesses �as seen for ��	��� 	��� and

��� mm� since the photons are then spending most of the time in the static region�
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Figure ���	� �a� and �b� illustrate two possible cases to be considered when obtaining
an analytic solution of the di�usion equation for layered media� A collimated source is
generally treated as a point di�use source extended a distance of l� into the medium�
In �a� the thickness of the static layer is greater than l�� In �b� the thickness of the
static layer is smaller than l��

The rapid change in the slope occurs when the photons are evenly sampling both

regions�

These measurements can be modeled with a solution of the correlation di�usion

equation for the system depicted in �g� ���� As a reminder the correlation di�usion

equation is �
�D�r

� � v�a � ���svDBk
�
o�
�
G
�r� � � � vS�r� � ����

Here G
�r� � � � hE�r� t�E��r� t� � �i is the unnormalized temporal electric �eld auto�

correlation function at the position r within the sample� D� � v	����s� is the photon

di�usion coe�cient within the sample� ��s is the reduced scattering coe�cient� �a is

the absorption coe�cient� and v is the speed of light in the medium� The h� � �i denote

an ensemble average or� in the case of an ergodic system� an average over time t� DB

is the particle di�usion coe�cent within the medium� ko is the wavenumber of the light

in the medium� and � is the correlation time� The source light distribution is given

by S�r��

To solve the di�usion equation� I approximate the collimated source as an isotropic
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point source displaced a distance zo � �	��s into the medium along the axis of the

collimated source� I also use the approximate extrapolated�zero boundary condition

instead of the exact zero��ux boundary condition �partial �ux in the case of an index

mismatch�� For the extrapolated�zero boundary condition� the �eld correlation is

taken to be zero at z � zb � ��	����s�� where the physical boundary is at z � 	�

The di�usion equation must be solved for two cases� �� when the point source is in

the static layer� and �� when the point source is displaced into the dynamic region

�see �g� ���	�� In the �rst case� G
�r� � � measured on the surface of the static layer a

distance � from the source is given by

G
�r� � � �
exp

�
�k
�� �

q
�� � z�o

�

�

q
�� � z�o

�
exp

�
�k
�� �

q
�� � �zo � �zb��

�

�

q
�� � �zo � �zb��

�
Z
�

�
�d�A���J�����

sin
�q

k�
�� �� �� �z � zb�
�

q
k�
�� �� ��

� �����

Here k�
�� � � v�
���
�a 	D�
�
� is the correlation �wavenumber� in the static layer� J��x�

is a cylindrical Bessel function� and A��� is a constant that depends on the thickness

of the static layer and the properties of the dynamical medium� This constant is
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The solution for the second case is
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Comparisons between experiment and di�usion theory are made in �g� ����� The

parameters used in the calculation are given in the text discussing �g� ���� The
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agreement between experiment and theory� although not perfect� is pretty good and

certainly captures the trend as a function of source�detector separation and static layer

thickness� It is interesting to note that the agreement is better at larger thicknesses

where the di�usion theory is expected to be more valid in the static layer� The larger

disagreement at smaller thicknesses is most likely a result of the breakdown of the

di�usion approximation in the small static layer� In this regime� comparison with a

solution of the correlation transport equation ��� ��
 would be more appropriate�

As seen from �gs� ���a and b� measurements of the temporal �eld correlation

function are sensitive to variations of less than �		 �m in the te�on thickness� Fur�

thermore� there is a correspondence between the thickness of the �burn� and the slope

of the correlation function versus the source�detector separation �see �g� ���a�� Burn

thickness can thus� in principle� be determined from correlation measurements with

an accuracy of better than �		 �m� However� an accurate determination depends

on the established correspondence which� in general� is a function of the optical and

dynamical properties of the burned tissue� It is thus important to investigate� nu�

merically and experimentally� the dependence of the curves in �g� ���a on the optical

and dynamical properties� For instance� we might �nd that a ratio of the slope of

the correlation function measured on the burn to that measured over healthy tissue is

relatively independent of the optical properties�

Fig� ���b suggests that these measurements would be suitable in a feedback loop

for controlling an automatic laser ablation system� By �rst choosing a large source�

detector separation such that the sensitivity of the slope of the correlation function

to the burn depth is optimized� we can observe the preliminary layers of necrotic

tissue being removed� As the burn thickness is decreased� smaller and smaller source�

detector separations are monitored to maintain optimal sensitivity� For correlation

measurements to be e�ective in a feedback system� a decent signal must be obtainable

in a second� The measurements presented here were integrated for � minutes to obtain

the best signal�to�noise ratio for presentation purposes� In fact� a su�cient signal�to�

noise ratio is achieved after only a few seconds for the parameters used in the phantom
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Figure ����� Comparisons between the experimental data and that predicted by theory
for di�erent thicknesses and separations are given� Each graph shows the results for a
particular thickness of te�on� The solid lines are the experimental data and the dotted
lines are theoretical� Results for separations of 	��� 	��� ���� and ��� mm are given�
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trials� As mentioned� a better signal�to�noise ratio can be achieved by optimizing the

�ber optics� In addition� since the photon count rate is so high� analog measurements

of the correlation function may be possible� Analog measurements provide a higher

duty cycle and thus a better signal�to�noise ratio�

The reduced scattering coe�cient of the te�on and Intralipid is approximately

�	 cm�
 and �	 cm�
 respectively� The reduced scattering coe�cient for tissue is

around �	 cm�
� The absorption of tissue is �	�	� cm�
� Measurements on tissue

may not signi�cantly alter the conclusions� but the accuracy of the correlation di�usion

equation on the length scales of interest will be jeopardized because of the smaller

reduced scattering coe�cient�

The agreement between the correlation di�usion theory and the experimental res�

ults is encouraging� This theory will permit measurements of burn thickness to be

quanti�ed�

����� Clinical Work

After verifying with measurements on phantoms that photon correlation techniques

are sensitive to di�erences in thickness of �		 �m and that the correlation di�usion

equation �eq� ������� can be used to model the correlation function� my next step was

to apply the technique clinically� The clinical work was done with Norm Nishioka and

Kevin Schomacker at the Wellman Institute in Boston� We used their pig burn model

for the clinical trials ����
�

This work was made possible by an Army grant to develop and investigate the

e�cacy of a laser debridement system� Debridement refers to the removal of dead

tissue� Their debridement system is operational and is currently being tested with pigs

since the skin of pigs closely resembles that of humans� As part of the Army grant�

the Wellman Institute has been investigating possible optical feedback techniques for

controlling the debridement� The idea is to use an optical technique to identify severely

burned tissue and then provide feedback during the debridement process to determine

when the severly burned tissue has been completely removed� Di�use re�ectance
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Table ���� Burn depths were assessed from biopsied tissue using a LDH stain �lact�
ate dehydrogenase�� LDH is a vital stain� therefore it will not stain cells which are
deadened by the burn�

Duration of Burn �sec� Burn Depth ��m�

� �	��		 �epidermal�

� �		��		

 �		��		

�� ��		��			

�	 ��		���		

���	� ���
� �uorescence indicators of blood �ow ����� ���
� laser doppler ����� ���
�

and speckle visibility ����
 techniques are being considered for this project�

To probe burn depth� we used the same experimental system that I used in the

phantom studies �see �g� ������ The pig was anesthetized and stablized on an operating

table in an operating suite at the Wellman Institute� Burns were administered using

� inch square metal blocks brought to �		 �C by boiling water� Burn thickness was

controlled by applying the metal block to the skin for a duration of � to �	 seconds�

For our study� �ve di�erent burns were examined� The duration and depth of each

burn is provided in table ���� I measured the correlation function on each burn for

source�detector separations ranging from 	�� mm to ��� mm� Measurements were

made �� hours after the administering of the burn�

Prior to burning the tissue� measurements were made at various positions on the

skin to determine a baseline� Also� baselines were periodically measured on healthy

tissue between measurements of the burned tissue� A set of preburn measurements

at a single site is shown in �g� ����� Here we see the single exponential decay of the

correlation function� and that the decay rate increases linearly with the source�detector
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PMT

Digital
Correlator

HeNe Laser   8mW

Figure ����� Experimental setup for the pig experiments� The shaded areas on the
pig indicate burns of various depths�
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Figure ����� Correlation functions at a preburn site for di�erent source�detector sep�
arations is presented� The separations are indicated in the legend�
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Figure ����� The temporal �eld correlation functions obtained from the �� hour old
burns for a source�detector separation of �		 �m are plotted� The correlation functions
for the � s �solid line�� � s �dotted line��  s �dashed line�� �� s �dot�dash line�� and
the �	 s �dot�dot�dot�dash line� burns are presented�

separation�

Fig� ���� plots the temporal �eld correlation functions obtained from the �� hour

old burns for a source�detector separation of �		 �m� As expected� the decay rate of

the correlation function decreases as the burn thickness increases� These data indicate

that the �� � ��� and �	 second burns are easily distinguished� To summarize the

data for all source�detector separations� I determined the decay rate of the correlation

function for 	 � � � �		 �s by �tting a line to the data� and plot the decay rate as

a function of source�detector separation for di�erent burns� These results are given

in �g� ���� and indicate that it is possible to distinguish burns that vary in thickness

by only �		 �m� The behavior of the decay rate is expected� For shallow burns�
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Figure ����� The decay rate of the correlation function versus source�detector separ�
ation is graphed for di�erent burns� The burn depths are indicated in the legend�

the decay rate increases linearly with the source�detector separation as observed for

healthy tissue and expected for a homogeneous system� i�e� the shallow burn does not

perturb the correlation function� However� for deeper burns� the decay rate decreases

and no longer increases linearly with the source�detector separation�

Our results from this clinical study are encouraging in that they verify that cor�

relation measurements can be used to distinguish burns with thicknesses that vary by

�		 �m� More research is needed to quantify the burn thickness from the raw data�

The quanti�cation will require knowledge of the optical and dynamical properties of

the burn� It should be possible to determine these quantities from the correlation

measurements and from di�use re�ectance measurements in the time�domain and�or

frequency domain �see chapter ��� This quanti�cation may be simpli�ed by comparing

correlation functions between burned and healthy tissue� A ratio of such measurements
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may be insensitive to blood �ow� thus reducing the number of unknowns in the de�

termination of the burn depth� Finally� the behavior of the burns during the �rst few

hours must be studied more carefully to determine if correlation techniques can be

used to diagnose the severity of young burns� To be a suitable diagnostic tool� our

technique must be able to characterize burns during the �rst day� preferably within

the �rst six hours� This research is in progress�
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Chapter �

Experimental Methods

This chapter describes the two di�erent techniques utilized in this dissertation for ob�

serving the behavior of di�using photons in turbid media� In the �rst� I measure the

average intensity and phase of light generated by an intensity modulated source and

investigate the properties of the photon density as it di�uses through highly scattering

media� Media with and without spatially varying optical properties are considered� In

the second� I indirectly measure the temporal �uctuations of di�use electric �elds em�

anating from highly scattering media� From the time scale of the temporal �uctuations

it is possible to derive information about the dynamical properties of the scattering

media� Media with spatially varying dynamical and optical properties are considered�

��� Measuring Di�use Photon Density Waves

When photons are introduced into a highly scattering medium� they undergo a random

walk� Some photons will scatter only a few times before exiting the system while

others will experience a thousand or more scattering events� The average number of

scatter events for an in�nite homogeneous medium is estimated as �r�l��� where r

is the source�detector separation and l� is the photon random walk step� When the

source of photons is intensity modulated at a frequency f � then the photon �uence in

the medium will also modulate with a frequency f � This modulation in the photon

�uence can be thought as a traveling wave propagating outwards from the source and
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is referred to as a di�use photon density wave �DPDW� �� �	� ��� �� ����

����� Experimental

The experimental apparatus for generating and detecting these DPDW�s is depicted

in �g� ��	� The random medium used to multiply scatter the photons is usually a

liquid called Intralipid� Intralipid is an emulsion of water and soy bean fat used

for intravenous feeding of hospitalized patients� It is a polydisperse suspension of

particles with an average diameter of � ��� �m� but a relatively wide range of sizes

�i�e� from � ��	 �m to � 	�	 �m�� The optical properties of Intralipid have been

described by others �
�� 
� 
��� We purchase our Intralipid from the supply room

at the University of Pennsylvania� Other researchers obtain their Intralipid for free

by accepting the spoils that are discarded by hospitals� By changing the solution

concentration� it is possible to vary the light di�usion coe�cient of the medium� The

photon random walk step l�� often referred to as the photon transport mean free path�

is about ��� cm at ��� nm for a solution of ���� Intralipid by volume�

Polystyrene microspheres in suspension are often used as a turbid medium� They

can be purchased from Seradyne and Bang Labs� These microspheres are mono�

disperse and well characterized so that the scattering lengths can be calculated� We

prefer Intralipid over polystyrene because of the price� ��� per pint compared to �	�

per milliliter� We generally measure the optical properties using our optical technique

and therefore don�t require the well characterized microspheres� The disadvantage

with Intralipid is that it spoils after a few days� much like milk� and it is a breed�

ing ground for bacteria� Also since the scatterer is fat� the scattering properties are

temperature dependent�

For the experiments described in chapters � and � a large tank �� cm x � cm

x �� cm� is typically �lled with an Intralipid solution� Source and detector optical

�bers ��� mm in diameter� are immersed in the solution at the same height above

the tank �oor� The �bers are pointed in orthogonal directions to minimize gradient

systematics� speci�cally the detector �ber is perpendicular to the radial vector from
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Figure ��	� A known concentration of Intralipid solution �lls a glass tank� The source
is a diode laser that is amplitude modulated by a ��� MHz driver� Light is delivered
into the sample through a source �ber� and picked up by a movable detector �ber�
The �bers are pointed in orthogonal directions to minimize gradient systematics� The
signal at the photomultiplier tube �PMT� is heterodyned down to �� kHz �by modu�
lating the second PMT dynode at ������� MHz�� and then fed into a lock�in ampli�er
�Stanford� model �SRS����� The �� kHz lock�in reference signal is derived from
the ��� MHz driver by standard mixing techniques� The two�phase lock�in ampli�er
provides amplitude �jRj� and phase ��� output signals�

the source �ber�

The source light is derived from a  mW diode laser operating at �	� nm� The

light is coupled into the source �ber by butting the �ber bundle up to the surface of

the laser diode� The source �ber position in the tank is �xed�

Di�use light is collected with the detector �ber which can be positioned anywhere

in a plane parallel to the bottom of the tank by using a home�built translation stage

driven by stepper motors �described below�� The �ber delivers the collected light

to a photo�multiplier tube �PMT�� We use an R��� PMT from Hamamatsu� The

PMT is modi�ed to facilitate the phase and amplitude measurements� Basically the

voltage at the second dynode is modulated at ������� MHz� Modi�ed this way� the

PMT acts both as a detector and a mixer� The PMT signal thus has a ������� MHz

modulation and a �� kHz modulation� We use a notch �lter to pick out the �� kHz

signal� A �� kHz reference is generated from the ��� MHz and ������� MHz oscillators

by a mixer and low pass �lter� The low frequency signals are then measured using
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Figure ���� Home�made stepper motor�driven translation stage�

a lock�in ampli�er �Stanford� model �SRS����� The phase shift and AC amplitude

of the detected light relative to the source are determined by the lock�in ampli�er�

The dynamic range of this apparatus is about 	��� Since the signal amplitude decays

by more than exp����� in one DPDW wavelength� the range of the experiments is

limited to slightly more than one DPDW wavelength� Nevertheless it is possible to

clearly distinguish the essential physical phenomena of di�use photon density waves�

The stepper motor�driven translation stage is diagrammed in �g� ���� The x�axis

carriages �Xc	 and Xc�� and the y�axis carriage �Yc� are moved by a wire and pulley

system� The wire attached to the y�axis carriage �at the solid block� is drawn by the

Y stepper motor� The wire attached to the x�axis carriages �at the solid blocks� is

drawn by the XY stepper motor� Because of the wire con�guration� the XY motor

actually moves the Xc	� Xc�� and Yc carriages� The Y motor only moves the Yc

carriage� The Y wire must have the designed con�guration in order to permit full

motion with a wire of constant length� From the XY motor the wire wraps the pulleys

in the following order� 	� �� � �� �� and �� From the Y motor the wire wraps the
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Figure ��� Circuit diagram for stepper motor controller� Pin 	� is the logic supply�
Pin 	� is the output enable �when set high the chip turns o��� Pin 	� is for direction
control� Pin 		 is for step control� The chip number is UCN�����B�

pulleys in the order� a� b� c� d� e� f� c� g� There are two pulleys in position c� All

pulleys are on appropriate levels to keep wires from intersecting� The detector �ber

is held in place by the Yc carriage�

We use ��phase stepper motors with ��� steps per revolution� The motors are

driven using a specially designed� inexpensive integrated circuit �Herbach and Rade�

man 	������������	� H�R � Q���� ������� A schematic of a simple circuit using

this chip for controlling the motor is given in �g� ��� The chip requires TTL pulses

to advance the motor one step and to control the step direction� These pulses are

provided by the parallel port �LPT	� of an IBM clone PC� We use Q�basic to directly

assigning values to the parallel port� The base address for LPT	 is ��� �decimal� and

the Q�basic command for assigning a value to address ��� is out ����n where n is a

value between � and ��� �see table ��	� and is the decimal value of the binary word

represented at the base address by pins � through �� For example� if you want pins �

and  to be high and � through � to be low then n would be ������		 in binary which
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Table ��	� Con�guration of the parallel port on an IBM�clone PC� The numbers
correspond to pins on the �� pin D�shell parallel port connector� Logic is inverted
for numbers with a bar� x means that the bit is not used� The base address for port
LPT	 is ��� �decimal�� Pins 	���� are logic ground�

Address MSB � LSB function

base � � 
 � � �  � output

base � 	 		 	� 	� 	 	� x x x input

base � � x x x � 	
 	� 	� 	 in�out

is  in decimal�

Experiments are performed in several di�erent geometries and are discussed in

chapter ��

In section ��� measurements of the propagation of DPDW�s in a homogeneous�

approximately in�nite medium are described� For these measurements� the phase

shift and AC amplitude of the detected di�usive wave is measured with respect to the

source at each point on a ��� cm square planar grid� The measurements are made

su�ciently far from the edges of the tank such that the medium could be approximated

as being in�nite�

In section ��� measurements of the refraction and di�raction of DPDW�s are de�

scribed� Experiments include measurements of the refraction by a planar interface

between di�erent concentrations of Intralipid and the refraction and di�raction by

spherical objects with di�erent optical properties than the surrounding medium� The

planar interface is created by a � mm thick sheet of acrylic which separated the two

di�erent solutions of Intralipid� The spherical objects are created by containing dif�

ferent concentrations of Intralipid and black ink in a ��� cm diameter glass bulb� The

wall of the glass bulb is approximately  mm�

In section ��� measurements of the scattering of DPDW�s from spherical objects

is described� Perfectly absorbing spheres and spheres with di�erent scattering coef�
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�cients were measured� The perfectly absorbing spheres are wooden spheres from

a hobby shop painted matte black� The scattering spheres are made by suspending

titanium dioxide in casting resin and letting it cure in hemispherical molds� Titanium

dioxide�resin phantoms have been described in detail by Firbank et al� �	
� 	�� and

are brie�y discussed in section ���

����� Monte Carlo

In addition to experimental measurements of DPDW�s� I use Monte Carlo simulations

of migrating photons to analyze certain properties with a signal�to�noise ratio that is

di�cult to achieve in the laboratory� Simulations are performed for a point source in an

in�nite� homogeneous medium� Results are obtained for di�erent source modulation

frequencies and medium absorption coe�cients� These simulations permit a detailed

examination of the breakdown of the photon di�usion approximation and the validity

of higher order transport approximations for large photon absorption coe�cient and

modulation frequencies �see section ��
��

The Monte Carlo code that I developed comprises only ��� lines of C code� this

includes components for spherical objects �see appendix C�� The basic idea is to

launch N photons into the medium at time t � � and histogram partial photon �ux

in radial and temporal channels� For my simulations N is typically 	 million to 	�

million and the code takes �� hours to run on a Sun Sparc 	� Model �	� ��MHz

processor or a 
� MHz Pentium� Once the temporal response to a pulse is found�

a fast Fourier transform of the result into the frequency domain is performed for

analyzing the properties of di�use photon density waves�

There are many techniques for propagating and histogramming photons within

Monte Carlo calculations ��
� 	�� 	���� To keep the code simple I mimic the physical

process as closely as possible instead of relying on reduction techniques that purport

to increase statistics while reducing computation �see ��
� 	�� 	��� for discussions of

di�erent reduction techniques�� The algorithm is charted in �g� ���� To propagate

a photon from one interaction event to the next� the program calculates a scattering
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Figure ���� Flow chart for Monte Carlo simulations for a point source in in�nite
homogeneous medium�
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length and an absorption length based on the exponential distributions derived from

the scattering and absorption coe�cients respectively� If the absorption length is

shorter than the scattering length� then the photon is propagated the absorption length�

scored if necessary� terminated� and a new photon is launched at time t � � from the

source position� If the scattering length is shorter� then the photon is propagated the

scattering length� scored if necessary� the scattering angle is calculated based on the

Henyey�Greenstein phase function �	�� 	��� 	�	�� and then a new scattering length

and absorption length are calculated� Photon propagation continues until the photon

is absorbed� escapes� or the time exceeds a maximum set by Tgate�

To exploit the spherical symmetry of the problem �the source is isotropic�� spherical

shell detectors are centered on the point source and the crossing of photons across

each shell is scored in the appropriate temporal and radial channel� The width of each

temporal channel is �� ps� Inward and outward crossings are scored separately so that

the Monte Carlo simulation can report the radial components of the photon �ux� In

this way we can obtain the photon �uence�  �r�� and the net photon �ux� �Dr �r��

from the data� For my analyses I use the photon �uence�

��� Photon Correlation Spectroscopy Techniques

Photons scattered by moving particles have their frequency Doppler�shifted by an

amount proportional to the particle�s speed� the photon�s wavenumber� and the scat�

tering angle� The frequency shifts are generally a very small fraction of the absolute

frequency� typically ranging from 	��� to 	����� These relatively small shifts are

di�cult to measure directly� Instead they are usually determined indirectly by meas�

uring the beating of di�erent frequencies as revealed in the �uctuating intensities of

a single coherence area �i�e� speckle� of the scattering light� These �uctuations can

be analyzed by looking at the power spectrum or temporal autocorrelation function

of the �uctuations� I measure the temporal intensity autocorrelation function of the

�uctuating speckles� This method is prefered over measuring the power spectrum for
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two reasons� First� the correlation function is the quantity which is derived in the

correlation di�usion equation �see chapter ��� Second� using digital correlators and

photon counting techniques� it is possible to analyze smaller signals�

There is one major advantage of direct measurements� Indirect measurements of

the Doppler broadening of the laser linewidth requires that single �or only a few�

coherence areas of scatter light be detected� For systems which multiply scatter light�

these coherence areas are on the order of �	 �m�� Small aperture light collectors are

thus necessary� resulting in the collection of small numbers of photons� This is not the

case for systems which scatter light no more than once since then the coherence area

is then given by the laser beam size and coherence length� For direct measurements

of Doppler broadening it is not necessary to collect light from a single coherence area

and thus the number of photons collected can be increased by at least a factor of 	���

Low signal�to�noise ratio applications would bene�t from the development of better

�lters for directly measuring these relatively small Dopper shifts�

����� Experimental

A schematic of the experimental apparatus for measuring the temporal intensity auto�

correlation function �discussed in chapters � and �� of a speckle�s intensity �uctuations

is presented in �g� ���� For the initial experiments� the �	� nm line of an Argon�ion

laser �operating with an etalon� is used because of its long coherence length and strong

power� In later human subject experiments� the ��� nm line of a Ti�Sapphire laser

is used to coincide with the isosbestic point in the absorption spectra of oxy� and

deoxy�hemoglobin� For the animal experiments� the �� nm line of a HeNe laser is

used because of its portability� In the future� it will be desirable to utilize laser diodes

with stable� single longitudinal mode operation�

The laser beam is coupled into a multimode �ber using a �ber launch system

purchased from Thor Labs �part � MDT�	��� Fibers with core diameters ranging

from �� to ��� �m and various numerical aperatures �NA� are used� Generally�

for large source�detector separations the diameter and NA are not critical� although
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Figure ���� Experimental setup for photon correlation spectroscopy�

coupling with the laser beam is easier with large diameters and NA�s� For the smaller

source�detector separations used on the human subject and animal trials� it is best to

use a small NA� This minimizes the divergence of the beam from the output of the

�ber to the sample� thus reducing the possibility of detecting light that has re�ected

at the surface of the sample� For these measurements I use ��� �m core diameter �ber

with an NA of ��	� �Thor Labs FG�����LAT��

Measurements are made on various samples with many source�detector separations�

The source�detector positions are controlled by repositioning the source and detector

�bers� Di�use back re�ection is measured from turbid� homogeneous� and solid slabs

with either a spherical cavity containing a turbid colloid or a cylindrical vein through

which a colloid is pumped� Transmission and re�ection measurements are made on

solid cylinders with spherical cavities� Human and animal subjects are also employed�

These various samples are described in more detail in the appropriate chapters�

Single speckles of the di�use light emanating from the sample are collected with a

single mode �ber� I use di�erent single mode �bers� all from Thor Labs� Basically it

is best to use a single mode �ber designed for the wavelength of light to be detected�
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Single mode �bers designed for short wavelengths will not propagate the desired longer

wavelength thus killing the signal� Single mode �bers designed for longer wavelengths

will pass many more modes �speckles� increasing the photon count rate but decreasing

the relative magnitude of the �uctuations resulting in a decreased signal�to�noise ratio�

This trade�o� can be exploited if the photon count rate with the appropriate single

mode �ber is near the dark current� The dark current is a constant noise source

independent of the photon count rate and thus the signal�to�noise ratio decreases

more than expected as the photon count rate approaches the dark current� In this

case a better signal�to�noise ratio can be achieved by using a �ber for a longer photon

wavelength which increases the photon count rate to a level such that the dark current

is insigni�cant� To be more quantitative we must look at the relative trade�o� between

a signi�cant dark current associated with the correct single mode �ber and the reduced

relative magnitude of the �uctuations associated with using a single mode �ber for a

longer wavelength�

A single mode �ber does not actually collect light from a single speckle but from

a single spatial mode� Actually the single mode �ber propagates both polarizations so

that it is really a dual mode �ber� The di�erence between observing a speckle and a

mode is best demonstrated by comparing the measured correlation function for di�er�

ent distances between the single mode �ber and the sample� Because of the non�zero

NA of the single mode �bers� the area from which light is collected increases with the

distance between the sample and collecting �ber� The number of observed speckles

increases with the collection area and thus the observed intensity �uctuations should

decrease relative to the average intensity because of the averaging of uncorrelated�

�uctuating speckles� In addition the average intensity should increase� However� the

�uctuations are observed not to decrease and the average intensity remains constant�

This result� perhaps surprising� arises because a single mode �ber projects the collec�

ted light onto a single spatial mode which by de�nition is coherent� The use of single

mode �bers for observing speckles has been discussed by Ricka �	��� and Van Keuren

et al� �	���
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The collected light is delivered to a photon counting photo�multiplier tube �Hama�

matsu HC	���� The dark count is less than 	� counts per second at room temperature�

Smaller dark counts are achieved by cooling the PMT to ��C� After�pulsing can occur

for up to 	�� ns and the response of the PMT is linear up to ������� counts per

second� The signal from the PMT is ampli�ed and then discriminated using an amp�

li�er�discriminator package supplied by Brookhaven Instruments Corporation� The

TTL signal from the discriminator goes to the digital correlator card housed in a ���

computer� The correlator is from Brookhaven Instruments Corporation �BI������ To

measure correlation functions faster than ��� ns it is necessary to cross�correlate the

signal from two PMT�s� This is best achieved by using a ����� �ber optic beam

divider to split the beam between two PMT�s and operate the digital correlator in

cross�correlation mode�

Since the decay of the correlation function depends on the position of the source

and detector relative to the dynamical regions of the sample� it is necessary to optimize

the range of correlation times for which data is collected� It is important to choose

the minimum correlation time to capture the early time decay� However it is not good

to set this minimum arbitrarily low since smaller minimum correlation times reduce

the signal�to�noise ratio� The maximum correlation time must be chosen so that the

full decay� and thus the baseline� of the correlation function is recorded�

The samples used in my experiments are non�ergodic �a time average is not equal

to an ensemble average�� As described in the theory section on photon correlation spec�

troscopy and ergodicity �section ������� care must be taken with non�ergodic samples

in order to obtain repeatable measurements� Basically� for non�ergodic samples each

speckle has a constant component and a �uctuating component� The constant com�

ponent is comprised of photons which have not scattered from any moving particles�

The �uctuating component arises from the photons which have scattered from at least

one moving particle� If we �x the source and compare speckles in a localized region

some distance from the source� then we will see that the �uctuating component is

the same from speckle to speckle �the ensemble average equals the time average� but
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Figure ���� Setup for doing the ensemble average�

that the constant component di�ers �the ensemble average does not equal the time

average�� This variation in the constant component causes the measured temporal

intensity correlation function to vary from speckle to speckle�

In order to measure the proper correlation function it is necessary to ensemble

average the signal� I do this by moving the sample �or sometimes the source and

detector� during the integration of a correlation function� In this way I measure an

ensemble of constant components and thus obtain the desired ensemble average of the

speckles� intensity� Moving of the sample a�ects the correlation function by increasing

the observed intensity �uctuation� If the motion is slow enough then the decay of

the correlation function due to moving the sample occurs on a time scale that is long

compared to the time scale of interest� However� if we move the sample too fast then

the ensemble averaging decay overlaps with the decay due to the internal dynamics�

A schematic of the system I use for moving the sample is shown in �g� ���� The

sample is placed on a translation stage which is driven by a servo�motor� It is import�

ant to use a motor which moves smoothly� Stepper motors do not work well because

their motion is jerky� This jerky motion results in fast intensity �uctuations which

obscure the intensity �uctuations due to the internal dynamics� The speed of the

servo�motor is set to move the sample approximately �� �m s��� It is important to

ensemble average the signal in a localized area� If we average over too large of an area
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then source�detector positions relative to objects in the sample are not well�de�ned

and accurate comparisons with theory cannot be made� I use limit switches on the

servo�motor to make it oscillate along a ��� �m path�

����� Monte Carlo

When the accuracy of my experimental results was questionable or I did not have

the experimental data� I used the results from Monte Carlo simulations to check the

accuracy of the correlation di�usion equation �see section ����� In many cases these

simulations provide a signal�to�noise ratio that is di�cult to achieve in the laboratory

and therefore permit a more accurate test of the validity of the correlation di�usion

theory� I run simulations for a point source in an in�nite medium� Media with di�erent

dynamical properties are considered� I �rst gather data for a system with spatially

uniform Brownian motion� The correlation di�usion equation is known to be valid

for this system at short correlation times� Therefore� these �rst simulations worked

as a test for the Monte Carlo code at early correlation times and to demonstrate the

breakdown of the di�usion equation at long correlation times�

Next� I ran simulations for a homogeneous solid system containing a spherical

region with scatterers undergoing Brownian motion� The optical properties of the

spherical region are varied with respect to the background optical properties� These

simulations are necessary to unravel systematic discrepancies between experimental

data and correlation di�usion theory�

Finally� simulations are executed for a homogeneous system with di�erent volume

fractions of random �ow� This is a model of tissue blood �ow� All simulations are

performed assuming isotropic scattering �i�e� g � ���

The theoretical details pertinent to the Monte Carlo simulation are reviewed here�

A complete discussion of deriving temporal electric �eld correlation functions �g��� ��

ie given in section ���� The correlation function of light that scatters once from a
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dilute suspension of noninteracting uncorrelated particles is

gs��� � � exp
�
�
	

�
q�
D
!r��� �

E�
� ���	�

where q � kout�kin is the momentum transfer imparted by the scattering event �see

�g� ���� and h!r��� �i is the mean square displacement of the scattering particles in

time � � The magnitude of the momentum transfer is q � �ko sin������ When photons

are multiply scattered by non�interacting uncorrelated particles� the correlation func�

tion is computed for a given photon path 	 with n uncorrelated scattering events

as

g
���
� �� � � exp

�
��	

�

nX
j��

q���j
D
!r��� �

E�A � �����

q��j is the momentum transfer experienced along path 	 at scattering site j�

The general procedure for considering multiple paths is to �rst relate the total

dimensionless momentum transfer Y �
Pn

j�� q
�
��j��k

�
o �

Pn
j���	 � cos ���j� to the

dimensionless path length S � s�l�� Here s is the length of the photon trajectory

through the sample and l� is the photon random walk step length� For large n� Y is

accurately approximated by the average over the scattering form factor and thus

Y � n h	� cos �i �
nl

l�
�

s

l�
� S � ����

Here h���i denotes the average over the scattering form factor and l is the photon

scattering length which equals the photon random walk step length when the scattering

is isotropic� Next the total correlation function is obtained from the weighted average

of eq� ����� over the distribution of path lengths� i�e�

g��� � �
Z
�

	
P �S� exp

�
k�o
D
!r��� �

E
S�

�
� �����

Although P �S� can be determined using Monte Carlo simulations� it is usually found

with the help of the photon di�usion equation�

This procedure has built into it two assumptions� the relation between Y and S

and that P �S� is accurately given by the photon di�usion equation� For the purposes

of the Monte Carlo simulations it is desirable to take a di�erent approach that doesn�t
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make these two assumptions� As suggested by Middleton and Fisher �	��� and Durian

�		��� the total correlation function can be obtained from a weighted average over the

total dimensionless momentum transfer experienced by all photon trajectories� i�e�

g��� � �
Z
�

	
P �Y � exp

�
	


Y k�o

D
!r��� �

E�
� �����

There are no assumptions in this formulation other than the standard noninteracting

uncorrelated particles assumption� The drawback is that P �Y � cannot be analytically

calculated� However� Monte Carlo simulations provide a simple numerical approach

to �nding P �Y � for di�erent geometries� Such Monte Carlo simulations are described

by Middleton and Fisher �	���� Durian �		��� and Koelink et al� �	����

The Monte Carlo simulation follows the trajectory of a photon using the algorithm

described in section ��	�� with the addition that the dimensionless momentum transfer

Y is incremented in dynamic regions� When the photon reaches a detector� the Y

associated with that photon is scored in a P �Y � histogram� After su�cient statistics

have been accumulated for P �Y � �typically 	 million to 	� million photons� g��� � can

then be calculated using eq� ������

��� Making Resin Phantoms

Intralipid and India ink phantoms are often insu�cient� Either a more permanent

phantom is required or a system with spatially varying optical properties is desired�

These properties are not available with Intralipid phantoms since Intralipid spoils

after a few days �very much like milk� and� since it is a liquid� it is necessary to use a

physical barrier that perturbs the light �eld to separate regions with di�erent optical

properties� Both of these limitations are overcome with polyester resin phantoms�

Polyester resin phantoms are solid and inert� The scattering and absorption coef�

�cients of the solid can be controlled by mixing di�erent amounts of scatterer �we use

titanium�oxide� and dye to the liquid resin before the curing process� The resin can

be formed into any shape using an appropriate mold� Optical heterogeneities can be
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introduced before or after the curing process� The recipe for making a resin phantom

follows�
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����� Recipe for Resin Phantoms

Ingredients

� Polyester Resin �a�k�a� Castin Resin from Creative Wholesale ������
���		�

��� per gallon�

� Catalyst �Creative Wholesale ������
���		� ���

� TitaniumOxide Powder �TiO� from Sigma Chemical Co� ���������	� product

� T�	�	 ������ per kg�

� Dye �ICI plc� product name� Pro jet ��� NP�

� 	��� Ethanol

Equipment

� Scale with 	 mg accuracy

� Test tube with a cap

� Sonicator

� Ventilation hood

� Disposable container for mixing resin� titanium oxide� and catalyst

� Molds

Procedure

Warning� all work with polyester resin should be done in a ventilation hood�

� Find an appropriate mold �molds are discussed below��

� Determine the desired value of ��s and �a for the phantom�

� Weigh 	 mg of TiO� powder for every 	 ml of polyester resin to obtain a ��s of

�� cm��� Put the weighed quantity into a test tube that can be capped�
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� Weigh �� mg of dye for every liter of resin to obtain a �a of ���	 cm��� Put

the weighed quantity with the TiO��

� Add 	��� ethanol to the TiO� and dye� Use a volume of ethanol that is 	� to

�� of the volume of resin to be used�

� Stir and then sonicate the mixture� Stir occasionally to re�suspend any clumps

that settle to bottom� The mixture needs to be sonicated until the TiO� is

completely suspended as well as the dye� This takes � 	� minutes�

� Pour the desired amount of resin into the mold or a mixing container if the mold

is not appropriate for mixing�

� Pour the ethanol� TiO�� and dye mixture into the resin�

� Stir until uniform�

� Add catalyst to the resin mixture and stir well� For resin volumes greater than

��� ml use ��� drops of catalyst per liter of resin� For smaller volumes you can

use more catalyst� e�g� use 	���� drops for 	�� ml of resin�

� If the resin mixture is not yet in the mold then pour it into the mold�

� Let the sample cure for 	���� hours in a ventilation hood�

� Remove solid resin sample from mold�

� Machine if desired�

����� Molds

It is important to choose the right mold for forming the resin sample� The mold has to

be made of a material that will not react with resin as it is catalyzed� Furthermore� the

mold has to have smooth surfaces so as to release the resin once it has hardened� In

our lab� we have found that Tupperware containers� PVC� and te�on make good molds�
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We use Tupperware when we want a semi�in�nite medium with a �at interface and

the shape of the sides and bottom is not important� The �at interface comes from the

surface of the resin that is exposed to air� We use sheets of PVC to make rectangular

molds when the shape of the edges is important� To make cylindrical molds we use

PVC tubing� When making large samples� i�e� volumes greater than 	�� liters� the

resin tends to crack during the curing process� We have found that the large diameter

PVC tubing reduces the risk of cracking over rectangular molds� Finally� we use te�on

blocks for hemispherical molds to make spheres� The hemispherical molds are drilled

in the te�on using ball end mills�

Sometimes it is desirable to make resin phantoms with spatially varying optical

properties� There are a couple of techniques for doing so� One approach is to place

a previously made solid resin object with di�erent optical properties in the mold for

the background medium before curing the background medium� This works well as

long as care is taken to stabilize the inserted object and to remove any air bubbles

that remain at the liquid�solid interface� Phantoms with capillary networks are easy

to make by using te�on tubing in the mold to de�ne the network� The tubes are then

easy to remove after the resin has cured provided they don�t form too many loops that

greatly increase the resistance to being removed� Another approach is to machine the

homogeneous phantom after the curing and then introduce media with di�erent optical

properties�

����� Machining

Hardened resin is a soft material that machines well in the lathe� mill� and drill press�

Care must be taken with the band saw to prevent binding of the material with the

blade� The age�old advice of cutting away small amounts of material� backing up� and

repeating is su�cient for successfully using the band saw on hardened resin� I often

use the lathe to �atten the face of a resin block or cylinder� I recommend removing

no more than ����� inches of material per cut� Removing more material will result in

divots� Some people prefer to use the mill to make a �at surface� but I �nd that the
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lathe gives a smoother �nish� In some instances� however� the sample is too large for

the lathe and the mill must be used�

I next describe the technique for making resin samples with spherical cavities �see

section ���	�� A block with cavity is made by �rst squaring o� the faces of the block�

Then I cut ��� cm of material o� the top of the block� �atten the newly cut surfaces so

that the smaller piece is ��� cm thick� use a 	 inch ball end mill to cut a hemisphere

in the center of each of the two newly �attened surfaces� and drill a  mm �lling hole

through the thicker block to the hemisphere� Next I glue the two pieces together with

resin and catalyst� It is necessary to use resin as the glue so as to match the indices

of refraction between the two pieces� With other glues the interface is clearly visible

indicating that light propagation is severly perturbed by the interface� whereas when

using resin as the glue the interface disappears� Note that some glue will seep into the

cavity� For this reason I let the glue cure so that gravity will cause seeping resin to

�ow into the �lling hole� I can then remove this material by re�drilling the �lling hole

after the glue has cured�

A cylinder with a cavity is made in a similar way� First the cylinder is made

smooth in the lathe� Then it is cut in half and the two faces are �attened in the lathe�

A �
� inch ball end mill is used to cut hemispheres into each piece� a  mm �lling hole

is drilled parallel to the axis of the cylinder� and the two pieces are glued together

with resin�

����� Warnings

There are several mistakes that one can make that will ruin the sample� Here I list

the ones that I know personally�

Use 	��� ethanol to suspend the TiO� and dye� Water does not mix with resin�

and TiO� has a high a�nity for water� Therefore if the ethanol contains water� then

the TiO� will preferentially suspend in the water and separate from the resin while the

ethanol easily mixes with the resin� This suggests an interesting demonstration� Pre�

pare identical samples except in one case use ��� ethanol and in the other use 	����
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Another interesting demonstration is to mix just water and resin� This produces a

highly scattering emulsion that is stable for days if the volume fraction of water is

small enough� Unfortunately this emulsion cannot be hardened�

Incomplete sonication of the TiO� and dye will result in an inhomogeneous sample�

This warning holds especially for the TiO�� The sonication breaks large aggregates

of TiO� into submicron crystallites� Incomplete sonication will leave behind large

aggregates which� when mixed with the resin� will quickly settle� In addition� after

complete sonication� it is important not to shake or stir the ethanol�TiO� mixture

since this often leads to aggregation� If the aggregation happens before you have

added the TiO� to the resin then simply re�sonicate� Note that even under the best

of circumstances that some settling of TiO� will occur during the curing process� I

have not seen deviations in the scattering coe�cient from the top of the sample to

the bottom of the sample any greater than 	��� This deviation can be minimized by

stirring the resin�TiO� and catalyst approximately 	 hour after the initial mixing of

the resin and catalyst� The quoted optical properties of TiO� and dye in resin are only

approximate� Therefore the properties should be measured optically once the sample

has hardened�

Note that suspending the TiO� in the alcohol can be di�cult� Add more alcohol if

necessary but not more than �� the volume of resin to be used� If too much ethanol

is used then the resin will not harden but will instead become spongy�

We have had di�culty making polyester resin samples that were larger than

	�� liters because of sample cracking during the curing process� This cracking oc�

curs because the polyester resin has a large exothermic reaction with the catalyst

which can result in signi�cant volume changes� Firbank et al� have suggested using

an epoxy resin which produces less heat during the curing process �	���

Finally� we have observed that x�rays will change the absorption coe�cient of the

resin� This was found accidentally when an x�ray was taken of a sample in the hospital�
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Summary

Di�using photons can be used to detect� localize� and characterize optical and dynam�

ical spatial inhomogeneities embedded in turbid media� Measurements of the intensity

of di�use photons reveals information about the optical properties of a system while

speckle �uctuations carry information about the dynamical and optical properties� In

this dissertation I have shown that simple di�usion theories can be used to accurately

model the intensity signals and speckle correlation signals that di�use through turbid

media with spatially varying properties� This work is thus a uni�cation of intensity

and speckle probes of turbid media since the analogous theoretical models allow ideas

and concepts developed for one probe to be easily applied to the other probe� I have

also discussed possible biomedical applications for these techniques�

The photon di�usion equation has an interesting wave solution when the intensity

of the light source is sinusoidally modulated� Under these conditions the di�usion

equation reduces to a Helmholtz equation� For a point source in an in�nite� homo�

geneous medium the solution is a scalar intensity wave that propagates spherically

outwards from the source� The spherical wave has a complex wavenumber that de�

pends on the optical properties and modulation frequency� This spherical wave has

been observed and is called a di�use photon density wave �DPDW��

The theoretical consequence of this solution is that we can neglect the details of the

migration of individual photons and instead focus on the behavior of well understood

classical� scalar waves� Classical wave theory indicates that waves refract at interfaces

	
�
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between media with di�erent optical properties �e�g� scattering and absorption in this

case and refractive index in the case of ray optics� and are di�racted by absorbing

objects�

I experimentally demonstrated the refraction and di�raction of di�use photon dens�

ity waves and showed that standard refraction and di�raction models agreed well with

observations� I also showed that the interaction of di�use photon density waves with

localized optical inhomogeneities can be treated as a standard scattering problem

whereby the wave detected outside of the object is a superposition of the incident and

scattered waves� The scattering solution for di�use photon density waves is analogous

to a scalar version of the Mie scattering theory for electromagentic waves and agrees

well with experimental observation�

The photon di�usion equation is not valid if the absorption coecient is larger

than one tenth of the reduced scattering coecient or if the DPDW modulation fre�

quency approahces or exceeds the scattering frequency �i�e� v�
�

s
�� I showed that

higher order approximations to the radiative transport equation give better agreement

with experimental observations under these conditions and that the solutions of these

higher order approximations are still DPDW�s� but with di�erent functional forms for

the wavenumber�

Because the scattering of di�use photon density waves is understood� inverse scat�

tering algorithms can be developed that permit optical inhomogeneities to be localized

and characterized� Using realistic models for the intrinsic noise in a measurement� I

performed a detailed signal�to�noise analysis which reveals the limits to the detection�

localization� and characterization of optical inhomogeneities� I found that dominant

sources of noise are shot noise and noise due to the uncertainties in the positions of

the sources� detectors� and objects�

With best case estimates for these noise levels I found that optical inhomogen�

eities representing breast tumors �e�g� ���� contrast in absorption or ��� contrast

in scattering� as small as � mm can be detected and localized� but that the size

and optical properties of the �tumor� cannot be accurately characterized unless the
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diameter exceeds 	 cm� This signal�to�noise analysis can be used to determine the

optimal measurement geometry for object characterization� such as determining the

best measurement positions and frequencies� The best modulation frequencies are

between � and ��� MHz� Scattering objects are better characterized with measure�

ments at multiple frequencies while no such gain is obtained for absorbing objects�

Measurements close to the object give the strongest object signature� but a spatially

distributed set of measurements is required for full characterization�

The optimal spatial extent for the measurements depends in a detailed way on the

system parameters and is best determined for each speci�c case� With full optimiza�

tion it is possible in a best case scenario to characterize tumors as small as �� mm

embedded in � cm of breast tissue� Although this length scale cannot compete with

magnetic resonance imaging �MRI� and x�ray mammography� it may still be clinic�

ally useful because of its potential for superior speci�cation� Furthermore� there are

applications for imaging large scale anomalies such as brain hematomas �	�� 	��� 	����

The correlation di�usion equation provides a simple framework for predicting and

quantifying the speckle correlation functions that are measured on highly scattering

systems with spatially varying dynamical and optical properties� Because the correl�

ation di�usion equation is analogous to the photon di�usion equation� all concepts

and ideas developed for DPDW�s can be directly applied to the di�usion of correla�

tion� I showed experimentally and with Monte Carlo simulations that the di�usion of

correlation can be viewed as a correlation wave that propagates spherically outwards

from the source and scatters from macroscopic spatial variations in dynamical and�or

optical properties� I also demonstrated the utility of inverse scattering algorithms for

reconstructing images of the spatially varying dynamical properties of a turbid media�

After laying the theoretical foundation for correlation di�usion� I illustrated its bio�

medical applicability with examples of monitoring blood �ow and probing the depth of

burned tissue� Combining di�use photon and di�use correlation methods to monitor

non�invasively the behavior of blood during venous and arterial occlusion provides

useful physiological information� In particular� we saw expected changes in blood
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volume� blood oxygen saturation� and blood �ow� including hyperemia� during di�er�

ent stages of venous and arterial occlusion� The combination allows us to monitor

oxygen delivery and metabolism non�invasively� This technique may be useful for the

diagnosis of various vascular diseases such as thrombosis� Correlation di�usion may

be used to quantify the depth of severely burned tissue� I demonstrated this applic�

ation on phantom systems and in the clinic using a pig model� My results indicate

that burn thicknesses di�ering by 	�� �m can be distinguished both in phantoms and

in the clinic� Furthermore� I found that the correlation di�usion equation accurately

predicts experimental measurements on a layered burn model� This suggests that an

inversion algorithm could be developed to quantify burn depth clinically� The realiza�

tion of this goal will require the combined use of di�use correlation and di�use photon

probes�

In this dissertation I have given a complete account of the theory behind photon

di�usion and correlation di�usion� aimed to convince my audience that these di�u�

sion models are accurate for systems with spatially varying properties� and exemplify

the application of these di�use probes to clinical problems� There are bound to be

numerous clinical and industrial applications that are yet to be discovered� and I hope

that this work stimulates and aids their development�
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PN Approximation Method

I follow the PN approximation to reduce the general transport equation to a di�usion

equation� The method is simply to expand all angular dependent quantities in a

spherical harmonic series and truncate the series at the N th moment ���� ��� ���� I

	rst review the method for the photon transport equation and then apply it to the

correlation transport equation�

A�� Photon Transport Equation

The linear transport equation for photons propagating in media that scatter and absorb

photons is ���� ��� ���




v

�L�r� �� t�

�t
�r�L�r� �� t��� �tL�r� �� t� � �s

Z
L�r� ��� t�f��� ���d���S�r� �� t� �

�A�
�

This equation is described in detail in section ��
� L�r� �� t� is the radiance at position

r� traveling in direction �� at time t� with units of Wm�� sr�� �sr�steradian�unit solid

angle�� The normalized phase function is f��� ��� which represents the probability of

scattering into an angle �� from angle �� v is the speed of light in the medium and

�t � �s � �a is the transport coe�cient where �s is the scattering coe�cient and �a

is the absorption coe�cient� S�r� �� t� is the spatial and angular distribution of the


��
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source with units of W m�� sr��� The photon �uence is given by

��r� t� �
Z
d�L�r� �� t� � �A���

while the photon �ux� or current density� is given by

J�r� t� �
Z
d�L�r� �� t�� � �A���

Both the �uence and the �ux have units of W m���

Within the PN approximation the radiance and source distribution are expanded

as

L�r� �� t� �
NX
l��

lX
m��l

�l�m�r� t�Yl�m��� � �A���

and

S�r� �� t� �
NX
l��

lX
m��l

ql�m�r� t�Yl�m��� � �A���

The photon �uence ��r� t� is given by ���� �see eq� �A�
��� and the components of the

�ux J�r� t� are given by ���m �see eq� �A������ The ql�m�r� t� are the amplitudes of the

di�erent angular moments of the source at position r and time t�

For the phase function� we make the reasonable assumption that the probability

amplitude is only dependent on the change in direction of the photon and thus

f�� � ��� �
�X
l��

�l � 


��
glPl�� � ���

�
�X
l��

lX
m��l

glY
�

l�m��
��Yl�m��� � �A���

where Pl�x� is a Legendre Polynomial and the second line is obtained using the angular

addition rule ����� The phase function is normalized and therefore g� � 
�

Substituting these expansions into the photon transport equation� eq� �A�
�� we

obtain

NX
l��

lX
m��l

��



v

�

�t
� � � r� �t

�
�l�m�r� t�Yl�m���� ql�mYl�m���

��s
Z
d���l�m�r� t�Yl�m��

��
�X
l���

lX
m���l

gl�Y
�

l��m�����Yl��m����

�
� � � �A���
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Here �t � �s��a is the transport coe�cient� The integral over �� is calculated using

the orthogonality relation for the spherical harmonics� i�e�

Z
d�Yl�m���Y

�

l��m���� � �l�l��m�m� � �A���

The transport equation then becomes

NX
l��

lX
m��l

��



v

�

�t
� � � r� �

�l�
t

�
�l�m�r� t�� ql�m

�
Yl�m��� � � � �A���

where ��l�t � �s�
� gl� � �a is the reduced transport coe�cient�

Next� we multiply eq� �A��� by Y �

������ and integrate over �� We can use the

orthogonality relation for spherical harmonics �eq� �A���� on all the terms except the

term with � � r�l�m�r� t�� The result is




v

�

�t
���� � �

���
t ���� �

NX
l��

lX
m��l

Z
d� � � r�l�mYl�m���Y �

������ � q��� � �A�
��

The r and t dependence of �l�m� and ql�m is assumed�

We now focus on the remaining integral� First take the dot product between �

and the gradient operator so that we have the components �x
�
�x
� �y

�
�y
� and �z

�
�z
� The

components of �Yl�m��� can be written in terms of spherical harmonics� speci	cally

�xY
�

������ � sin � cos�Y �

������

� �

�

�
�	 � 
 � 
��	 � 
 � ��

��	 � 
���	 � ��

����
Y �

����������

�
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�
�	 � 
��	� 
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�
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�
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Y �
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�	 � 
 � 
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 � ��
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���	 � ��

����
Y �

����������

�

�

�
�	 � 
��	� 
 � 
�
��	 � 
���	 � 
�

����
Y �

���������� � �A�

�

�yY
�

������ � sin � sin�Y �

������

�
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���	 � 
�
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�zY
�

������ � cos �Y �

������

� �

�
�	� 
 � 
��	� 
 � 
�

��	 � 
���	 � ��

����
Y �

������
��

�

�
�	� 
��	� 
�

��	 � 
���	 � 
�

����
Y �

�������� � �A�
��

� is the direction of the photon where � and � are respectively the polar and azimuthal

angles of the photon direction� These equations are derived with the help of the

recurrence relations for associated Legendre polynomials using the Condon�Shortley

phase convention� Refer to section 
��� of Arfken �
��� for more details� The book by

Rose entitled Elementary Theory on Angular Momentum is also helpful �
����

Upon substituting eqs� �A�

���A�
�� into eq� �A�
�� the integral of three spherical

harmonics becomes an integral of two spherical harmonics which is easily calculated

using the orthogonality relation eq� �A���� After straight�forward algebra the transport

equation 	nally becomes
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�

vuut �	� 
��	� 
�

��	� 
���	 � 
�
�

�z
������ � q��� � �A�
��

This is a coupled set of linear di�erential equations for ����� The PN approximation

is obtained by neglecting all ���� and g� for 	 � N �

A���� P� and Di�usion Approximation

Within the P� approximation� the 	 � � equation gives
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and the 	 � 
 equations give
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�
���� � q���� � �A�
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We now transform ���� and the ���m�s in eqs� �A�
����A�
�� into the �uence ��r� t�

and net �ux J�r� t�� The �uence is

��r� t� �
Z
d�L�r� �� t� �

�X
l��

lX
m��l

�l�m

Z
d�Yl�m��� �

p
�� ���� � �A�
��

The ���m�s can be gathered in appropriate linear combinations to give the components

of the net �ux J� The appropriate linear combinations are obtained from the de	nition

of the net �ux �recall eq� �A����� They are

J�r� t� �
Z
d�L�r� �� t��

�
�X
l��

lX
m��l

�l�m

Z
d� �sin � cos��x� sin � sin��y � cos ��z�Yl�m���
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�
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�
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�
� �A����

Eqs� �A�
����A�
�� are thus equivalent to
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�

�t
��r� t� � �a��r� t� �r � J�r� t� � S��r� t� � �A��
�




v

�

�t
J�r� t� � �

���
t J�r� t� �




�
r��r� t� � S��r� t� � �A����

Here S��r� t� and S��r� t� are respectively the monopole and dipole moments of the

source at position r and time t as de	ned in eq� ������

Eq� �A��
� and eq� �A���� constitute the P� approximation to the photon transport

equation� The derivation of the di�usion equation from these equations is discussed

in section ��
 starting with eq� ����� and eq� ���
��� which correspond to eq� �A��
�

and eq� �A���� respectively�

A���� P� Approximation

With the P� approximation we had four coupled di�erential equations to decouple�

The P� approximation will give us 
� coupled di�erential equations� In general the

PN approximation will have �N � 
�� coupled di�erential equations� To simplify

the derivation� we can approximate the one�dimensional transport equation� obtain

a di�erential equation for the �uence� and then extend the one�dimensional result to

three dimensions� In one�dimension we need only concern ourselves with the m � �

equations and therefore the PN approximation will have N � 
 coupled di�erential

equations� This simpli	cation works because the photon transport equation does

not have a prefered direction� and thus all di�erential operators that appear in the PN
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equations will be symmetric under rotations �e�g� r� and r	�� We can thus transform

the one�dimensional equation to a higher dimension equation by replacing ��n

�z�n
to r�n

where n is an integer and r is the di�erential operator for the desired dimensional

space� In three dimensions r � �
�x
�x� �

�y
�y � �

�z
�z� This simpli	cation does not work

if the optical properties are spatially varying� In this case� spatial derivatives of the

optical properties appear that are not spherically symmetric�

In one dimension the 	 � � equation is
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�z
���� � q��� � �A����

The 	 � 
 equation is
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The 	 � � equation is
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The 	 � � equation is
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���
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s
�
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�

�z
���� � q��� � �A����

We can decouple these equations to 	nd an equation for ���� by back�substitution�

First� re�write the equations as

A���� � B���� � q���

C���� � D���� � E���� � q���

F���� � G���� � H���� � q���

I���� � J���� � q��� �

�A����

The coe�cientsA through J are given by eq� �A���� through eq� �A����� First multiply

the third line by J � switch the order of J and H� and substitute for J���� from line
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�� Transposing J and H is okay since we are assuming the optical properties are

spatially uniform� The third line of eq� �A���� becomes

JF����� JG���� �HJ���� � Jq���

JF����� JG���� �Hq��� �HI���� � Jq���

JF����� �JG�HI����� � Jq��� �Hq���

�A����

Next� multiply the second line of eq� �A���� by �JG�HI�� transpose �JG�HI� and

E� and substitute for �JG�HI����� from the third line of eq� �A����� The second line

of eq� �A���� becomes

�JG�HI�C����� �JG�HI�D���� � E�JG �HI����� �

�JG�HI�q���

�JG�HI�C����� �JG�HI�D���� � EJq���� EHq��� � EJF���� �

�JG�HI�q���

�JGC �HIC������ �JGD �HID � EJF ����� �

�JG�HI�q��� �EJq��� � EHq���

�A����

Finally� multiply the 	rst line of eq� �A���� by L � �JGD�HID�EJF �� transpose

L and B� and substitute for L���� from the third line of eq� �A����� The 	rst line of
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eq� �A���� becomes

LA���� �BL���� �

Lq���

LA���� � �BJG�BHI�q����BEJq����BEHq���� �BJGC �BHIC����� �

Lq���

�JGDA �HIDA� EJFA�BJGC �BHIC����� �

�JGD �HID � EJF �q���� �BHI �BJG�q����BEJq����BEHq���

�A����

Finally� replace the coe�cients with their de	nitions from eq� �A����� change ��

�z�

to r� and ��

�z�
to r	� and we obtain�

�r	 � 
r�� �
�
�����r� � � Wq����r� � �Xq����r� � � Y q����r� � � Zq����r� � �

�A��
�

where
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The right�hand�side of eq� �A��
� contains the moments of the source distribution

where
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Solutions to the P� equation and comparisons with the di�usion equation are made

in section ����

A�� Correlation Transport Equation

The PN approximation as described for the photon transport equation can be applied

to the correlation transport equation with only a few modi	cations� The correlation

transport equation is

r�GT
� �r� �� � ��� �tG

T
� �r� �� � � � �s

Z
GT
� �r� �

�� � �gs���� �
�� � �f��� ���d��� S�r� �� �

�A����

Here� GT
� �r� �� � � is the unnormalized temporal 	eld correlation function which is

a function of position r� direction �� and correlation time � � The scattering and

absorption coe�cients are respectively �s and �a� and �t � �s � �a is the trans�

port coe�cient� Furthermore� gs���� �
�� � � is the normalized temporal 	eld correlation

function for single scattering� f��� ��� is the normalized di�erential cross�section� and

S�r� �� is the source distribution� The scattering coe�cient is the reciprocal of the

scattering length� �s � 
�l� and the absorption coe�cient is the reciprocal of the ab�

sorption length� �a � 
�la� The time dependence �not to be confused with correlation

time� has been left out of the equation since I am only considering measurements with

CW sources� The time dependence can be included by adding a time�derivative of

GT
� �r� �� � � �i�e� v

�� �
�t
GT
� �r� �� � �� to the left�hand side of eq� �A�����

In analogy to photon transport� the correlation �uence is

G��r� t� �
Z
d�GT

� �r� �� � � � �A����

while the correlation �ux is given by

Jg�r� t� �
Z
d�GT

� �r� �� � �� � �A����

The main di�erence between the correlation transport equation and the photon

transport equation is the appearance of gs���� �
�� � � in the integral� as discussed in
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section ������ The appearance of this angular dependent quantity will result in integ�

rals of three spherical harmonics which are handled in a fashion similar to the handling

of � � r�l�m�r� t� in the photon transport equation �see section A�
��
Within the PN approximationGT

� �r� �� � � and the source distribution are expanded

as

GT
� �r� �� � � �

NX
l��

lX
m��l

�l�m�r� � �Yl�m��� � �A��
�

and

S�r� �� �
NX
l��

lX
m��l

ql�m�r�Yl�m��� � �A����

For the phase function� we make the reasonable assumption that the amplitude is

only dependent on the change in direction of the photon and thus

f�� � ��� �
�X
l��

�l � 


��
glPl�� � ���

�
�X
l��

lX
m��l

glY
�

l�m��
��Yl�m��� � �A����

where Pl is a Legendre Polynomial and the second line is obtained using the angular

addition rule ����� The phase function is normalized and therefore g� � 
�

The single scattering temporal 	eld correlation function is

gs���� �
�� � � � exp

	
�

�
q�
D
�r��� �

E

� exp

	
�

�
k�o
D
�r��� �

E �

 � � � ��

�

� �A����

where h�r��� �i is the mean square displacement of the scattering particles and q �

�ko sin����� is the momentum transfer for the scattered photon where � is the angle

between � and ��� For particles undergoing Brownian motion� h�r��� �i � �DB�

whereDB is the Brownian di�usion coe�cient� When � � ��DBk
�
o�
��� then eq� �A����

is Taylor expanded to

gs���� �
�� � � � 
 � �DBk

�
o� � �DBk

�
o�
�
� � ��

�

� 
 � �DBk
�
o� � �DBk

�
o�
��

�

�X
m���

Y �

��m��
��Y��m��� � �A����
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The second line is obtained using the angular addition rule ����� Note that ��DBk
�
o�
��

� 
��� s when DB � 
x
��
 cm� s�� and the wavelength of light is �
� nm�

Substituting these expansions into the correlation transport equation� eq� �A�����

we obtain

NX
l��

lX
m��l

�h
� � r� �t

i
�l�m�r� � �Yl�m���� ql�mYl�m���

��s
Z
d���l�m�r� � �Yl�m��

��
NX
l���

lX
m���l

gl�Y
�

l��m�����Yl��m����

�

� �DBk

�
o� � �DBk

�
o�
��

�

�X
m�����

Y �

��m������Y��m�����

�
�
�
� � ��A����

The integral over �� can be calculated for the 	rst two terms between the ������s on the

third line using the spherical harmonic orthogonality relation �eq� �A����� Integrating

gives

NX
l��

lX
m��l

h
� � r� �

�l�
t � glkc

i
�l�m�r� � �Yl�m���� ql�mYl�m���

�kc
Z
d���l�m�r� � �Yl�m��

��
NX
l���

lX
m���l

gl�Y
�

l��m�����Yl��m����

�
��
�

�X
m�����

Y �

��m������Y��m�����

�
� � � � �A����

New notation is introduced to simplify eq� �A����� ��l�t � �s�
�gl���a is the reduced

transport coe�cient �note ����t � �a� and kc � ��sDBk
�
o� is a dynamic absorption

coe�cient�

The Y �
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The coe�cients Am
l and B
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l are given by
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Doing the 	nal integral over �� we obtain
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Next� we multiply eq� �A���� by Y �

������ and integrate over �� Using the ortho�

gonality relations for the spherical harmonics� eq� �A���� we arrive at
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This is a coupled set of linear di�erential equations for �����

To obtain the correlation di�usion equation� we neglect all ���� and g� for 	 � 
�

The 	 � � equation is
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and the 	 � 
 equations are
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Using the de	nition for the correlation �uence G��r� � � �eq� �A����� and the cor�

relation �ux Jg�r� � � �eq� �A������ the 	 � � and 	 � 
 equations can be rewritten

as

�aG��r� � � �
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Recall that we have assumed that the correlationGT
� �r� �� � � is nearly isotropic and that

the scattering particles have moved a distance that is much smaller than a wavelength

of light� The 	rst assumption is satis	ed when �a � �s and the scattering is not

too anisotropic� The second assumption is satis	ed when k�o h�r��� �i � 
� To keep

our equations consistent with these approximations it is necessary to drop terms from

eq� �A��
�� in particular

��sJg�r� � � �



�
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Decoupling eq� �A���� and eq� �A���� for G��r� � �� we arrive at the correlation di�usion

equation
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where D� � v�����s� is the photon di�usion coe�cient�
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Appendix B

Henyey�Greenstein Phase Function

The normalized Henyey�Greenstein phase function is �
�
� 
��� 
���

f�� � ��� � f�cos �� �

 � g�

� �
 � g� � �g cos �����
� �B�
�

where � is the angle between the input direction �� and the output direction �� and g

is the scattering anisotropy� The angle � is in the interval ��� ��� This phase function

is unique because the average cosine of the scattering angle is g�

hcos �i �
Z �

�
f�cos �� cos � sin �d� � g � �B���

and higher moments of the scattering angle are gl�

Z �

�
f�cos ��Pl�cos �� sin �d� � gl � �B���

Pl�cos �� is a Legendre polynomial of order l�

�
�
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Appendix C

Monte Carlo Code

Following is the listing of the Monte Carlo code that I used to simulate the propagation

of di�use photon density waves and temporal correlation through turbid media� The

code is written to handle in	nite and semi�in	nite media which is either homogeneous

or contains a spherical inhomogeneity with di�erent optical and dynamical properties�

When running simulations with a spherical object the optical properties of the back�

ground and object can be anything� The background is assumed static and the object

is dynamic�

This code is compiled using

gcc �o monte monte�c ran�c ran��c ran��c �lm

or an equivalent� Parameters for the simulation are entered on the command line using

the following format�

unix prompt� monte nphotons musp mua musp� mua� radius sz dz DeltaYmax

DeltaYstep output file

nphotons is the number of photons to run in the simulation� musp and mua are

the reduced scattering and absorption coe�cent of the background medium� musp��

mua�� and radius are the reduced scattering and absorption coe�cent and radius

of the spherical object �if it exists�� sz and dz are the z coordinates of the source

and detector� DeltaYmax and DeltaYstep determine the range over which the total

momentum transfer from moving particles is histogrammed� output file is the 	le

name for the data generated by the simulation�

�
�
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The code can be compiled in many di�erent modes� each of which runs a sim�

ulation for a di�erent geometry� Which mode the code runs in is determined by

the  de	ne statements for HOMOGENEOUS� INFINITE� COLLIMATED� SPHER�

ICAL DETECTOR� and PARTIAL DYNAMIC in the beginning of the program� If

HOMOGENEOUS is de	ned then the medium is homogeneous� otherwise a spher�

ical object is centered at the origin� If INFINITE is de	ned then the medium is

in	nite otherwise it is semi�in	nite� The source is collimated in the �z direction

if COLLIMATED is de	ned� otherwise the source is isotropic� If INFINITE and

HOMOGENEOUS are de	ned and COLLIMATED is not de	ned then the spherical

symmetry of the geometry can be exploited by using spherical detectors� This is

done by de	ning SPHERICAL DETECTOR� otherwise ring detectors which lie in

a plane are used� For ring detectors� the detection plane is in the xy plane at the

z�coordinate dz and the source is at x�y�� and z�sz� For spherical detectors the

source is at x�y�z��� Finally� the medium can be homogeneous with a uniformly

distributed static and dynamic component� This is a model of capillary blood �ow�

This geometry is set by de	ning PARTIAL DYNAMIC where VOL FRAC is de	ned

as the volume fraction �actually Pblood� see section ������ of the dynamic component�

If PARTIAL DYNAMIC is not de	ned then the system is 
��! dynamic�

Two di�erent sets of output are generated� The 	rst set contains the time domain

data� A 	le is generated for each detector position� The 	le names are

output file ������tdd where the ����� indicates the detector position and �tdd

indicates time domain data� The second set contains the total momentum transfer

data� Once again a 	le is generated for each detector position� The 	le names are

output file ������DelY where the ����� indicates the detector position and �DelY

indicates momentum transfer data� The formats are self explanatory�

C�� monte�c

�include�stdio�h�
�include�stdlib�h�

�include�math�h�
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�define HOMOGENEOUS �� DEFINE IF THE MEDIUM IS HOMOGENEOUS
OTHERWISE THERE IS A SPHERE AT THE ORIGIN ��

�define INFINITE �� DEFINE IF MEDIUM IS INFINITE OTHERWISE SEMI�INFINITE��
���define COLLIMATED �� DEFINE IF SOURCE IS COLLIMATED OTHERWISE ISOTROPIC ��

�ifdef INFINITE
�ifdef HOMOGENEOUS
�ifndef COLLIMATED
�define SPHERICAL�DETECTOR �� DEFINE IF THE DETECTORS ARE SPHERICAL

OTHERWISE RING DETECTORS ARE USED ��
�endif
�endif
�endif

�ifdef HOMOGENEOUS
���define PARTIAL�DYNAMIC �� DEFINE IF SYSTEM IS UNIFORM BUT PART STATIC

AND PART DYNAMIC� ONLY WORKS IF DEF HOMOGENEOUS��
�define VOL�FRAC 	�
 �� VOLUME FRACTION OD DYNAMIC COMPONENT

USED ONLY IF PARTIAL�DYNAMIC IS DEFINED ��
�endif

�define pi ��
�
�����
�define TRUE 

�define FALSE 	

�define MAX�TBIN 
	�	 �� MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TEMPORAL BINS ��
�define MAX�DeltaYBIN �	�	 �� MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MOMENTUM TRANSFER BINS ��
�define MAX�RHOBIN �	 �� MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RADIAL�RHO BINS ��

main� argc� argv �
int argc�
char �argv���
�

int i�j�q�
int idum� �� FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR ��
int ncall� �� NUMBER OF CALLS TO RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR � USED
BY THE GENERATOR ��
int ABSORBED� �� FLAG IF PHOTON HAS BEEN ABSORBED ��
int b� �� TOTAL NUMBER OF PHOTONS TO RUN ��
int p� �� NUMBER OF PHOTONS RUN SO FAR ��
int OUTSIDE� �� FLAG IF OUTSIDE SPHERE ��
int rhoindex�tindex�DeltaYindex� �� INDICES FOR RADIAL�RHO� TIME�

AND MOMENTUM TRANSFER SCORING ��
int nt�nDeltaY� �� NUMBER OF TIME AND MOMENTUM BINS NEEDED ��
float rho� �� rho�sqrt�x�x�y�y� POSITION OF PHOTON ��
float rhostep� �� WIDTH OF DETECTOR ��
float t�tgate�tbin� �� CURRENT TIME� GATE TIME� WIDTH OF TEMPORAL BINS ��
float DeltaY� �� CURRENT MOMENTUM TRANSFER ��
float DeltaYmax� DeltaYstep�

�� MAXIMUM MOMENTUM TRANSFER� WIDTH OF MOMENTUM BINS ��
float velocity� �� PHOTON VELOCITY IN THE MEDIUM ��
float g�	�� �� ANISOTROPY FACTOR ��
float foo� �� TEMPORARY VARIABLE ��
float mua�musp�mus� �� OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE BACKGROUND ��
float muainv�musinv�
float mua��musp��mus�� �� OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SPHERE ��
float muainv��musinv��
float radi��radisq� �� RADIUS OF THE SPHERE� RADIUS SQUARE ��
float phi�theta�sphi�cphi�stheta�ctheta�

�� SCATTERING ANGLES ��
float x�y�z� �� CURRENT PHOTON POSITION ��
float xold�yold�zold��� LAST POSITION OF PHOTON ��
float xm�ym�zm�lm� �� x�y� and z OF PHOTON INTERSECTION WITH A PLANE
DETECTOR� lm IS THE LENGTH FROM LAST SCATTERING
EVENT TO DETECTOR INTERSECTION ��
float r�rold� �� CURRENT AND LAST RADIAL POSITION OF PHOTON ��
float c
�c��c�� �� DIRECTION COSINES ��
float c
o� c�o� c�o� �� OLD DIRECTION COSINES ��
float la� �� ABSORPTION DISTANCE � RANDOMLY GENERATED FROM MUA ��
float ls� �� SCATTERING DISTANCE � RANDOMLY GENERATED FROM MUS ��
float sz� dz� �� SOURCE AND DETECTOR Z POSITION� THE SOURCE IS

AT X�Y�	 ��
float hgpart
�hgpart��hgpart��hgpart��hgpart�hgpart��

�� USED IN HENYEY�GREENSTEIN CALCULATION ��
FILE �fp� �� FILE POINTER FOR SAVING THE DATA ��
double fluxout�MAX�RHOBIN��MAX�TBIN�� �� SCORE THE PHOTON FLUX ��
double fluxin�MAX�RHOBIN��MAX�TBIN��

double DeltaYout�MAX�RHOBIN��MAX�DeltaYBIN�� �� SCORE THE TOTAL MOMENTUM ��
double DeltaYin�MAX�RHOBIN��MAX�DeltaYBIN�� �� TRANSFER ��
float rnm� �� RANDOM NUMBER ��
float ran� int �idum� int �ncall �� �� FUNCTION DECLARATION ��
float B�C�L�T�DELL�T
�T��LSP�LAP�LSP��LAP��B��
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�� USED FOR SPHERE INTERSECTION ROUTINE ��
�� B�C to be used in B����AC calculation� ��
�� L� T are also for cross passing� entering sphere etc checks ��
�� B��B����AC��

�� T
�T��T are for parameterizations ��
�� DELL�delta L��
�� LSP� ls temp ��
�� LAP � la temp ��

char filenm����� �� FILE NAME FOR DATA FILE ��

�� GET THE COMMAND LINE ARGUMENTS ��
if� argc��
� � �
printf� �usage� monte nphotons musp mua musp� mua� radius sz dz DeltaYmax DeltaYstep output�file�n� ��
exit�
��

 

�� GET THE NUMBER OF PHOTONS TO MIGRATE ��
sscanf� argv�
�� �!f�� "foo �� b � �int�foo�

�� GET THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES ��
�� mua " musp are for background medium ��
�� mua� " musp� are for the spherical tumor� all variables with

#�# as the last character are for the tumor ��
sscanf� argv���� �!f�� "musp �� mus � musp��
��g�� musinv � 
��mus�

sscanf� argv���� �!f�� "mua �� muainv � 
� � mua�
sscanf� argv���� �!f�� "musp� �� mus�� musp���
��g�� musinv�� 
��mus��
sscanf� argv��� �!f�� "mua� �� muainv� � 
� � mua��

�� GET THE SPHERE RADIUS ��
�� radi� is the radius of the spherical tumor ��
�� radisq is for cross pass calculation ��
sscanf� argv���� �!f�� "radi� ��radisq�radi��radi��

�� SOURCE AND DETECTOR Z POSITION ��
sscanf� argv�$�� �!f�� "sz ��
sscanf� argv���� �!f�� "dz ��

�� RANGE OF MOMENTUM TRANSFERS AND BIN STEP ��
sscanf� argv���� �!f�� "DeltaYmax ��
sscanf� argv�
	�� �!f�� "DeltaYstep ��

�� INITIALIZE OTHER PARAMETERS ��
velocity � ����$�e
	 � 
����� �� PHOTON VELOCITY IN WATER ��
g � 	�� �� SCATTERING ANISOTROPY ��
tbin��	e�
� � tgate�
	���e��� �� TEMPORAL BIN WIDTH AND GATE ��
rhostep�	�
� �� DETECTOR WIDTH ��

�� CALCULATE THE NUMBER OF TEMPORAL AND MOMENTUM BINS THAT ARE NEEDED ��
nt � tgate�tbin�
nDeltaY � DeltaYmax�DeltaYstep�
�

�� MAKE SURE THAT ENOUGH MEMORY HAS BEEN ALLOCATED FOR THE NEEDED BINS ��
if� nt�MAX�TBIN � �

printf� �Maximum number of time bins exceeded�� ��
exit�
��

 
if� nDeltaY�MAX�DeltaYBIN � �
printf� �Maximum number of DeltaY bins exceeded�� ��

exit�
��
 

�� INITIALIZE THE FLUX TO BE ZERO ��
for� i�	� i�MAX�RHOBIN� i�� �

for� j�	� j�nt� j�� � �
fluxin�i��j� � 	��
fluxout�i��j� � 	��

 
�� INITIALIZE DeltaY TO ZERO ��
for� i�	� i�MAX�RHOBIN� i�� �

for� j�	� j�nDeltaY� j�� � �
DeltaYin�i��j� � 	��
DeltaYout�i��j� � 	��

 

�� NUMBER PHOTONS EXECUTED SO FAR ��
p�	�

�� SEED THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR � A LARGE NEGATIVE NUMBER IS REQUIRED ��
idum � �
������
ncall � 	� �� NUMBER OF CALLS MADE TO THE GENERATOR ��
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�� START MIGRATING THE PHOTONS ��
�� GENERATING PHOTONS UNTIL NUMBER OF PHOTONS EXECUTED �p� IS EQUAL TO THE

NUMBER TO BE GENERATED �b� ��

while �p�b��
OUTSIDE�FALSE� �� START OUTSIDE THE OBJECT ��
ABSORBED�FALSE� �� PHOTON NOT ABSORBED YET ��

t�	�� �� START PHOTON AT TIME � 	 ��
DeltaY � 	�� �� NO SCATTERING FROM A MOVING PARTICLE YET�

ZERO MOMENTUM TRANSFER ��
��p� �� INCREMENT THE PHOTONS EXECUTED COUNTER ��

�� INITIAL SOURCE POSITION ��
x�	�� y�	�� z�sz� �� CURRENT POSITION ��
xold�x� yold�y� zold�z� �� PREVIOUS POSITION ��

�� RADIAL POSITION OF PHOTON
USED FOR CHECKING FOR INTERSECTIONS WITH SPHERICAL DETECTORS
AND THE SPHERICAL OBJECT ��

r � sqrt�x�x�y�y�z�z�� �� RADIAL POSITION OF PHOTON ��
rold � r� �� OLD RADIAL POSITION ��

�� INITIAL DIRECTION OF PHOTON ��

�ifdef COLLIMATED
�� COLLIMATED ALONG Z�AXIS ��
c
�	�� c
o�c
�
c��	�� c�o�c��
c��
�� c�o�c��

�endif
�ifndef COLLIMATED

�� ISOTROPIC ��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
phi���pi�rnm�
cphi�cos�phi��
sphi�sin�phi��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
theta�acos�
�����rnm��
ctheta�cos�theta��
stheta�sin�theta��
c
 � stheta�cphi�

c� � stheta�sphi�
c� � ctheta�
c
o � c
�
c�o � c��
c�o � c��

�endif

�� LOOP UNTIL TIME EXCEEDS GATE� PHOTON IS ABSORBED� OR PHOTON ESCAPES ��
�ifndef INFINITE �� SEMI�INFINITE MEDIUM ��

while � t�tgate "" ABSORBED��FALSE "" z��sz � �
�endif
�ifdef INFINITE �� INFINITE MEDIUM ��

while � t�tgate "" ABSORBED��FALSE � �
�endif

�� CALCULATE SCATTERING AND ABSORPTION LENGTHS ��

�ifdef HOMOGENEOUS �� HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM ��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
ls � �musinv � log�rnm��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
la � �muainv � log�rnm��
OUTSIDE�TRUE�
if�ls�la� �

L�ls�
 
else �

L�la�
ABSORBED�TRUE�

 

�� ACCUMULATE THE MOMENTUM TRANSFER FROM A MOVING PARTICLE ��
�ifndef PARTIAL�DYNAMIC

DeltaY �� 
��c
�c
o�c��c�o�c��c�o�
�endif

�ifdef PARTIAL�DYNAMIC
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
if� rnm�VOL�FRAC � DeltaY �� 
��c
�c
o�c��c�o�c��c�o�

�endif
�endif
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�ifndef HOMOGENEOUS �� HETEROGENEOUS MEDIUM� I�E� A SPHERE IS PRESENT ��
�� CHECK IF WE ARE OUTSIDE THE SPHERE� OR INSIDE THE SPHERE ��
if�radi��r��

rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
ls��musinv �log�rnm��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
la��muainv �log�rnm��
OUTSIDE�TRUE�

 
else �

��INCREMENT TOTAL WAVEVECTOR TRANSFER IF INSIDE SPHERE��
DeltaY �� 
��c
�c
o�c��c�o�c��c�o�

rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
ls��musinv��log�rnm��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
la��muainv��log�rnm��
OUTSIDE�FALSE�

 

�� CHECK FOR INTERSECTIONS WITH THE SURFACE OF THE SPHERE ��

�� CALCULATE A�B�C ��

rold � r�
B��xold�c
�yold�c��zold�c���
C�rold�rold�radisq�
B��B�B�C�

�� CALCULATE MINIMUM DISTANCE ��
if�ls�la� �

L�ls�
 
else �

L�la�
ABSORBED�TRUE�

 

�� FINE TUNE ��
if �OUTSIDE��

if �B��	��

T
���B�sqrt�B����
T����B�sqrt�B����

�� FIND IF WE INTERSECTED THE TUMOR ��
�� I�E ENTERED IT ��
if��T
�	 "" T
�L� %% �T��	 "" T��L�� �

�� FIND MINIMUM OF T
� T���
if �T
�T���

DELL�T
�
T�T��

 
else�

DELL�T��
T�T
�

 
L�DELL�

LSP��ls�DELL��musinv�muainv��
LAP��la�DELL��muainv�muainv��

�� CHECK IF WE CROSSED OUT THE TUMOR ��
if�LSP��T�DELL� "" LAP��T�DELL�� �

L�T�
LSP���LSP�T�DELL��musinv��musinv�
LAP���LAP�T�DELL��muainv��muainv�
if�LSP��LAP���

L��LSP��
ABSORBED�FALSE�

 
else �

L��LAP��
ABSORBED�TRUE�

 
 

��STILL INSIDE THE TUMOR ��
else �

if�LSP�LAP��
L��LSP�
ABSORBED�FALSE�
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else�

L��LAP�
ABSORBED�TRUE�

 
 

 
 

�� END OF INTERSECTION WITH TUMOR ��
 

�� INSIDE TUMOR ��
else �

T
���B�sqrt�B����
T����B�sqrt�B����

�� FIND IF WE INTERSECTED THE TUMOR ��
�� I�E EXITED IT ��
if��T
�	 "" T
�L� %% �T��	 "" T��L�� �

�� FIND MAXIMUM OF T
� T���
if �T
�T���

DELL�T
�
 

else�
DELL�T��

 
L�DELL�
LSP��ls�DELL��musinv�musinv��
LAP��la�DELL��muainv�muainv��

if�LSP�LAP��
L��LSP�
ABSORBED�FALSE�

 
else �

L��LAP�
ABSORBED�TRUE�

 
 

 

��END OF INSIDE TUMOR ��
�endif

�� CALCULATE THE NEW POSITION ��
xold � x�
yold � y�
zold � z�
rold � r�

x�xold�L�c
�
y�yold�L�c��
z�zold�L�c��
r�sqrt�x�x�y�y�z�z��

�� SCORE THE PHOTON ��

�� INCREMENT THE TIME ��
t��L�velocity�

�� SCORE THE PHOTON WITH A RING DETECTOR ��
�ifndef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

if� z�dz "" zold�dz � �
lm��zold�dz���zold�z��L�
xm�xold�lm�c
�
ym�yold�lm�c��
rho�sqrt�xm�xm�ym�ym��
rhoindex��int�floor�rho�rhostep��
�� tindex � �t�lm�velocity��tbin���
tindex � t�tbin�
DeltaYindex��int�ceil�DeltaY�DeltaYstep��
if� rhoindex�MAX�RHOBIN "" tindex�MAX�TBIN � �

fluxout�rhoindex��tindex����
��c�� �� THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF THE
DETECTOR VARIES WITH THE
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE� NORMALIZE
OUT THIS DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE��

�� fluxout�rhoindex��tindex������
if� DeltaYindex�MAX�DeltaYBIN �

DeltaYout�rhoindex��DeltaYindex����
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�ifdef INFINITE
if� z�dz "" zold�dz � �

lm��zold�dz���zold�z��L�
xm�xold�lm�c
�
ym�yold�lm�c��
rho�sqrt�xm�xm�ym�ym��
rhoindex��int�floor�rho�rhostep��
�� tindex � �t�lm�velocity��tbin���
tindex � t�tbin�
DeltaYindex��int�ceil�DeltaY�DeltaYstep��
if� rhoindex�MAX�RHOBIN "" tindex�MAX�TBIN � �

fluxin�rhoindex��tindex���
��c�� �� THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF THE
DETECTOR VARIES WITH THE
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE� NORMALIZE
OUT THIS DEPENDENCE ON ANGLE��

�� fluxin�rhoindex��tindex������
if� DeltaYindex�MAX�DeltaYBIN �

DeltaYin�rhoindex��DeltaYindex����
 

 
�endif
�endif

�� SCORE THE PHOTON WITH SPHERICAL DETECTORS ��

�ifdef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR
tindex � t�tbin�
DeltaYindex��int�ceil�DeltaY�DeltaYstep��
if� r�rold � �

rhoindex � �int�ceil�r�rhostep��
while� �float�rhoindex�rhostep�rold � �

if� rhoindex�MAX�RHOBIN � �
fluxin�rhoindex��tindex����
if� DeltaYindex�MAX�DeltaYBIN �

DeltaYin�rhoindex��DeltaYindex����
 
rhoindex���

 
 
if� r�rold � �

rhoindex � �int�ceil�rold�rhostep��
while� �float�rhoindex�rhostep�r � �

if� rhoindex�MAX�RHOBIN � �
fluxout�rhoindex��tindex����
if� DeltaYindex�MAX�DeltaYBIN �

DeltaYout�rhoindex��DeltaYindex����
 
rhoindex���

 
 

�endif

�� CALCULATE THE NEW SCATTERING ANGLE ASSUMING ISOTROPIC SCATTERING ��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
phi���pi�rnm�
cphi�cos�phi��
sphi�sin�phi��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��

theta�acos�
����rnm��
ctheta�cos�theta��
stheta�sin�theta��

�� CALCULATE THE NEW SCATTERING ANGLE USING HENYEY�GREENSTEIN ��
�� phi���pi�rnm�

cphi�cos�phi��
sphi�sin�phi��
rnm � ran�"idum�"ncall��
hgpart
��
���g�g���
hgpart���
���g�g���
hgpart���
��g�����g�rnm���
hgpart��hgpart��hgpart��
hgpart�
�����g��
hgpart���hgpart����hgpart���
foo � �hgpart
��hgpart��hgpart�����hgpart��
theta�acos�foo��
stheta�sin�theta��

ctheta�cos�theta����

c
o � c
�
c�o � c��
c�o � c��
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c
 � stheta�cphi�
c� � stheta�sphi�
c� � ctheta�

 �� LOOP UNTIL END OF SINGLE PHOTON ��
 �� LOOP UNTIL ALL PHOTONS EXHAUSTED ��

�� SAVE TIME DOMAIN DATA USING A FORMAT UNDERSTOOD BY PMI ��
for� q�
� q�MAX�RHOBIN� q�� � �

rho � rhostep � ��float�q��
sprintf� filenm� �!s�!	��f�tdd�� argv�

�� rho ��
fp�fopen� filenm� �w���
fprintf� fp� �!d !e �			�n�� nt� tgate ��
fprintf� fp� �	 	 !f !d 	�n��sz� b ��

�ifndef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR
fprintf� fp� �!f 	 !f�n�� rho�rhostep��� dz��

�endif
�ifdef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

fprintf� fp� �!f 	 	�n�� rho��
�endif

for� tindex�	� tindex�nt� tindex�� �
�ifndef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

fprintf�fp��!lf�n������float��fluxin�q��tindex��fluxout�q��tindex����pi�rhostep�rhostep���pi�rhostep�rho���
�endif
�ifdef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

fprintf�fp��!lf�n������float��fluxin�q��tindex��fluxout�q��tindex�������pi�rho�rho���
�endif

fclose�fp��
 

�� SAVE MOMENTUM TRANSFER DATA ��
for� q�
� q�MAX�RHOBIN� q�� � �

rho � rhostep � ��float�q��
sprintf� filenm� �!s�!	��f�DelY�� argv�

�� rho ��
fp�fopen� filenm� �w���
fprintf� fp� �!d !e !e�n�� nDeltaY� DeltaYmax� DeltaYstep ��
fprintf� fp� �	 	 !f !d 	�n��sz� b ��

�ifndef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR
fprintf� fp� �!f 	 !f�n�� rho�rhostep��� dz��

�endif
�ifdef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

fprintf� fp� �!f 	 	�n�� rho��
�endif

for� DeltaYindex�	� DeltaYindex�nDeltaY� DeltaYindex�� �
�ifndef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

fprintf�fp��!lf�n������float��DeltaYin�q��DeltaYindex��DeltaYout�q��DeltaYindex��
��pi�rhostep�rhostep���pi�rhostep�rho���

�endif
�ifdef SPHERICAL�DETECTOR

fprintf�fp��!lf�n������float��DeltaYin�q��DeltaYindex��DeltaYout�q��DeltaYindex�������pi�rho�rho���
�endif

fclose�fp��
 

 

C�� ran�c

I use a combination of two random number generators from Numerical Recipes in

C �
���� This particular routine was strongly suggested by Dr� Murray Penney at

GE�CRD in Schenectady� NY� Dr� Penney has thoroughly tested the randomness of

this routine�

�include �stdio�h�

�include �math�h�
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static long idum��

float ran� int �idum� int �ncall �
�

float rn�
float ran�� int �idum ��
float ran�� long �idum� ��

�ncall � �ncall � 
�
if� �ncall��
 � idum� � �idum�	�$��
if� fmod��ncall�
e����	 � �idum��



�������ran��"idum���
rn � ran��idum��

if� rn�
e�� � rn�
�e���ran��idum��
if� rn��	 � rn�
e�
��

return rn�
 

C�� ran��c

This routine is from Numerical Recipes in C �
����

�include �math�h�

�define M $
�	�
�define IA 
���
�define IC 
	���

float ran��idum�
long �idum�
�
static long iy�ir�����
static int iff�	�
int j�
void nrerror���

if ��idum � 	 %% iff �� 	� �
iff�
�
if ���idum��IC���idum�� ! M� � 	� �idum � ���idum��
for �j�
�j���$�j��� �
�idum��IA���idum��IC� ! M�
ir�j����idum��
 
�idum��IA���idum��IC� ! M�
iy���idum��
 
j�
 � �$�	�iy�M�
if �j � �$ %% j � 
� nrerror��RAN�� This cannot happen����
iy�ir�j��
�idum��IA���idum��IC� ! M�
ir�j����idum��
return �float� iy�M�

 

�undef M
�undef IA
�undef IC

C�� ran��c

This routine is from Numerical Recipes in C �
����

�define MBIG 
									
�define MSEED 
�
�	����
�define MZ 	
�define FAC �
�	�MBIG�
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float ran��idum�
int �idum�
�
static int inext�inextp�
static long ma����
static int iff�	�
long mj�mk�
int i�ii�k�

if ��idum � 	 %% iff �� 	� �
iff�
�
mj�MSEED���idum � 	 & ��idum � �idum��
mj !� MBIG�
ma���mj�
mk�
�
for �i�
�i����i��� �
ii���
�i� ! �
ma�ii��mk�
mk�mj�mk�
if �mk � MZ� mk �� MBIG�
mj�ma�ii��
 
for �k�
�k����k���
for �i�
�i���i��� �

ma�i� �� ma�
��i��	� ! ��
if �ma�i� � MZ� ma�i� �� MBIG�
 
inext�	�
inextp��
�
�idum�
�
 
if ���inext �� �� inext�
�
if ���inextp �� �� inextp�
�
mj�ma�inext��ma�inextp��
if �mj � MZ� mj �� MBIG�
ma�inext��mj�
return mj�FAC�
 

�undef MBIG
�undef MSEED

�undef MZ
�undef FAC
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